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Abstract

Small, low cost, radar systems have exciting applications in monitoring and

imaging for the industrial, healthcare and Internet of Things (IoT) sectors.

We here explore, and show the feasibility of, several single bit square wave

radar architectures; that benefits from the continuous improvement in dig-

ital technologies for system-on-chip digital integration. By analysis, sim-

ulation and measurements we explore novel and harmonic-rich continuous

wave (CW), stepped-frequency CW (SFCW) and frequency-modulated CW

(FMCW) architectures, where harmonics can not only be suppressed but even

utilized for improvements in down-range resolution without increasing on air-

bandwidth. In addition, due to the flexible digital CMOS implementation,

the system is proved by measurement, to feasibly implement pseudo-random

noise-sequence and pulsed radars, simply by swapping out the digital base-

band processing. Single bit quantization is explored in detail, showing the

benefits of simple implementation, the feasibility of continuous time design

and only slightly degraded signal quality in noisy environments compared to

an idealized analog system.

Several iterations of a proof-of-concept 90 nm CMOS chip is developed,

achieving a time resolution of 65 ps at nominal 1.2 V supply with a novel

Digital-to-Time converter architecture. In pulsed mode, the chip features

programmable pulses with a minimum width of 130 ps and a time step of

65 ps. In CW mode, we can transmit arbitrary signals up to 3.8 GHz all the

way down to DC. With a continuous time single bit receiver, the backscat-

tered signal can be mixed with the on-chip XOR gate and integrated with

the on-chip counters, to provide a system-on-chip CW platform.
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Part I

Thesis

Chapter 1

The first chapter

When interfacing with the real world, an ideal analog circuit can track the

environment with infinite speed and infinite precision. The traditional chal-

lenge is then to build an analog circuit that is as close to ideal as we need.

This usually leads to a circuit that can handle a specific bandwidth (speed)

at a specific input range and limited by a noise level. The analog circuit

requirements are then traded off between cost (technology), power consump-

tion (vs noise), size/portability, existing vs custom components and so on.

There is no doubt that fully analog circuits can achieve remarkable feats.

Many of the digital devices we take for granted today started out as a fully

analog device, such as clocks, film cameras, record players and radios.

Today clocks, cameras, music players and radios take on an increasing

number of digital components, where we “interface” the analog world with

Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC).

The first advantage of going digital is in storage, analog storage mediums are

lossy and may degrade with time and playback/copy, whereas digital storage

promises to be cheaper, smaller and more reliable. The biggest advantage

is however the flexibility, once a signal is digitized, we can not only store

the information for future playback, but we can process (modify, merge and

simplify) and we can easily exchange/share across the world by connecting to
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CHAPTER 1. THE FIRST CHAPTER

the internet. In addition, digital design, allows for a greater abstraction layer

between the designer and complex electrical effects; enabling a much larger

degree of automation and re-use of multi-purposes digital building blocks

than feasible in analog design.

Radar systems have evolved in the same manner as consumer devices,

from the first fully analog radar systems that outputs to a Cathode-ray tube

PPI display, to systems that does an increasing amount of processing and

storage in the digital domain. Processing and storage can be achieved in the

analog domain, such as the early Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems

that recorded to film and used optics for the processing [ULB+14]. Optical

processing of SAR data was commonplace starting in the 1960s and extend-

ing into the early 1990s [Joh06], but is now completely replaced by digital

processing. Digital processing allows for increasingly sophisticated image

processing, without the bulk and imperfections through an optical system.

Figure 1.1 shows one such optical system and the caption confirms what we

stated above, that an analog system can be bulky, expensive and application

specific.

Figure 1.1: SAR optical processing from the 1960s [Joh06]. Permission to
reproduce this image in this thesis given by Oxford University Press May 2017.
All other uses restricted.
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CHAPTER 1. THE FIRST CHAPTER

Radar transmitters started out as simple spark gaps, but have evolved

to sophisticated waveform generators that allow fine control over the wave-

forms frequency content. Digital transmitters can be built as a Direct Digital

Synthesizer (DDS), which allow for flexible waveform synthesis with pre-

cise phase control. A DDS based Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave

(FMCW) radar is planned for both the NASA 2020 rover and Chinese 2020

rover [HBB+15, ZSJ+16]. Both solutions rely on frequency multiplication;

as a DDS is limited in its maximum output frequency, but its digital nature

ensures reliability and high accuracy.

A previously analog intensive technique, a Phase Locked Loop (PLL), is

also being digitized as seen by [Sta11, BVGC10]. A PLL can directly generate

higher frequencies than a DDS, where the DDS is limited by the clock rate,

a PLL is limited by the frequency range of the oscillator. The disadvantage

of a PLL is that it lacks the same phase accuracy as a DDS and requires a

lock-time when changing the frequency. Hybrid systems combining DDS as

a reference to a PLL are appearing [Gol00, WSJ06], aiming to combine the

advantages of both approaches.

In this thesis, we propose a digital frequency modulated radar, that can

take full advantage of the rapid advancement of digital technologies. By

restricting the signal to a single bit and removing the high frequency clock, we

get something similar to a DDS, but operated at a much higher speed. This

allows direct frequency generation, only limited in speed, by the (decreasing)

gate delay of the technology.

A single bit/square wave signal is rich in harmonics and must be care-

fully accounted for in the system design process. Traditionally, non-linearity

(harmonics) is minimized on the hardware level by careful component selec-

tion and filtering, the remaining harmonics are either looked at as distortion

(a time domain view often seen in ADC literature) or intermodulation. We

will here take a system approach where we carefully analyses how the har-

monics affect the system output and how we can circumvent or even utilize

the harmonics. These solutions rely on adjustable delays, something which

is readily available when working with single bit digital signals, opening up

some interesting signal processing solutions that allow the harmonics to be

present in every component of the design.

In addition, due to the flexibility of a digital circuit, we also show possible

implementations of non-frequency modulated radars, both pulsed time of

flight and noise based correlator architectures. We also propose and analyze

3
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multiple baseband solutions, that again leverages the single bit digital nature

of the signal.

1.1 Introduction to the proposed radar

We will here walk through the thought process of converting a traditional

analog frequency modulated radar into a fully digital radar solution that

will benefit from modern digital technologies. The Frequency-Modulated

Continuous-Wave (FMCW) principle is explained in more detail in the next

chapter, but as seen in figure 1.2 the architecture simply requires a frequency

source, a mixer, an ADC and some amplifiers. Readers unfamiliar with these

concepts may want to skip ahead to chapter 2.

1.1.1 Analog radar

t

f

t

f
ADC

VCO in PLL

Mixer

PA

LNA

or a DDS

Figure 1.2: Example traditional analog FMCW radar, analog components in
red. A VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) is controlled by a PLL (Phase
Locked Loop) to generate a low phase noise, linear chirp. A linear PA
(Power amplifier) amplifies the transmitted signal while the linear LNA (Low
Noise Amplifier) amplifies the returns. The transmitted and received signal
is mixed and digitized by a high speed multi–bit ADC (Analog to Digital
Converter). Filters not shown.
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We note that the only digital component in figure 1.2 is the ADC, and

as we will discuss further in chapter 5, even the ADC is not ideally suited

for modern digital integration. As for the remaining components, we have

mentioned that there is work to digitize the frequency source, by either a dig-

ital PLL or by DDS, but these are still circuit blocks with an analog output.

Both PAs and LNAs can be integrated in modern Complementary metal-

oxide-semiconductor (CMOS), but suffer from poor output power, linearity

and noise figure compared to alternative (more expensive) technologies such

as GaAs and SiGe.

In a traditional analog design, we want all of the circuit blocks to be

linear. Linearity is the basis of linear circuit analysis, giving us superposition

and simple, straight forward characterization and measurements techniques.

Unfortunately, no real active circuit block will ever be fully linear (for all

inputs), as any real active circuit will always eventually clip in amplitude.

This becomes even more challenging in modern digital technologies as the

supply voltage goes down. A workaround for non-linear blocks can be a

filter on the output and analog intensive solutions often need multiple filters

throughout the design. Filters are typically in-flexible and depending on

frequency not suited for direct on-chip integration.

It should be mentioned that a mixer is a non-linear component, as it

produces output frequencies not present on the inputs. That said, a mixer

is usually followed by a filter, leaving either the sum or difference only. In

addition, one of the inputs either have a single constant frequency or a single

modulated frequency signal (as in figure 1.2) allowing us to treat the mixing

operation as input-output linear, as it works simply as a frequency shifter.

By this, we mean that any linear combination of input signals, will give a

scaled (and shifted!) output signal. This shift can be time dependent, as in

an FMCW radar.

We will therefore, at times, refer to a mixer as a linear component. In

addition, the reader should not confuse a linear chirp or sweep, with a linear

component. A linear chirp simply follows a straight line f(t) = a + bt (in

the time-frequency domain), while a linear component satisfy H(ax + y) =

aH(x) + H(y). Where H is the components transfer function, a and b are

constants and x and y are either voltages or currents.

5
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t

f

t

f
ADC

Mixer

PA

LNA

Figure 1.3: Limiting the transmitted signal to two levels. As will be discussed
in section 2.2.1 the only information we care about in the transmitter is the
zero crossings. We no longer care if the PA is linear and so we can view it
as digital.

1.1.2 Digital transmitter

As a starting block, we begin by replacing the analog frequency source for a

(digital) amplitude clipped version as shown in figure 1.3. We will discuss this

transition more in section 2.2.1, but the essence is that we are not doing any

amplitude modulation and we are only interested in a single instantaneous

frequency, so we can safely amplitude limit the transmitted signal. If the

transmitter has a bandwidth that is greater than an octave, then we have

introduced harmonics both in the transmitted signal and in the final mixer

output. The only analog solution for removing these is a tunable/selectable

filter bank for each octave, before the mixer on at least 1 of the mixer inputs.

The filter bank only needs to remove harmonics on 1 of the mixer inputs

since the harmonics we wish to remove is the mixing between harmonics on

each of the inputs; as we will see shortly in section 1.1.5. The Power amplifier

(PA) now has a digital input and can be class-E/class-F if the bandwidth is

sufficiently low.
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t

f

t

f

PA

θ1

..
.

θ2

θN

Digital mixers

ADC

ADC

ADC

Comparators

∑

t

f

Figure 1.4: Principle of a swept threshold receiver, where each comparator,
mixer and sampler can be done serially if the scene is stationary or, as de-
picted here, in parallel. If the comparator levels θi (i ∈ [1, N ]) are fixed,
linearly separated levels, we have the equivalence of a flash-ADC. Due to
linearity of the operations, the processing (mixing and sampling) can either
be done before averaging (as shown here) or after, which would be the case
for a traditional flash ADC.
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1.1.3 Digital transmitter and receiver

To digitize the receiver, we must (as, again, will be detailed in section 2.2) use

a number of threshold levels; as simply amplitude limiting the received signal

yields a non-linear system. This arrangement is shown in figure 1.4. For low

noise scenarios, these threshold levels should be linearly distributed, covering

the signals amplitude peak-to-peak level. As will be seen, the levels can also

be fixed at the signals mean, if the noise is sufficiently high (instantaneous

noise level comparable or greater than the signal level).

At this point we not only have a digital receiver, we also have a unique

opportunity to process the signal while it is still in its single bit form. This

is illustrated in figure 1.4 where we do the mixing and sampling before we

combine the information obtained by the different threshold levels. We will

use this extensively in Paper II and Paper III to implement a wide range of

receivers using the single bit bitstream.

The mixing operation is much simpler in implementation for a single bit

signal than a multi-bit digital signal. We can (1) do the operation in continu-

ous time as there is no synchronization between bits required, (2) implement

it as a single digital gate (a XOR gate, as will be shown in section 5.3.1)

and (3) have most of the benefits of a digital component which is robustness,

general purpose, scalable speed, area and power footprint. The single bit

decomposition is explored in detail by Tsividis [Tsi06].

We now notice a small but significant change in the harmonics when

going from figure 1.4 to figure 1.5. In the first case, the harmonics will

only appear in the beat spectrum if the bandwidth of the system is greater

than one octave and even in this case it can be removed if a tunable filter

is applied. When the receiver is digital, the situation changes as we are

effectively re-creating the harmonics on the receiver side. In essence, the

digital gates will have sufficient bandwidth to drive the signal to saturation

and give harmonics. And so in figure 1.5, the mixer(s) will have harmonics

on both inputs, regardless of the transmit PA and channel and regardless of

whether the fundamental is single or multi-octave. This is good news, as we

can utilize the harmonics constructively.

1.1.4 Proposed radar solution

We are now ready to arrive at figure 1.5. For maximum flexibility, the trans-

mitted waveform is computed offline, in software, allowing us complete free-

8
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=

t

f

t

f

11110001101Software

Waveform generator

Swept threshold

t

V

τtx

τm

∑

Figure 1.5: The proposed all digital FMCW radar solution. The quantization
of the transmitted waveform is now done in software and the transmitter is
a digital serializer. The receiver is a single swept threshold comparator with
a digital mixer (xor gate). Two adjustable delays inserted in the transmitter
and mixing path. The transmitting path (τtx) can be used to separate the
harmonics from the fundamental by lengthening the two-way travel time,
while τm can be utilized to shorten the time and align the transmitted signal
up to the received.
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dom when generating the transmitted single bit signal. This flexibility will

be a cornerstone in Paper II and Paper III as it allows us not only a fre-

quency modulated waveform but also pulses and noise sequences. As will

be discussed in the papers, the adjustable delay τtx allows us to separate

the harmonics from the fundamental by ensuring we do not get any scat-

ters appearing to be close to the radar. This gives us a single band for the

fundamental and a separate band for the harmonics.

The parallel receiver structure in figure 1.4 is now replaced with a single

swept threshold receiver. As we will see in the implementation chapter, our

comparator is quite bulky and, as it has two analog inputs, our only analog

block. So at least for our prototype, employing multiple parallel receivers

was not economical.

A swept threshold receiver has some interesting properties that we will

explore further in section 2.2 and chapter 3. In low noise, the flash-ADC

analogous fits well for a stationary scene, while some interesting effects arise

when the noise is increased (and is independent between runs). With a

fixed threshold, the system exhibit a Stochastic Resonance (SR) phenomena

(coined Suprathreshold Stochastic Resonance (SSR)), where the performance

peaks at a non-zero noise level. In addition, as the noise becomes comparable

or larger than the signal, a performance very close to an ideal analog system

is observed. This peculiarity of a swept threshold receiver is explored by

the author that coined the term, Hjortland [HWL+06] in his Ph.D. [Hjo16].

Stochastic Resonance is explained well by Mcdonnel [MA09] which hold a

PhD on the subject [McD06], while an introduction to SSR can be found

by Stocks [Sto00]. Performance characterization in noise when correlating is

studied by Watts [Wat62], as will be discussed on page 28.

The same occurs if we compare our single bit system to a multi-bit system,

where in excessive noise the multi-bit system can be said to be “wasteful”

as the extra bits produced does not carry any meaningful information about

the signal, it simply represents the signal+noise with a high degree of accu-

racy. This observation can be used in the radar system design, so that we

intentionally work close or below the thermal limit, to conserve energy both

on the transmitter and on the receive side.

The flexibility of a discrete time bitstream transmitter does come at a

price. For our frequency source, the discrete time nature does imply a finite

time resolution which leads to an ambiguous frequency spectrum and, due

to the square wave nature, aliasing. We point out this aliasing in the papers

10
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and a work-around by dithering is presented in section 3.2.1.

1.1.5 Beneficial harmonics

We have in the above talked about harmonics in the radars range spectrum.

To show why the harmonics appear in the radar output, the solution and

also a potential benefit, we here present figure 1.6 which attempts to address

all of the above.

Fundamental 3rd harmonic

two-way travel timeτtx
3τtx

|Y
|d

B
f

BW

3BW

fl + αt

3fl + 3αt

ατks

3ατks

fx + 2ατkst

Unambiguous and
3 times the resolution

tτks = τk + τtx

f l
f

f o

t
1

B
W

τ1s

τ3s

τ2s

τ4s 3τ3s 3τ4s

3τ1s 3τ2s

Figure 1.6: Top: a linear frequency sweep with third harmonic, transmitted
signal in black and received in stippled. Middle: Mixer difference, show-
ing mixing of the fundamental, 3rd harmonics and one of the intermixing
products. Bottom: Resulting beat spectrum when using a delay τtx in the
channel path to separate the third harmonic for a unambiguous view and
looking at the harmonics for improved resolution. Bottom panel shows 4
targets of equal amplitude at two-way travel times {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4} where the
fundamental becomes shifted by τtx. Note that the top panels only show a
single target τk, for clarity.
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Figure 1.6 starts off with the inputs to the mixer, one time delayed with

respect to the other by the two-way travel time to the target τk plus the

radar transmit path delay τtx, giving the shorthand

τks ≡ τk + τtx. (1.1)

As the signal is digital it has harmonics, simplified here to only the third

harmonic. Higher order odd harmonics will also be present and non-ideal

circuits will also have even order harmonics, but the principle in figure 1.6

holds.

Mixing the reference and delayed version and looking at the mixer dif-

ference, we obtain the lines in the middle panel of figure 1.6. The frequency

difference of the fundamentals of each input create the classical FMCW range

response which is directly proportional to the two-way travel time (ατks). In

an equivalent manner, mixing the third harmonics with each other, creates

another harmonic response at 3ατks. In addition to these, we will have a

number of cross-products. These and other details are treated more care-

fully in Paper III. One of the cross terms is drawn here with a slope of 2ατks.

Care must be taken such that the cross terms are easy to filter out and the

reader is again encouraged to see Paper III.

1.1.6 Summary

Harmonics can be reduced or eliminated by filtering or by dithering/stag-

gering. One of the key findings in this work, is that the harmonics are not

necessarily unwanted and we can (a) shift them outside the band of inter-

est, creating an unambiguous view, and (b) as the harmonics cover a wider

bandwidth, this gives us improved resolution; without needing to transmit

and receive this wider bandwidth.

By dithering away the harmonics, we lose the potential advantage and

we make it much more difficult to shift the unwanted part out of the band of

interest, making the case for keeping the predictable harmonics as opposed

to whitening and randomizing the energy.

The findings in this work also applies to traditional analog radar systems

that want to explore multi-octave bandwidths and systems that struggles

with the inevitable non-linearity of active components. The only requirement

to utilize the harmonics (if they are present in the system) is some way of

offsetting (in time or frequency) the transmitter and mixing path.

12
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We should also point out that digitizing the transmitter can be done inde-

pendently of digitizing the receiver. The concept drawn in figure 1.3, where

only the transmitter is digital, still provides some of the benefits presented

in this work and avoids the multiple-sweeps of a swept threshold receiver.

1.2 Applications

Cheap, digital radar solutions, have countless applications as short-range

radar sensors. They can also conceivably serve as “backend” for traditional

long-range radar systems. These systems will typically require more expen-

sive and power-hungry high-power amplifiers on the transmit side and/or

low noise amplifiers on the receiver side, but can still benefit from a digital

backend for waveform agility and adaptivity. Cheap digital radars are ideal

for beamforming/imaging applications, where one can duplicate and use a

single chip per antenna element, or co-integrate several transmitter/receiver

channels on the same die.

Low sensitivity and movement sensitive radars can be used as simple

presence detection for lighting and air-condition control, and simple CW

based radars mounted inside light-bulbs are already available commercially.

These CW modules get some interesting reviews, as the light bulb may detect

your presence before you enter the room (since it views you through the door).

It therefore appears to the user as if the light is always on, which may even

be the case, as some users report sensitivity to moving trees outside.

More reliable radar sensors, that can also get the range and not just

movement and with clever on-chip digital signal processing; can have great

benefits for elderly monitoring or smart-homes, where a radar sensor is less

privacy intrusive than a camera and can provide through wall-monitoring.

Conceivably these monitoring radars can not only provide detection of pres-

ence and movement (and hence unusual activity) but also, falling instances

and medical monitoring of the gait, heart and breathing pattern [CRC+11].

Radar sensors also have several applications within environmental moni-

toring, chiefly looking for water content (high dielectric contrast) in soil, ice

or even farmland. Or as metal/conductor detection for land-mines, re-bars

in concrete or archaeological surveys. The same Ground Penetrating Radar

(GPR) imaging techniques can also be applied to the human body, for breast-

cancer detection [BBGN12] and even brain-imaging [TKL16, LNLC15].
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Radar architecture fundamentals

This chapter introduces the basic radar architectures in use today, these

architectures will be re-visited in Paper III in a single bit form, but is here

presented in a more idealized manner; to cover the basic principle.

We categorize different radaR architecture based on the mechanism used

to extract the Range; be it by time difference, mixer or correlator as shown

in figure 2.1. All of the architectures will yield the same end result, where

the performance will ideally depend only on the time and bandwidth, but

will differ in implementation details and challenges.

We restrict ourselves to coherent radars, where we define a coherent radar;

as a radar that retains the full signal, that is, we avoid extracting only the

amplitude, we also retain the phase. The coherent assumption is critical for

the sweep-threshold receiver as we need that synchronization to recreate the

incoming signal. A coherent result is also beneficial for further processing

of the radar return, allowing us to use the phase when comparing two radar

frames separated either in space (2D imaging) or time (movement/speed

estimation).

This chapter starts with the Pulsed time-of-flight radar, which is the most

intuitive radar architecture, before introducing a family of radar architectures

that can transmit and receive continuously. These either rely on a frequency

modulation and a mixer or a full correlation circuit, to extract the transfer

function of the environment.

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the radar architectures covered in this

chapter, these architectures will be presented in a single bit form in Paper
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III but where here focus on the idealized principle. A pulsed system extracts

the range by looking at the time-difference between when the pulse was

transmitted and when it was received. Pulse compression radars on the

other hand, extract the range from a beat frequency (in the FMCW case) or

as an index-lag in the correlation; of a correlator based radar.

Pulse

Short pulse

SFCW
Multiple
discrete frequencies

Correlator

Mixer

Coherent
Radar

FMCW
Single linearly
varying frequency

Time difference

Any waveform

Noise

Pulse compression

Pseudo noise
m-sequence

CW
Single frequency

Figure 2.1: Categorizing all of the radar architectures discussed in this thesis;
based on the waveform and mechanism to extract the range (time of flight).

Hybrids between these systems are possible, which can either be looked

at as a pulsed radar with coding or as a time-gated pulse-compression radar.

Both in an attempt to get the best of both worlds. The main motivation for

not continuously transmitting being that the transmitter should be off when

receiving (at least for the direct coupling), to avoid saturating the receiver.
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A detailed analysis of these hybrid techniques is beyond the scope of this

thesis.

2.1.1 Pulsed time-of-flight radar

t0

t1

t2

t3

R1 R2

2R1/v 2R2/v

T

Figure 2.2: Principle of a pulsed radar with two equal reflectors and a suffi-
ciently short pulse length so that the receiver gets two separate pulses.

The first and most intuitive radar type is a pulsed radar where the time-of-

flight is extracted by the time difference between transmission and reception.

As illustrated in figure 2.2, the transmitted pulse is reflected from two equal

reflectors at a radial distance R1 and R2 respectively. As the pulse width

T = 1/BW is shorter than the two-way travel time between the targets we

say that these targets are “resolved” as we can distinctly detect two pulses

on the receiver. The required pulse width can be formulated to give a range

resolution of [ULB+14]

R2 − R1 = ∆R =
vT

2
=

v

2BW
(2.1)

where v is the speed-of-light in the medium, T the pulse length and BW =

1/T is the bandwidth. We will in this work, without loss of generality, assume

the medium is vacuum or air and hence v = c ≈ 3 × 108 m/s.

To change the frequency spectrum of the pulse, the pulse can be up-

converted to a sine-wave carrier before reception and down-converted on the

receiver (a process known as heterodyning). This does however not change

17
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the principle in figure 2.2 and we will for brevity exclusively deal with non-

up-converted waveforms in this thesis. The choice of carrier frequency will

have a major impact on the front-end, including amplifiers, antenna (size)

and the physical objects that can be characterized. Carrier frequency is hence

important when a given application is envisioned; this thesis tries to be more

general and focuses on the traditional versus single bit radar aspect without

the constraint of any particular application.

Pulsed time-of-flight radar systems are mentioned in this thesis for the

sake of completeness, our main focus is on radars that code the transmitted

waveform and correlate on the receiver. In addition, as mentioned, we will

neglect any frequency shift as illustrated in the system diagram of figure 2.3.

It should be mentioned that the bandwidth in the resolution equation (2.1),

is the bandwidth “on-air” and so, a heterodyne radar with up-and-down

conversion can usually provide finer range separation at the cost of hardware

complexity and increased environment attenuation at higher frequencies.

fconst.

Focus of this work

Baseband
chapter 5

correlator

waveform

Optional
frequency shift

Proccessing
Display

Storage

Figure 2.3: A complete radar system, where this thesis is focused mainly on
the waveform and correlation method.

2.1.2 Continuous-Wave (CW) Radar

One of the fundamental disadvantages of the naive pulsed radar, is that if

we transmit pulses too rapidly (before all of the reflected pulses have been

received), we will have a hard time distinguishing between what we just trans-

mitted and what is reflected from some far-off target. We call this a “range

ambiguity”, which is a very important consideration when selecting radar

architecture and parameters. When comparing a pulsed radar to a radar

that is continuously transmitting and assuming a given peak transmitted
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power, receiver gain and noise limit, the only way to increase the sensitivity

and range in a given time slot is to increase the percentage of time we are

transmitting energy. A pulse radar will therefore need to tradeoff the pulse

length (which gives the resolution) and the transmitted energy.

The idea behind a correlation radar, is that we can code the signal that

is transmitted and look for that code in the received signal. Hence, we can

transmit continuously, or at least a larger percentage of the time; increasing

our sensitivity without sacrificing bandwidth.

We will in this thesis, use the Continuous-Wave (CW) term for a con-

stant frequency modulated radar that transmits continuously. To explore

the continuous-wave concept, we therefore write

yCW(t) = A cos(ω0t) = A cos(2πf0t) = A cos

(

2π
λ0

c
t

)

(2.2)

which, results in a received scaled and delayed copy for reflector k (assumed

stationary)

xCWk = Bk cos(ω0(t − τk)) (2.3)

In the above, ω0 = 2πf0 is the angular frequency, λ0 the wavelength and c

the speed-of-light in the medium.

The received amplitude Bk can be found by accounting for the transmit-

ted amplitude A, the antenna gain, the path loss (which will have at least an

1/R4 spreading loss), the reflected amplitude, polarization and the receiver

gain. For realistic scenes, estimating the received signal can become its own

research topic, which we will avoid in this thesis, by dealing with scatterers

of a given amplitude Bk and two-way-travel time τk exclusively; as this is

sufficient to deal with any linear scenes with stationary targets. Though it

is important to keep in mind, that Bk is likely frequency dependent.

Clearly, the range information is contained in the phase of the returned

signal, a hardware friendly way of extracting the phase is with an I/Q mixer

as illustrated in figure 2.4.

2.1.2.1 Why I/Q?

We will here take a small digression to explore the need for an I/Q receiver.

In signal-processing, dealing with signals as complex exponentials are often
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A cos(φ(t))

Bk cos(φ(t − τk))90°

I

Q

φM = arctan 2(I, Q)
|M | =

√
I2 + Q2

M = I + jQ

Figure 2.4: Principle of a I/Q continuous wave transceiver, the received signal
is mixed with the transmitted signal and a 90° phase shifted version of the
transmitted signal (in this case sin(φ(t))). This gives us sufficient information
to extract both the phase and amplitude of the mixer product M .

mathematically convenient, especially since they map nicely to the Fourier

transform. Too often however, the real I and imaginary Q parts are extracted

by the hardware; in the analog front-end, without any consideration of its

advantages and downsides.

If we start by attempting to write the mixer product as

M(t) = A(t) cos(φM(t)) (2.4)

then the phase is impossible to extract, since

φM(t) = arccos

(

M(t)

A(t)

)

(2.5)

and A(t) is unknown. We therefore see the need for at least two values,

to solve for your two unknowns, assuming of course we actually need the

instantaneous phase φM(t) and/or amplitude A(t). We therefore take two

measurements, one shifted θ degrees from the other

MI(t) = A(t) cos(φM(t)) (2.6)

MQ(t) = A(t) cos(φM(t) + θ). (2.7)
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Allowing us to write

MQ(t)

MI(t)
=

A(t) cos(φM(t) + θ)

A(t) cos(φM(t))
(2.8)

which is easy to solve if θ = 90°, yielding

φM(t) = arctan

(

MQ(t)

MI(t)

)

. (2.9)

We note that two measurements shifted by 90° is sufficient and convenient,

but any shift not equal to integer ratios of 180° would work. We can also use

more than two measurements, giving us an overdetermined problem, reducing

the noise.

An alternative to a phase shift of θ = π/2, is to observe that for a constant

frequency

MQ(t) = A(t) cos(ω0t + θ)

we obtain the same value by waiting tθ = θ/ω0 = π/2
2πf0

= 1/4f0

MQ(t + tθ) = A(t) cos(ω0(t + tθ))

= A(t) cos(ω0t + ω0tθ)

as Nyquist already requires us to sample at least every 1/(2f0) seconds, the

new requirement to sample every 1/(4f0) seconds to obtain complex samples

is in many cases not excessive.

It should be re-stated that this assumes the beat signal is a constant fre-

quency, if the mixer output is constant, like in a CW radar with a stationary

target, increasing the sample frequency will not help as we do not get any

“new” information about the signal. In addition, for a CW radar, extracting

the phase allows us to distinguish between a change in reflected amplitude

and a change in phase (movement). Hence for a CW radar, an I/Q receiver

does make sense, but let us first check if a CW radar can give any useful

range information.
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2.1.2.2 Range ambiguity of a CW radar

If we return to the transmitted CW signal in (2.2) and the received in (2.3),

we can relate the captured low-pass filtered mixer phase φM to the two-way

travel time by a simple scaling

φM = ω0t − ω0(t − τk) (2.10)

⇒ τk =
−φM

ω0

(2.11)

or, in meters,

Rk = −φM
λ

4π
(2.12)

which on the surface looks great, since we can now extract the range to the

target. Unfortunately, the phase (2.9) is bounded by ±π, which means the

range estimate is ambiguous and we must write

Rk = −φM
λ

4π
± nλ

4
for n = 0, 1, 2 (2.13)

The reader is reminded that at 1 GHz the ambiguity in air is ±75 mm.

A CW radar is on the other hand, a useful and simple radar architecture

for detecting the relative velocity of moving targets. We will, with the ex-

ception of section 3.3.3, limit the scope of this thesis by assuming targets are

stationary for the duration of a radar measurement. Hence for our purposes

the CW radar is not very practical.

2.1.3 Stepped-Frequency Continuous-Wave (SFCW)

To solve this range ambiguity, we introduce the Stepped-Frequency Continuous-

Wave (SFCW) radar, sketched in figure 2.5. The idea is that a single fre-

quency is ambiguous, but by probing the environment with a large number

of discrete frequencies we can resolve the ambiguity. A different perspective

is in the frequency domain, where a SFCW radar recreates the environments

transfer function by discretely probing with CW waveforms, hence building

up the transfer function one frequency at the time. This is how most net-

work analyzers work, hence a network analyzer makes a great lab-based radar

systems.
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t0

R1 R2

2R1/v
2R2/v

∆tc ≫ 2Rmax/v

fc

time

frequency

∆fc

∆tc

t0 tN. . .

y[0]

y[n]

n

Transmitted

Proccessing

R(Y [k])

two-way travel time

t1

Figure 2.5: Principle of a SFCW radar, showing N frequency steps spaced
∆fc apart. Note that the pulse time ∆tc is much longer than the two-way
travel time so that the receiver compares the phase of the transmitted and
received signal for each frequency step. After a low-pass filter (not shown)
we are left with a single (possibly complex) samples y[n] for each step which
by a Fourier transform and a scaling gives the range response.
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A stepped frequency radar that steps through n ∈ [0, . . . , N −1] frequency

steps, from fl to fl + (N − 1)∆fc, will, for each step, obtain after mixing and

low-pass filtering

ySFCW beat[n] = ABk cos (2π (fl + n∆fc) τk) (2.14)

for a single target at τk. After all of the y[n] samples are recorded, we

can extract the delay τk by a Fourier transform of (2.14). We note that by

superposition, multiple targets can be extracted.

A SFCW radar has a bandwidth of N∆fc and hence a resolution of

R2 − R1 =
v

2BW
=

v

2N∆fc

(2.15)

where the ambiguity goes from

range ambiguity CW = ±λ

4
= ± c

4fc

(2.16)

range ambiguity SFCW = ± c

∆fc

(2.17)

as outlined in Paper III, which quickly gives a much more useful ranging

system.

The receiver for a SFCW radar is often I/Q, but can either be just a single

phase as shown here, or as many phases as can practically be implemented.

2.1.3.1 SFCW with frequency offset

Especially for a square wave radar, we will see in Paper III, that a heterodyne

implementation will be beneficial. We will therefore briefly introduce the

principle here.

A CW heterodyne transceiver is shown in figure 2.6, where we note a

need for two different frequencies for the mixer inputs (hence hetero-.) and

in principle two frequency translation stages. We note that depending on

the selected ωo, the last frequency stage can be done after digitization in the

digital (software) domain.

It may seem that we have added additional unnecessary complexity, but

there are several advantages to down convert to an intermediate non-zero

ωIF as opposed to direct conversion to DC. Heterodyne architectures have
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A cos(ωt)

Bk cos(ω(t − τk))

A cos((ω + ωIF )t)

ωIF

ωIF

software

Figure 2.6: CW transceiver with a frequency offset ωIF between the trans-
mitted/received and the second mixer input.

several benefits for I/Q mismatch, flicker noise and DC-offset [Raz97], but

we will here concentrate on the idealized case

We have noted in the “Why I/Q” section that an I/Q receiver is required

if the frequency is the same on both of the mixer inputs, while as we have

argued, we can avoid an I/Q conversion in the analog domain when we have

a frequency offset. To show this in the heterodyning case, we write

M = ABk cos((ω + ωIF )t) cos (ω(t − τk)) (2.18)

=
ABk

2
[cos(ωIF t + ωτk) + cos(2ωt + ωIF t − ωτk)] (2.19)

which after a low-pass or bandpass filter is the wanted phase shift ωτk

around ωIF

MIF =
ABk

2
cos(ωIF t + ωτk) (2.20)

where it is trivial to extract Bk and τk as long as we have two or more

measurements separated in time/phase and we know ωIF .

For our square wave radar, this form of (2.20) is beneficial since the

harmonics at 3ωIF , 5ωIF , . . . , can easily be filtered, which is not the case if

we have a zero ωIF . An alternative method to obtain two different frequencies

at the mixer inputs is a frequency swept transmitter, where a non-zero delay

τk gives us a non-zero beat-frequency proportional to the delay, which is the

focus of the next section.
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2.1.4 Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW)

Instead of discretely stepping through N frequencies, we can do a linear fre-

quency sweep, obtaining a FMCW radar, where the signal is often called a

Linear Frequency-Modulated (LFM) pulse or simply a “chirp”. The resolu-

tion is then the same as in (2.1) and (2.15), being inversely proportional to

the bandwidth of the chirp, while, since we are not discretely stepping, the

range ambiguity is removed entirely1. The majority of this work is focused

on implementing a FMCW radar, but the system is flexible enough to easily

adapt to the other radar architectures that we mention in this section.

We now transmit

ychirp = A cos(φchirp(t)) 0 ≤ t ≤ Tm (2.21)

φchirp(t) = 2π

(

flt +
fo − fl

2Tm

t2

)

(2.22)

≡ 2π
(

flt +
α

2
t2
)

(2.23)

where the chirp goes from fl to fo in Tm seconds and α is the chirp rate.

Similar to a heterodyne system, the resulting low-pass filtered mixer prod-

uct is no longer a constant, but a varying signal with a frequency directly

relate to the two-way travel time, often called the beat frequency fbeat FMCW

φbeat FMCW = 2πt (ατk) + 2π
(

flτk − ατ 2
k

)

(2.24)

fbeat FMCW = ατk (2.25)

The concept and the chirp parameters are illustrated in figure 2.7. Comparing

figure 2.7 and figure 2.5, we note that the processing and output is identical,

in that we take our received (mixed and low-pass filtered) samples and do

a Discrete Fourier Transform yielding a pulse for each scatterer. The major

conceptual difference is that the SFCW radar outputs a single sample (or two

for a complex I/Q receiver) for each frequency step, while a FMCW radar

gives you the entire frequency response in one sweep. This naturally requires

a higher sample rate to digitizer than a SFCW radar, but still far below the

transmitted bandwidth BW .

FMCW radar systems are sometimes called a direct-conversion (or homo-

dyne) architectures, but in the view presented in the previous section, the

1assuming the chirp length is much longer than the maximum-two-way travel time
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Figure 2.7: Principle of a FMCW radar, showing a linear frequency sweep
from fl to fo in Tm seconds.
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system is heterodyne. The frequency of the two mixer inputs will be different

for all non-zero range-delays. In addition, the architecture is in essence doing

two frequency translation steps, if we consider the FFT as a set of mixers

and filters.

The heterodyne classification is particularly valid when we insert a delay

in the transmit path. As we saw in the introduction, a positive τtx − τm

ensures the beat spectrum is moved up in frequency. Making the separation

of harmonics and signals trivial and ensuring a non-zero difference in the

frequency of the mixer inputs.

An architecture that requires the processing of the entire BW is pre-

sented next, where we are no longer limited to simple frequency modulated

waveforms, but can employ any arbitrary signal.

2.1.5 Correlator based radar

By capturing the entire received signal and doing a correlation with the entire

transmitted signal, we have what we will refer to as a correlator based radar.

In discrete time

cxy[k] =
N
∑

n=0

x[n]y[k + n] for − N/2 < k < N/2. (2.26)

We notice that for k = 0 this is a single mixer and a low-pass filter. A

correlation radar can be implemented with a single mixer if we step the delay,

effectively giving us a sequential sampling architecture [SSFS08], where each

range cell is scanned one at a time.

The correlation inputs, x and y, can be in the baseband, where the signal

“on-air” is a phase coded signal on some carrier frequency, as was illustrated

in figure 2.3 (page 18), frequency coded or even amplitude coded.

A correlator will work as a matched filter for any waveform and is there-

fore highly flexible. The disadvantage of a full correlation compared to a

mixer based radar is that for a digital correlation we must digitize the entire

signal bandwidth which is why the sequential sampling architecture is often

used [Sac13]. As an alternative, we propose to take advantage of the ease of

computing the correlation when we only have a single bit, this means we can

cover the entire range view at a time and can use multiple sweeps to reduce

the noise and non-linearity as further discussed in Paper III.
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Only correlating with a single bit is an old technique that has been well

studied, Watts [Wat62] discusses analog correlation, digital and single bit

(called polarity-coincidence), Ekre [Ekr63] the effects of sampling in time.

Remley [Rem66] gives a further list of references in the introduction and

studies both Gaussian and sinusoidal noise. Weinreb [Wei63] wrote his PhD

on a single bit auto-correlation to obtain a power-spectrum which we will

return to in section 5.5. The earliest work we have found is by Vleck in 1943,

republished in [VM66], which similar to Weinreb looks at the autocorrela-

tion. More recent work include the patent by Reves [Ree10] for a noise radar,

which (for some odd reason) proposes to do the correlation after averaging,

neglecting the computational advantage of a single bit correlation, but which

covers the advantage of adding noise. Axelsson [Axe01] shows how adding

noise (or working in a noisy environment), improves the linearity of the sin-

gle bit correlation and also notes that the concept works for “chirps, step

frequency and phase code modulation” [Axe01].

The above literature studies different applications and hence have dif-

ferent input probability density assumptions, but all conclude with either

simulation or theory that correlating with single bit does work, though with

mixed tradeoffs. A common result found in [Wei63] for Gaussian statistics is

a reduction in SNR of 10 log10(π/2) ≈ 1.96 dB for a single bit correlator in a

noisy environment. Ekre deals with a few different input statistics and sam-

ple rates and finds a reduction in SNR between 1 dB and 10 dB while [Hjo16]

shows both the 1.96 dB result for Gaussian statistics and a novel result of

near zero SNR loss for filtered noise. We will return to this metric in sec-

tion 3.2 where we show that a single bit FMCW radar has the same property

of only a minor degradation in SNR in a noisy environment.

What sets the correlation system proposed in Paper II and Paper III

apart is the use of a sweep threshold which will linearize the system even in

high SNR scenarios.

2.1.5.1 Any waveform

To demonstrate that any waveform can be used, figure 2.8 shows a simulated

scenario with a standard linear chirp (a) as defined in (2.22) and a modified
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(a) Conventional linear chirp.
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(b) Chebyshev chirp.

Figure 2.8: The two top panels shows the transmitted signal as a spectogram
and as a Fourier transform (no-window). The bottom shows the resulting
correlation with two targets at τ1 and τ2 using both a multi-bit correlation
(limited by computer simulation) and over sampled single bit.
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chirp (b)

φcheby chirp(t) =
παL

Tm

(

t − Tm

2

)2

− παCTm

2
s (2.27)

where s =

√

√

√

√1 − 4

T 2
m

(

t − Tm

2

)2

(2.28)

from [Ric14], where we have used αL = 1.5fo and αC = 0.075fo in the ex-

ample. We see from figure 2.8, that by modifying the transmitted signal we

change the obtained range profile side-lobe structure. We note that we are ef-

fectively applying a window function but in place of adjusting the amplitude

we simply modify the frequency to sweep faster through the higher frequen-

cies. For a single target, this is equivalent to studying the autocorrelation of

the transmitted signal.

The goal is then to find a signal with a “good” autocorrelation. As it turns

out, a random signal can be a good choice, often referred to as a noise-radar.

2.1.5.2 Noise radar, random signal

The goal achieved by a noise radar is to suppress the side lobes, we would

ideally like to have a autocorrelation (or correlator output with a return at

zero delay) as a Dirac

cxx[k] =







1 for k = 0

0 elsewhere
(2.29)

A perfect autocorrelation cannot be achieved with a binary sequence longer

than length 4 [BA91], but a random sequence will approach this goal for

longer sequences. We will, similar to Sachs [Sac13], limit our study to Max-

imum length sequence (m-sequence), which is a pseudo-noise sequence. It is

pseudo, because it repeats itself after 2m − 1 bits and is hence deterministic.

It can also be categorized as a shift-register sequence as it can be computed

with a shift-register with feedback. Figure 2.9 shows a Galois shift-register

configuration of length m = 4, where the gi (i ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]) is the tap

weights with values gi ∈ [0, 1]. Taps that yield a maximum length sequences

are available, [Ins05] gives values up to length m = 32.

With infinite bandwidth, a m-sequence of length N = 2m − 1 has the
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g0 = 1 g1 = 1 g2 = 0 g3 = 0 g4 = 1

Figure 2.9: Galois shift-register configuration of length 4 with taps g =
[1, 1, 0, 0, 1] to yield a m-sequence. Not depicted but the registers must avoid
being reset to the all-zero state, all other starting sequences will yield a
m-sequence.

autocorrelation

cxxm
[k] =







1 for k = 0

−1/N elsewhere
. (2.30)

An interesting note in [Sac13, page 84], is that the −1/N is not a “side-

lobe” level, in that it does not hinder the detection of weaker scatterers. In

particular, Sachs shows that the −1/N term vanishes for a non-DC coupled

channel. To show this, a similar simulation to Paper III is setup, with an

order 4 m-sequence and a swept threshold receiver (128 sweeps) with single

bit correlation.

One would assume that a scatterer with an amplitude of 1/N would be

below the sidelobe level and hence undetectable, but as seen in figure 2.10,

this scatterer is still visible. In addition, by band-limiting the channel (see

figure 2.11, we approach the ideal characteristic of (2.29), the downside is

that we now have true sidelobes that depend on the channel filter/transfer

function and quantization. Note that we here use a band-pass filter, the

high-pass response ensures we get rid of the −1/N level, while the low-pass

portion of the filtering gives ripples in the correlation output; moving us away

from the idealized triangular shape.

In particular for communication, one not only cares about the autocorre-

lation (2.29), but also the cross-correlation between different users. Example

of codes having both good autocorrelation and cross-correlation properties

are Gold codes. These codes should also be considered for radar applications

with multiple users, such as automotive radars.

As a side-note. In automotive radar, FMCW seems to be the domi-

nating architecture and interference from identical chirps are problematic;

Brooker [Bro07] shows this and also discusses some mitigating techniques.
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Figure 2.10: M sequence order 4 (N=15) simulation with 2 targets (one with
amplitude 1/15=−23.5 dBc marked with strippled line.) in linear (left) and
log (right) y-scaling. . Expected return colored black. Top is an ideal channel
while the bottom is band-pass limited (see figure 2.11).
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Pseudo or true random sequences are implementation wise more challenging,

but should be carefully considered for automotive radar. It should be stated

that for some of the cases discussed by Brooker, a single bit radar will have

an advantage over a conventional architecture since it will naturally clip large

short time interference signals without any post or pre-processing.

2.2 Swept threshold

A central aspect of the proposed radar system is the sweep threshold quan-

tizer which amplifies the signal and compares it to a (possibly fixed) thresh-

old. We will here discuss some peculiarities of such a quantizer, both for the

single quantizer used on the transmitter and the sweep-threshold quantizer

on the receiver. We will see that for the transmitter, a single frequency mod-

ulated signal can be clipped in amplitude without loss of information, while

the receiver requires multiple thresholds to remain linear. We will discuss

noise and focus on the benefits it brings to the receiver.

Vin(t)

θ1

Vout(t)

...

θ2

θN

Figure 2.12: Single bit decomposition. Assuming a stationary scene this can
be serialize by repeating the sweep while thresholding at different levels

With the arrangement in figure 2.12, there are several points of view

depending on the input voltage

• A single sinusoidal can be hard clipped with a single quantizer with

the threshold set to the mean level. This creates harmonics, but the

original sinusoidal phase and frequency is unambiguously maintained.
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• An arbitrary signal can be de-composed with a set of linearly dis-

tributed comparator levels, in a Flash-ADC manner. Linear processing

can be applied both before or after the summing operation [Tsi06].

• In noise levels comparable to the signal, the threshold levels can even

be fixed at the mean level, giving us a SSR system [Sto00].

In addition, we not only have amplitude quantization, but it is natural to

include sampling in time. The above points are the focus of this section.

2.2.1 A single quantizer

We start by investigating a single quantizer without noise and the threshold

set to the DC level of the signal. In the Fourier domain, we can write

sign [A cos(ωt)] =
∞
∑

n=1,3,5,...

an cos(n · ωt) (2.31)

=
4

π



cos(ωt) +
∞
∑

n=3,5,...

1

n
cos(n · ωt)



 (2.32)

Equation (2.32) shows that the sign (zero crossings) of cos(ωt), will yield

cos(ωt) with additional odd harmonics cos(nωt). We can therefore recon-

struct our original frequency cos(ωt), by low-pass filtering. We therefore see,

that the sign function is sufficient when we are only dealing with a single

frequency.

Note also that the original amplitude A in (2.31) is lost, as the resulting

square wave will always be ±1 peak-to-peak. Hence, we lose the ability to

do amplitude modulation with this simple scheme; for our radar transmitter,

this is actually an advantage, as we also gain robustness against amplitude

errors, as long as we can keep the digital signal at high and low.

2.2.1.1 Looking at the zero crossings

An alternative explanation, that does not need a Fourier transform, is that

we can extract the original frequency cos(ωt) by looking at the zero crossings.

Clearly the sign function does not change the number of zero crossings and

by using the “The Dominant Frequency Principle” [Ked86] we can uniquely
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extract the frequency, by counting the number of zero crossings. This prop-

erty is further explored in figure 2.13 where we give two examples of detecting

a frequency even in Gaussian noise and sinusoidal interference.

The zero crossing principle can be extended to a linearly increasing/de-

creasing frequency

yFMCW = cos
(

2π
(

flt +
α

2
t2
))

which, following [Wil81] is zero at

nπ = 2π
(

fltn +
α

2
t2
n

)

for n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .

⇒ tn =
fl

α

(

−1 ±
√

1 +
αn

f 2
l

)

.

Giving us the instantaneous frequency as

fn+1 =
1

2 |tn+1 − tn|

As the waveform is linearly modulated, we can linearly interpolate between

the {fn} values to reconstruct yFMCW. Meaning we can safely clip a linearly

modulated waveform to only 2 levels, as long as this process keeps the zero

crossings.

2.2.1.2 Multiple frequencies

Unfortunately, since the sign function is not linear, we cannot expect equality

with multiple frequencies

sign [A cos(ω1t) + B cos(ω2t)]=
∞
∑

n=1,3,5,...

an cos(nω1t) +
∞
∑

n=1,3,5,...

bn cos(nω2t)

(2.33)

we instead obtain

=
∞
∑

n=1,3,5,...

αn [A cos(ω1t) + B cos(ω2t)]
n (2.34)
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(b) Extracting the dominant frequency by counting the number of
zero crossings D for A1 cos(2πf1t)+N(0, σ), where N(0, σ) is band-
limited gaussian noise with zero mean. With sufficient SNR (low
σ), the zero count gives the frequency of A1.

Figure 2.13: Two examples showing the robustness of the “The Dominant
Frequency Principle” [Ked86], by using the number of zero crossings to find
the dominant frequency in (a) sinusoidal interference and (b) Gaussian noise.
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To gain some insight, we can expand the even 2nd harmonic, which will be

present for a “non-ideal” clipping

[A cos(ω1t) + B cos(ω2t)]
2 (2.35)

= A2 cos(ω1t) cos(ω1t)

+ 2AB cos(ω1t) cos(ω2t)

+ B2 cos(ω2t) cos(ω2t)

(2.36)

= A2/2 + B2/2

+ A2/2 cos(2ω1t) + B2/2 cos(2ω2t)

+ AB cos(ω1t − ω2t) + AB cos(ω1 + ω2t)

(2.37)

we now have some DC terms, a frequency doubling of each input and inter-

mixing products ω1 ±ω2. We note that the original signal cos(ω1t)+cos(ω2t)

is lost in the above expansion, but this will be present for odd order non-

linearity.

We see that non-linearity can quickly become unmanageable when we

have an arbitrary input signal. Not only do we get harmonic products, we

also get various intermixing products that will depend on the input signal.

These are non-trivial to filter out and as such we need a different strategy.

2.2.2 Multiple quantizers

We have seen that a single quantizer without noise is unable to deal with two

(or more) sine wave signals without introducing significant intermixing prod-

ucts. There are 2 ways of linearizing the quantization process, both based

on the principle in figure 2.12. We will start with the intuitive flash-ADC

principle in section 2.2.2.1, before venturing into the stochastic resonance

world in section 2.2.2.3.

2.2.2.1 Single bit quantization in a noise free environment

As seen in figure 2.14, the swept threshold quantizer can be used as a flash-

ADC, where we need to use 2Nbits unique threshold levels to get an Nbits

representation of the input signal.

Modeling the deviation between the quantized and the “true” signal as

an error which is white and assuming our threshold levels span a sinusoidal
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Vin(t)

θ1

Vout(t)
θ2

θ3

θ4

θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4

Figure 2.14: Single bit decomposition as a flash-ADC, illustrated with a 2 bit
(4 comparators) quantizer. The threshold levels are selected to linearly span
the input signals range. Assuming a stationary scene this can be serialize by
repeating the sweep while sweeping the threshold and averaging coherently.

signal linearly and sampling at the Nyquist rate of 2fsignal we obtain the

classical maximum signal to quantization ratio [JM08]

SQNRdb = 6.02Nbits + 1.76 (2.38)

That is, for every bit we add, the theoretical SNR limit is improved by

6.02 dB. At Nbits = 16 bits, the quantization noise level will be at 98 dB and

our flash-ADC would need 216 = 65 536 comparators.

Implementing 216 comparators on a single chip is not feasible, especially

at RF frequencies, but alternatives exist. The method used in this thesis uses

a single quantizer and repeats the sweep 2Nbits times, coherently averaging

the results. A hybrid solution can also be used, where Ncomparators reduces

the number of sweeps to 2Nbits/Ncomparators. Lastly, as will be discussed in

section 2.2.2.2, oversampling and noise shaping can improve the SNR without

adding more bits.

At this point, a swept-threshold quantizer may not sound overly appeal-

ing, as the quantization noise floor puts a severe limit on the systems the-

oretically achievable Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). In addition, to achieve

this limit requires (1) a stationary scene during a long integration window,

(2) a precise adjustable threshold and (3) synchronization to achieve a co-

herent integration (integrating in-phase). We could end the thesis at this
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somber point, but let us first consider oversampling and then the signal in

non-coherent noise.

2.2.2.2 Oversampling

We will here briefly cover the effects of sampling and pay particular attention

to sampling above the Nyquist rate. In essence, Nyquist promises that we

can perfectly reconstruct a signal band-limited to fsignal if we sample at least

2fsignal. A “caveat” mentioned by most signal processing textbooks, is that a

band-limited signal implies a signal that extends infinitely in time [Wes16].

Any practical system will process a finite set of samples band limited by a

finite filter. An often applied solution to a finite anti-aliasing filter, filter

distortion and a reconstruction that reflect the harmonic content of a sig-

nal is therefore to sample well above the Nyquist rate [Wes16]. There is

however a second advantage to oversampling, namely a possible reduction in

quantization noise, which is the focus of this discussion.

A perfect reconstruction assumes a “perfect” quantization, any deviation

in the sampling will show up as a deviation in the reconstruction. For a

digital quantization, this leads to an unavoidable quantization in amplitude.

In particular for the coarse discretization proposed here, with only a single

bit, we clearly need an alternative method for obtaining a reasonable reso-

lution. Oversampling is a well known technique to achieve an improvement

in resolution, especially combined with single bit quantization as a single bit

quantization allows the sample rate to be pushed orders of magnitude higher

than the signal frequency.

With the same assumptions as for equation (2.38), the quantization noise

will have the same total power when oversampling, but spread (evenly) over

a larger bandwidth. If we then low-pass filter (usually done digitally), down

to the Nyquist rate, we obtain an improved SQNR of [JM08]

SQNRdb = 6.02Nbits + 1.76 + 10 log10

(

fs

2fsignal

)

(2.39)

where fs

2fsignal
is usually referred to as the OverSampling Rate (OSR).

If we shape the quantization noise, which can be done with a Delta-

Sigma modulator, the benefits of oversampling is improved. A similar order

of magnitude expression as (2.39) can be found in [JM08] which is plot-

ted in figure 2.15 together with a simulation with the python delta sigma
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package with a single sine wave input with an optimized input amplitude.
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module[VH15]. We note a stark contrast between the idealized expressions

from [JM08] and the simulated values for noise shaping above first order. In

general, higher order noise shaping can become unstable (due to the inherent

feedback) and as seen in figure 2.15 do not live up the theoretical improve-

ment in SQNR. In addition, straight forward (single-bit) oversampling is

much easier to achieve than higher order noise shaping methods.

An example simulation is shown in figure 2.16, where both “straight-

forward” oversampling is compared to a Delta-Sigma simulation when the

time quantization is an integer ratio of the signal frequency. We note that the

harmonics are effectively shaped to a higher frequency and can be removed

with a low-pass filter. The simulation is slightly misleading due to the integer

ratio between sample rate and signal frequency, for a non-integer ratio, the

straight forward oversampling has numerous down-aliased components in-

band.

2.2.2.3 Single bit quantization in a noisy environment

According to (2.38), a single bit quantizer is unable to get a SNR better than

roughly 8 dB. This quantization noise floor cannot be reduced by averaging

without some stochastic noise, as the quantization process is deterministic.

As just discussed we can get some improvement by oversampling and noise

shaping, but let us first consider real world noise.

Without noise, we can in theory get infinite range, but due to noise, we

will always have a limited dynamic range and hence a limited down-range. We

define noise as any non-coherent signal (not synchronized to the radar), be it

thermal noise, interference and even the part of component nonidealities such

as flicker noise, jitter or phase noise; in essence anything that will decrease

in amplitude when coherently integrating and averaging.

The “nice” thing about non-coherent noise is that we can always reduce

the non-coherent noise by coherently averaging. Ideally, we would capture

the entire analog signal (with infinite resolution) and integrate each range

cell to reduce noise. In a FMCW radar, this can in theory be achieved

with only analog components if we have a narrow band-pass filter, a down

conversion mixer and an integrator for each beat bin, but practical systems

today usually brings the signal to the digital domain. (We will return to

the band-pass filter bank idea in section 5.4). As we have note above, if

we digitize with only a single bit, the quantization noise floor will be the
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Figure 2.16: A 1 GHz sine wave in time and frequency. Top: Analog vs
a single bit amplitude quantized, time sampled to 50 · 1 GHz = 50 GHz.
Bottom: Example Delta-Sigma bitstream with the same time sampling and
the low-pass filtered version.
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limiting factor as long as the non-coherent noise is below the quantization

floor. A logical question to ask is therefore, what performance (-degradation)

we can expect if we limit the amplitude resolution to a single bit when the

quantization floor is not a limiting factor due to other noise sources.

Table 2.1: Example values and description of symbols for eq. (2.40).

symbol example value unit Description

kB 1.38×10−23 J/K Boltzmann’s constant
T0 293 K Temperature (assumed 20 ◦C)

ET -30 dBm/Hz Transmitted signal energy si-
unit J = Ws

G = Gt = Gr 5 dB Transmitting and receiving
antenna gain in look direc-
tion (dimensionless: relative
to isotropic radiator)

λ 0.3 m Free space wavelength at
1 GHz

σ -22.6 dB radar cross section (si-unit
m2). Assumed a r = 42 mm
metal sphere.

R 100 m Down-range
e−2Rαloss 0 dB propagation loss in medium

(assumed lossless)
F 8 dB Noise figure (dimensionless)

N0 = kBT0F -166 dBm/Hz Thermal noise floor, si-unit
J = Ws

As a motivation, we will briefly cover the effects of thermal noise, by

studying the classical radar equation

SNRthermal =
GtEt

4πR2

σ

4πR2
e−2Rαloss

Grλ
2

4π

1

kBT0F
. (2.40)

Where the symbols are defined in table 2.1 together with a numerical exam-

ple to get an order of magnitude feel for the thermal noise floor. With these

parameters, we obtain a SNR of 0 dB at 100 meters; when looking for the

reflection of an object with the radar cross section of −23 dB. The equation
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accounts for the transmitted energy along the look direction GtEt

4πR2 , the reflec-

tion of the scatterer σ
4πR2 , lossy medium e−2αlossR (where we here assume a

lossless-material such as air αloss = 0), the portion of energy received Grλ2

4π

and lastly the thermal noise floor 4kBT0F where F is the noise figure of the

system.

The transmitted energy is found by

Et =
∫ Tm

0
Pt(t) dt (2.41)

which for Pt(t) = Ptp simplifies to

= TmPtp (2.42)

where Tm is the duration and Pt is the transmitted power. We note that

depending on the constraints of the application, we may increase Et (and

hence the SNR) by either increasing the power or lengthening the measure-

ment time, but the optimal system will use as little energy as possible.

For an intelligent and optimal radar system, this means that we want to

minimize the transmitted energy (by either lowering the transmit power or

decreasing the measurement time) so that we are able to detect the scat-

terer of interest. Hence having a system capable of detection in power levels

comparable to the (thermal) noise floor is of practical importance.

To illustrate that discussing the radar equation in terms of the energy

as opposed to the more traditional power and time is meaningful; we will

briefly review what the energy level of −30 dBm/Hz = 1 µJ could represent.

For a pulsed system we might be transmitting 100, 1 ns long pulses at a

peak power of 10 W with a receiver bandwidth of 1/(1 ns). To obtain the

same resolution, a pulse compression radar would spend the same amount of

energy by transmitting at 1 mW for 1 ms over a 1 GHz modulated bandwidth

and the same receiver bandwidth of 1/(1 ns). Alternatively, if the transmitter

is peak power limited to 1 mW, the pulsed system would need to transmit

1 × 106 pulses or sacrifice resolution by using longer pulses or sacrifice max

unambiguous range by transmitting more frequently.

If the noise is comparable or greater than the signal level, an interesting

observation arises. If we quantize with an ADC where the quantization floor

(Signal to Quantization Noise Ratio (SQNR)) is below the signal (coherent)

to noise (non-coherent) ratio than we are effectively wasting energy by using
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Figure 2.17: Looking at each of the 16 output bits b of a 16 bit ADC.
y-axis is the mean square deviation between an ADC with a signal ys =
cos(2πn/(N/10.1)) for n = 0, 1, . . . , N −1, N = 200 and the signal plus noise
yns = ys + N (0, σ). Plotted for two different levels of gaussian standard de-
viations σ where the shaded region signify simulations with different random
noise seeds.

an ADC with too many bits. Taking this to the extreme, if we use an analog

circuit, which we can view as a circuit with infinite number of bits, than

this representation can also be viewed as “wasteful” compared to a lower

resolution ADC.

This point is illustrated in figure 2.17, where we compare the output of two

16 bit ADCs, one with just the signal and another with signal plus Gaussian

noise. Where the Gaussian noise is comparable to the signal strength for the

SNRdb = 0 dB line and much weaker than the signal in the SNR= 80 line. As

an “informal” measure of the information contained in each of the 16 output

bits, we then take the mean-square difference between each bit and note that

for the SNRdb = 80 dB line the most significant bits match exactly due to the

low noise level, while the least-significant bits (0-2) show little resemblance
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after adding the noise. Note that when we said “wasteful” in the previous

paragraph, the 16 bit ADC is doing a good job of representing its input,

i.e. the mean-square difference between the original signal plus noise input

compared to the quantized output, but it is wasteful to us since we are only

interested in the signal.
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Figure 2.18: Studying coherent averaging with 16 and 1 bit resolution in high
and low noise scenario. Averaging 4096 times. Same signal and noise model
as in figure 2.17.

As mentioned, an elegant and robust way of separating the coherent signal

and the non-coherent noise is by averaging and so, with the same signal and

noise model as above, we compare the case of a 16 bit ADC with averaging

and a 1 bit ADC with averaging in figure 2.18. We note that in the noise

limited scenario (top row), there is negligible difference in the resulting noise

floor after averaging. In the low noise scenario (bottom row) a fixed threshold

quantizer (lower right) suffers from poor linearity (odd harmonics) and low

dynamic range, one remedy to this is to sweep the threshold, as we then

obtain the equivalent of a 12 bit ADC (212 = 4096).
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There is some non-linearity visible in the single bit output (visible as a

weak third harmonic) which is because the noise is Gaussian, had the noise

been uniform the single bit quantization would be perfectly linear but the

bell shape of the noise, shapes the transfer-function, yielding a slightly non-

linear output response, the reader is highly encouraged to see [Hjo16, page

102-103] for a detailed discussion and visualization. A simple solution to

decrease this effect is to decrease the signal gain to avoid the (non-linear)

edges of the transfer function.

As a concluding discussion, we note that an analog or high resolution

digital representation is optimal for cases where we only consider the coherent

radar signal; as it allows us to view both very weak and very strong scatterers.

If we include non-coherent noise (be it thermal or interference), we firstly

note that we can decrease the absolute noise floor by spending more energy

(either time or power), but optimally we would like to spend as little energy

as possible. We also find that having a resolution that exceed the noise

floor is wasteful and that for this case, averaging a lower resolution digital

representation can perform about the same as a higher resolution averaging.
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Chapter 3

System perspective

We will in this chapter briefly cover some system simulations, showing some

of the peculiarities of a swept threshold FMCW radar. The other radar ar-

chitectures mentioned in the previous chapter (pulsed, SFCW and correlator

based) will have similar considerations and performance and the reader is

refereed to Paper III and our discussion in section 2.1. for the difference

between them.

We will start with the influence of the transmitters time resolution (1/clock

rate) in section 3.1, before moving on to noise in section 3.2 and ending with

3 different cases of moving targets in section 3.3.

In the publications and for the rest of this work, we have used a very

simple SNR estimation method. To quantify the discussion, we have estimate

the output SNR of the system by looking at the FFT output, the signal

strength is taken as the amplitude at the expected target location while the

noise level is found by averaging the remaining spectrum. This estimate is

not reliable for high SNR (above ≈ 70 dB) scenarios, as the sidelobes of the

signal influences the noise estimate; due in part to the target delay not being

an integer of the FFT sample rate. The estimate is also incorrect for low

SNR values (below ≈ 10 dB) since the signal estimation becomes incorrect.

Despite these inaccuracies, the simple to implement SNR estimate, readily

works for a large signal analysis and accounts for both harmonics, intermixing

products and noise.

In this chapter however, the estimation method is slightly improved, by

being similar to the algorithm used by Hjortland [Hjo16]. As the main ob-

jective of this chapter is to investigate the difference between an idealized
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analog system and a single-bit system, we will in this chapter estimate the

SNR by

1. Computing the radar output of both an idealized analog noise-free

radar yideal and the single bit radar being investigated yDUT.

2. Computing the band-limited compressed pulse response by a discrete

Fourier transform of the beat spectrum (after applying a Hanning win-

dow and zero-padding), covering the minimum and maximum range of

interest, yielding Yideal and YDUT respectively.

3. Since we do not care about a difference in gain between the two systems,

the mean square difference is found by minimizing [Hjo16]

min
A∈(0,∞]

RMSE(A) =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N
∑

n

|A · Yideal − YDUT|2 (3.1)

4. Yielding the estimated SNR

SNR =
Yideal peak

minA∈(0,∞]RMSE(A)
(3.2)

The difference between this estimation method and the simple one mentioned

in the previous paragraph is found to be between 5 dB to 0 dB, where the

biggest difference is that this estimate is more stable.

It should be noted that the output SNR does not directly imply the ability

to detect weaker scatterers, as this ability is further limited by the number

of sweep-threshold levels (giving us a resolution) and the noise (where the

appropriate noise level will aid the detection of weaker targets).

3.1 Time resolution

We will here re-visit the advantage of oversampling which was mentioned in

section 2.2.2.2, by presenting a FMCW system simulation where we vary the

time resolution of the transmitter. We will also briefly cover the continuous

time case, where we avoid any time sampling in the transmitter.

Ideally, we would like the continuous time arrangement in figure 3.1(a) but

to get the full advantage, including the great flexibility, of a digital system,
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the time-sampled system in (b) is implemented in this thesis. We will return

to the receiver ADC and FFT in chapter 5.

(a) Continuous time

Swept threshold

FT

(b) Discrete time

Swept threshold

ADCFFT

=

Figure 3.1: The continuous and discrete (digital) implementation of a square
wave radar, (a) an idealized entirely continous time architecture with a VCO
driven with a continous ramp which is quantized to a single bit(-stream),
transmitted and received at the bottom where it is quantized again, mixed
and fourier transformed. (b) Digital implementation, where a digitally gener-
ated chirp (quantized in both time and amplitude) is transmitted and where
the mixer difference is sampled and discrete Fourier transformed.

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, for a single instantaneous frequency (con-

tinuous phase), we can safely amplitude quantize the sine wave to a square

wave and still retain an unambiguous reconstruction of the frequency (and

phase). The problem does get a bit more complicated when we consider

time-quantization as well, though the zero-crossing reconstruction in sec-

tion 2.2.1.1 only requires a sample rate above the Nyquist rate, a Fourier

analysis as shown in section 2.2.2.2 is not as kind without going orders of

magnitude above the Nyquist rate.

The difference between the zero-crossing reconstruction and a (discrete)

Fourier analysis is in the starting assumptions. If we assume we are only
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Figure 3.2: Simulated beat spectogram of a digital FMCW radar with two
close targets and analytical expressions up to the 9th harmonic overlayed as
red dashed lines. Left: python simulation with odd order analytical frequency
expressions overlaid, right: post layout XOR simulation with odd and even
order analytical expressions overlaid.

looking for a single frequency, then counting the number of zero crossings is

sufficient. If on the other hand, we would like a general amplitude weighted

sum of a number of frequencies then some form of Fourier transform is re-

quired. For our receiver, we generally cannot assume only a single scatterer,

so the zero-crossing method fails.

3.1.1 Continuous time

We show in Paper III that a FMCW mixer with amplitude quantized inputs

generate harmonics both as multiples of the beat frequency and as multiples

of the beat sum, these are shown graphically in figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows

the beat spectrum, computed with a simulation using two different sample

rates, where we note that the “noise floor” is here just an artifact of the
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Figure 3.3: Simulated continous time beat spectum with a single scatterer,
using 2 different simulation sample rates and using soft clipping to minimize
artifical simulation aliasing.
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discrete simulation.

We include here a soft-clipping tanh(x) clipping operator for comparison,

to be sure we avoid the aliasing inherent in modeling a square wave on a

discrete computer, but we should warn that simulating with a soft clipping

such as tanh(x) will give results that are “too optimistic” for simulations

that include weaker scatterers since the weaker targets will simply propagate

through the simulation as an analog signal.

Doing a simulation of a continuous time system correctly on a discrete

computer is involved, but “fortunately” our system is discrete and as such

a thorough study of a continuous time system is beyond the scope of this

thesis. It should be re-stated, that the simulation in figure 3.3 does not show

that we have an infinite dynamic range in the sense that weak scatterers are

detectable as this will depend on the number of thresholds on the receiver,

but it does attempt to show that a continuous time system will not have the

noise floor level that we see in the discrete transmitter case.

3.1.2 Discrete time

If we sample, either by transmitting a sampled bitstream, or sample on the

receiver without an anti-aliasing filter then anything above the sample rate

is going to fold down. Figure C.2 (page 183) and figure 3.4 shows what

this folding looks like when the mixer sum folds down into the range profile.

Avoiding aliasing on the receiver side is best done with an analog low-pass

filter and a multi-bit ADC as will be discussed in chapter 5, while aliasing

on the transmitter can be mitigated with intentional dithering as will be

discussed in section 3.2.1.

Of course, the higher we can push the oversampling rate, less energy is

going to fold down; which is why Paper IV focuses on a high speed serializer.

To quantize the transmitters time resolution and relate it to the discussion on

oversampling we had in section 2.2.2.2, we have created figure 3.5 which shows

a sweep of the transmitters time resolution, again using 2 different simulation

sample rates as an indicator that we are simulating using a sufficiently small

time-step. We note that for simulating a fine time resolution radar (above

1011 = 10 GHz), the selected simulation sample rate is not sufficient.

The straight line with a 20 log10 OSR slope confirms (2.39) (which is a

power quantity, while we here use a voltage convention), while the vertical
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Figure 3.4: Same setup as the simulation in figure 3.2, but with a dis-
crete transmitter, with a time resolution of 64 ps, giving folding around
1/(2·64 ps)=7.8 GHz.
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Figure 3.5: Top: linear view as a function of time resolution of the transmitter
Ts, bottom: logarithmic view of the same data as a function of equivalent
clock rate of the transmitter 1/Ts. Simulated using 1 FMCW sweeps from
600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in 16.7 µs with 1 scatterers. highlighted in red is time
quantized to 64 ps and 86 ps.
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intercept (43 dB), deviates only 2 dB from the ideal gain-bandwidth-product

of 10 log(2.07 GHz · 16.7 µs) = 45 dB.

We note that this “noise” seen in the discrete transmitter simulations

above, is entirely deterministic, and hence one should be able to subtract

away, this “noise-floor”. This is complicated by the fact that the simulation

is optimistic, in that no system will be noise free and hence the deterministic

part will be intertwined with true random noise. In addition, the exact am-

plitude of, especially the higher harmonics, is difficult to accurately predict

as it depends on the circuits driving strength (fall/rise time of the digital

signal). Currently, our only proposed solution other than oversampling, is

presented in section 3.2.1 below, but we will first present the two main ran-

dom contributions, namely jitter and thermal/white noise.

3.1.2.1 Jitter
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Figure 3.6: Simulating a non-ideal transmitter with both deterministic
and random jitter (see Paper I). The blue line corresponds to the measured
random jitter level. Using 16 FMCW sweeps from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in
22.6 µs time quantized to 86 ps with 1 scatterers.
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If we include the effect of random variations in the transmitters an inter-

esting effect emerges. As seen in figure 3.6, where we use the measured jitter

levels and time resolution of Paper I, stochastic variations in the transmitter

is actually beneficial for the SNR level.

This is a good example of Stochastic Resonance (SR) which we will see

again in section 3.2, where a certain noise level can be beneficial to the per-

formance. The skeptical engineer should keep in mind the previous sections

on continuous and discrete time, the “benefit” we gain from the random jit-

ter is only possible due to the performance hit we get when moving from

a continuous to a discrete (and non-linear) system. The noise merely aids

us in randomizing the coherent and deterministic error we make when we

time-quantize the signal.

Figure 3.6 also underlines the statement made in Paper I that the time

resolution is more important than accuracy and so the next chip iterations,

which is detailed in Paper IV, improves the time resolution; without adding

any feedback or other on-line calibration/filter methods.

3.2 Thermal noise

We have already alluded to the facts that (1) a single bit system can benefit

from a certain “optimal” noise level and (2) the performance of a single bit

system approaches a multi-bit or analog system when the noise level is high.

It should also be repeated that thermal noise considered here, could just as

easily be other non-coherent noise sources, such as interference or as just

seen; jitter. Other noise sources may have different probability densities and

as such see a slightly different result, but the main concept is the same. The

interested reader is referred to the literature discussion we had on page 28

and the thesis by Hjortland [Hjo16].

A similar system simulation as before is presented in figure 3.7, where

we compare both a fixed (that is, keeping the threshold level at the mean

of the signal (0)) and a linear sweep where the threshold level is set to a

uniform step between ±1 giving a serialized flash ADC. We also include the

performance of a fully analog radar.

As should be expected from the discussion in section 2.2.2.3, figure 3.7

shows that at low noise levels an analog system is far superior to our time

and amplitude quantized digital radar. It also shows that for input signal to
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Figure 3.7: Fixed and linear sweeps for 10 targets with equal amplitude as a
function of band-limited thermal noise. Simulated ideal analog radar shown
as strippled lines. Using FMCW sweeps from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in 16.7 µs
time quantized to 64 ps. Top panel shows only the threshold fixed at the DC
level (0), showing the SSR effect, while the bottom compares fixed to linear
distibuted threshold values.
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noise ratios close to 1, there is almost negligible difference between a fully

analog and our cheaper digital solution.

We also note a slight difference between the “linear” and “fixed” threshold

modes, where the fixed threshold exhibit a SR phenomena coined Suprathresh-

old Stochastic Resonance (SSR), where again, the correct noise amount is

beneficial (top panel of figure 3.7). As seen in figure 3.7 and considering

that a fixed threshold at the signals mean is simpler to implement, a fixed

threshold is preferred if we know the noise level is high (0 dB or less) while

the linear threshold give the same performance and also works better when

the noise level is low.

In the presented simulation, 10 scatters are used, if we use only a single

scatterer then all of the low-noise simulations give the same results since both

a fixed and a linear sweep keeps returning identical contributions regardless

of the number of sweeps. Band-limiting the channel changes this some, as

the linear threshold will return slightly varying duty cycled signals, but the

concept remains the same.

As will be clearer in the next section, adding additional scatterers will

increase the noise floor, because each target will carry with it the unwanted

down-aliased harmonic intermixing and mixer sums. One possible solution

to this is to de-correlate this unwanted noise.

3.2.1 Intentional dithering

A logical improvement, which has not been discussed in any of the published

papers, is to add intentional randomness to the transmitted bitstream, which

is the goal of this section.

With excessive randomness, we can even dither away the harmonics, the

disadvantage of dither the harmonics away as opposed to the delay based

methods given in the published papers is that the harmonic energy ends up

increasing the noise floor. It can therefore be preferable to have the harmonic

energy concentrated at multiples of the fundamental rather than spreading

it evenly into an increased noise floor. A possible improvement would be to

use some form of (Delta-Sigma) noise shaping, but this does require some

method of filtering the shaped noise, which is non-trivial if we want to keep

the single bit nature as will be seen in chapter 5.

Dithering is a logical step when we recognize that we repeat the mea-

surement multiple times and to recognize that our time discretization is far
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Figure 3.8: Simulated output SNR as a function of number of sweeps N ,
comparing a fixed bitstream being transmitted N times to a bitstream that
is slightly different between each sweep.
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Figure 3.9: Simulated output SNR as a function of intentional dithering
(phase noise when generating bitstream).

from ideal in that it leads to unwanted coherent noise. We therefore want

to de-correlate this noise, so that it will reduce as we increase the number

of unique sweeps. This is illustrated in figure 3.8 where the single target

scenario without any form of randomness does not in any way benefit from

sweeping multiple times without adding dithering.

A simple method to achieve this goal is to modify the bitstream slightly

between each sweep, in the rest of this work, we calculate the bitstream

values as

y[n] = sign cos(φchirp(n∆t)) (3.3)

where φchirp is given in (2.22) on page 26 and

sign x =







−1 for x < 0

1 for x ≥ 0
. (3.4)
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We dither this bitstream by re-calculating the following for each sweep iter-

ation

ydithered[n] = sign cos(φchirp(n∆t) + 2πN(µ = 0, σp)). (3.5)

In essence, we are here adding intentional phase noise, where we for simplicity

only consider a simple normal distribution N(µ, σ) with zero mean µ = 0.

A detailed study on the optimal dithering to add is beyond the scope of

this thesis, but figure 3.9 shows a simple sweep of the phase noise variance σp

where we note a maximum around 0.1 regardless of the number of sweeps and

targets. It is expected that the intentional dithering must take into account

(unintentional) random circuit jitter to perform optimally.

3.3 Moving targets

We have up to this point assumed targets are stationary while the measure-

ment takes place, we will in this section briefly explore what happens if this

is not the case. As we will see in section 3.3.2, this section also touches on a

2D imaging radar, as one of the possible processing steps are identical. We

start of by mentioning tracking in section 3.3.1 and we end up with Doppler

frequency shift in section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Tracking

For completeness, we here mention tracking, as a method of extracting the

velocity and range of moving targets. As seen in figure 3.10, tracking is ap-

plied much later in the processing chain than the main focus of this thesis.

Tracking can be applied without coherent phase data, as it can simply work

on thresholded (e.g. CFAR) signal envelopes. This makes the radar simpler

to implement and reduces the information rate. Usually some form of ap-

plication dependent information is used to divide scatterer information from

the radar, into clutter and target bins. Such as an expected velocity range,

scatter magnitude and statistics over time.

Tracking can be applied to a 2D image in space as illustrated in figure 3.10,

where separate frames can originate from multiple radars at different physical

locations, a single radar that moves or a single rotating radar/antenna. One
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Figure 3.10: Principle of incoherent radar tracking. A (possibly 2D) image
is created by combining frames that are separated in space (can be angle or
position), this data is then processed by a detection step to yield possible
target locations. If we now compare target locations over time we can employ
tracking algorithms in software to yield both location and velocity (including
a heading if our data is 2D).
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could also apply tracking to a 1D image, yielding a velocity only in the radial

direction. An example incoherent tracking paper can be found in [GNB+14].

One can also apply tracking to coherent data, each “expected” velocity

and range profile is then matched against the measured data and a map

that is proportional to the match between expected profiles and measured

responses can be generated. See section “Correlation Processing” in [Wei94,

page 19-20] for an example matched filter implementation.

As an alternative to a 2D image in space, we can apply one of the two

procedures below to create a 2D image in Doppler/velocity; by either frame

processing as seen in the next section or by Doppler shift as seen in sec-

tion 3.3.3. This could then be passed to a tracking algorithm to follow

targets over a longer time period.

3.3.2 Comparing frames in time

If the targets moves sufficiently slow in respect to the measurement time,

we can extract the targets velocity by comparing different measurements

(frames) in time. The assumption is here that the target does not leave the

range resolution cell before we can take another measurement and addition-

ally, that the signal does not experience a significant Doppler frequency shift

“on-air”; as will be discussed in the next section. This gives us a scenario that

from a processing stand point is identical to an imaging radar, where instead

of comparing measurement “frames” in time we compare frames separated

in space.

A computation efficient method to compare frames is illustrated in fig-

ure 3.11 and consists of taking a 2 dimensional FFT; one to obtain the range

view and another to obtain a velocity, combined these will give a range-

velocity map. Note that this assumes we have coherent phase data to work

with and that the spacing (in either range or time) is uniform.

As was discussed in the Background chapter, all of the presented radar

architectures will result in a pulse, regardless of the waveform used to probe

the environment and as such all of the presented architectures will behave

the same for slow moving targets (though the measurement time required for

each architecture will differ and as such the definition of a “slow target”).

The only difference in the procedure outlined in figure 3.11 is that for a

correlator based radar the range FFT is replaced by the correlator, while a

pulsed radar can skip this step altogether. In a mixer based radar the pulse
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Figure 3.11: Principle of a FMCW 2D Fourier transform, figure inspired by
[HJL16]. Top: transmitted chirp signals. Middle: Each frame is mixed and
Fourier transformed with a range FFT. Bottom: a new FFT is taken at every
range cell over the gathered frames to give a range-velocity map.
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shape is determined by the window applied in the range FFT (a Hanning

window was used to create figure 3.11), while a correlator radar will depend

on the channel bandwidth as seen in figure 2.10. In a pulsed based radar the

pulse shape is often determined by regulations and hardware. We therefore

note that a mixer based radar with a range FFT is the most flexible as we can

simply swap window function in software to trade-off resolution and sidelobe

levels.

For our digital swept-threshold radar the principle in figure 3.11 should be

adjusted. As discussed in the previous chapter, using a single threshold will

cause non-linearity and inter-mixing between targets in high SNR scenarios

while low SNR scenarios benefit from averaging multiple frames. We must

therefore use multiple sweeps to obtain a single frame. With this in mind, a

single frame will take

Tframe = Nsweeps · Tm (3.6)

to complete. The target must not leave the range cell before we can make

another measurement, so we must require

vR <
δR

Nsweeps · Tm

(3.7)

where δR =
c

2BW
. (3.8)

A numerical example with a BW = 1 GHz chirp taking Tm = 10 µs and

repeated 300 times yields a maximum velocity of vRmax
= 50 m/s = 180 km/h

in air.

In addition, the sweep threshold principle assumes the scene is stationary

and so the maximum velocity should be treated with care; as we might see

smearing and in the worst case non-linearity. A detailed study is beyond the

scope of this thesis.

In the lower range, we are limited by the sampling interval and observation

time. A Doppler FFT will have a Doppler frequency resolution

δfD
=

1

Nframes · Tframe

(3.9)
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giving a velocity resolution of

δv = δfd
· c

2fc

(3.10)

where fc is the sweep center frequency. Targets moving slower than δfD
will

be difficult to distinguish from stationary targets. With the same numerical

example as above around fc = 500 MHz and using Nframes = 10 frames we

obtain δv ≈ 10 m/s. As with the range FFT, this velocity resolution will

be degraded if we utilize a non-rectangular window when doing the velocity

Fourier transform.

3.3.3 Doppler shift

If, on the other hand, the target moves fast with respect to the measurement

time; the utilized waveform will see a frequency shift, called a Doppler shift.

The output response now depends on the waveform used, in particular for a

FMCW radar where the frequency shift can become indistinguishable from

a target delay (range). We are now at a point where we can extract velocity

from a single measurement.

To compare waveforms the “ambiguity function” tells us how a particular

waveform will look like on the receiver for a single target at various veloci-

ties and positions. It gives us both range-ambiguity and velocity ambiguity,

determined mainly by the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) as a fast PRF

gives ambiguity in range while a slow PRF give undersampling of moving

objects and hence ambiguity in velocity. The ambiguity function also tells us

the signal energy at a “mismatched” velocity and range, which for the range

view is the range-sidelobe structure. Allowing us to extract the effective

resolution and sidelobe level in range and velocity. [ULB+14].

The wideband ambiguity function is

χ(v, R) =
√

η
∫

∞

−∞

s(t)s∗ (η (t − τ)) dt (3.11)

where η(v) =
c − v

c + v
(3.12)
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and reduces to the narrowband ambiguity function for non-relativistic η(v) ≈
1, constant velocity and small time bandwidth product 2v/c ≪ 1/(BWTm)

[Wei94]

χn(v, R) =
∫

∞

−∞

s(t)s∗ (t − τ) e−j2πfDt dt (3.13)

where fD = v · 2fc

c
(3.14)

where fD is the (approximate) frequency shift of a narrow-band signal. We

note that we go from a time scaling of η · t to a frequency shift e−j2πfDt,

where the narrowband assumptions is that all frequencies are shifted equally

[Wei94]. Some authors further restrict the ambiguity function to the absolute

value |χ(v, R)|2, but we will see that the real part can give some intuition.

Figure 3.12 shows a simulated wideband ambiguity function of an analog

and a single bit amplitude quantized radar. The figure is created by a series

of simulations, one for each velocity for a given target range. Each scatterer

return is found by a velocity scaled chirp

schirp(η(t − τ)) = sign cos(φchirp(η(t − τ))) (3.15)

where the analog radar is simulated without the sign function. We then

obtain the range profile in the usual way of mixing and then Fourier trans-

forming (with zero padding). As we only consider a single scatterer, we will;

for further simplicity, only consider a single sweep with the receiver threshold

fixed at 0. As discussed in the previous chapter, only using a single threshold

is acceptable for situation when we only have a single scatterer.

In figure 3.13, we show three range slices, one at zero Doppler and two

at the velocity ±δv given by (3.10), while also including a “ridge” cut along

the FMCW range-velocity coupling

vridge(R) =
BW

fcTm

· R. (3.16)

Figure 3.13 includes both the absolute value of the ambiguity function and

the real part, where the latter is equivalent to the time domain (compressed)

output pulse.

Closed form expressions for the narrowband ambiguity function is avail-

able for a range of waveforms, see e.g. [Lev88, chapter 7]. The wideband
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Figure 3.12: Simulated wideband ambiguity of a digital and analog FMCW
radar without any window applied to the FFT (boxcar). Normalized in
velocity by the doppler resolution δv and normalized in range to the range
resolution δR.
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Figure 3.14: Same as figure 3.12 but using a Hanning window and also in-
cluding simulated thermal noise to a input SNR of 0 dB.
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Figure 3.15: Same as figure 3.13 but using a hanning window. Showing the
wideband ambiguity function at zero doppler (in blue), at some positive and
negative doppler (in red) and along the FMCW ridge (in blue).
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ambiguity function is not readily available as it is more challenging and not

always necessary. We have therefore opted for a purely numerical study here.

To show the flexibility of this numerical study, we can include additional

radar system effects, such as the window utilized in the range compression

and, as an example, thermal noise. These effects are shown in figure 3.14 and

figure 3.15. We note that the thermal noise (green stippled simulation) only

creates a slight deformation of the response at the harmonic (figure 3.14(b)),

while the Hanning window (applied in the range domain) actually reduces

both the effective range and velocity resolution.

For the parameters utilized here, the velocity resolution (and hence the

simulated velocities) are on the order of,

δv =
c

2fcTm

= 5 × 103 m/s (3.17)

which is almost 16 times the speed of sound! This velocity therefore neces-

sitates a wideband ambiguity function since the narrowband assumption

2δv

c
≪ 1

BWTm

(3.18)

is comparable in magnitude. We believe the analysis holds for more reason-

able velocities and therefore normalize the figures to δv.

For the Doppler shift to become significant at reasonable speeds, we must

either be working with

• A longer chirp sweep time, such as 1 ms-10 ms, and/or:

• A higher center frequency, by e.g. the arrangement in figure 2.3 to mix

the center frequency up in the 60 GHz-100 GHz range.

Lastly we should emphasis that we only consider FMCW here, the ambigu-

ity function will be different for other radar architectures and the reader is

referred to the extensive literature.

3.3.4 Summarizing moving targets

To conclude our discussion on moving targets, we can use the following check-

list when faced with moving objects
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• Does the waveform exhibit significant frequency shift “on-air”? Study

the ambiguity function: for a FMCW radar the velocity obtain by

(3.17) gives an order of magnitude estimate.

• Is the expected velocity and PRF such that a frame by frame compari-

son of the phase makes sense? Here (3.7) and (3.10) gives an estimate.

• Is the radar incoherent (without any phase)? Or is there a need to

classify and track targets over a long period? Then tracking algorithms

must be applied.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

We will in this chapter walk through the fabricated 90 nm CMOS chip used

to verify the proposed single bit digital radar concepts.

Measurements from 2 chip runs can be found in the papers, where Paper

I presents measurements from the first chip which included the “waveform

generator”, which in essence is a clock-free 64 to 1 MUX. Paper II lays the

foundation for Paper III; which include measurements for the second chip

which includes a simple receiver with a quantizer, XOR gate (as mixer) and

a counter (as a LP filter). The first and last chip differ in the transmitter and

the difference (one or two inverters) is presented and discussed in Paper IV;

where we have taken a single “row” of the waveform generator and presented

it as a Digital-to-Time Converter (DTC). We will in this chapter focus on

the second chip.

4.1 System overview

The proposed radar solution was shown in figure 1.5 and a simplified imple-

mentation schematic is displayed in figure 4.1. Transmitter is implemented

as a memory to hold the waveform information and the memory content is

first serialized to 4 single bit lines which are combined with a OR operation.

On the receiver side, the comparator for the swept threshold operation is

visible, followed by a XOR gate as a mixer and a counter as a low-pass filter.

Also visible in the diagram is the two path delays, implemented as a cascade

of inverters where the “tapping point” is selectable with a mux.

Serial Peripheral Interface bus (SPI) is used to reduce the pin count and
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controls various digital aspects of the chip. Figure 4.1 presents the top level

diagram of the second chip. Not accounting for the miscellaneous debugging

pins, the chip features a

• TXdelay, which is the waveform generator output with a programmable

delay.

• RX and Icomp as the inputs to the comparator and LNA.

• IF for the XOR output bitstream

• Sample for the CW receiver counter/integrator.

• 4 SPI pins for reading and writing to all registers on the chip. Including

loading the on-chip memory with a wanted bitstream.

• Transmit signal to start/stop the waveform generator.

A chip photo, giving a sense of the size and placement of each block, is

shown in figure 4.2. Each block has its own supply voltage and ground, in

particular the transmitter, receiver and digital logic is separated within its

own deep-N-well. The different domains, analog/mixed signal comparator,

continuous time mixer, asynchronous transmitter and conventional digital

blocks (memory and SPI interface) are placed as far apart from each other

as feasible, to minimize coupling. Care is also taken in the routing, by keeping

critical lines short and separating clocked digital from the critical analog and

continuous time connections.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic for the prototype single chip square wave radar with
the CW receiver. The TX signal is available either as a delayed version and,
as a debug measure, available with the common source OR connection in
the lower right. Starting at the lower left we have the waveform memory,
serializer and the two OR implementations that can be used as TX. Starting
at the upper right the RX is compared to an externally set Icomp before being
mixed (XORed) with a (possibly delayed) version of the transmitted signal.
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Figure 4.2: Chip photo of the single chip square wave radar with the CW
receiver with bonding wires for a QFN48 package. The chip measures 2 mm×
2 mm
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4.1.1 SPI configuration

The on-chip SPI module was created by Hjortland [Hjo16] and so was part

of the software running on a connected single board computer. The module

allows us both read and write to every digital registry on the chip while

taking up only 4 chip pads. The primary advantage over a naive shift register

implementation is that we can separately address only the (8 bit) register we

want to read (non-destructively) or write to.

A speed issue was faced when programming the entire 33 kByte memory,

as the single board computer (a Raspberry Pi 3) ended up having long pauses

between each SPI command. This could be improved both in software (by

sending larger “packages”) and in the chip implementation, by using separate

pins dedicated to memory programming using some custom made commu-

nication protocol. This speed issue is mainly a disadvantage for the SFCW

radar, as it relies on re-programming the chip for each frequency step. It

could also be problematic for the dithering method in section 3.2.1 as that

to relies on modifying the memory content for each sweep.

4.1.2 Transmitter

The transmitter consists of a memory bank to hold the bitstream waveform,

the waveform generator from Paper I, two methods of OR-ing the waveform

generator output and programmable delay.

4.1.2.1 Memory bank

The memory consists of 4 banks that are 16 bits wide and 4096 bits deep,

resulting in a total storage of around 33 kBytes, the width was determined as

a tradeoff with the waveform generator to slow down the required memory

speed while the depth was mostly limited by area. Memory modules where

supplied by TSMC as a “black-box” with only a Verilog timing model and a

layout placeholder.

The memory bank from TSMC is supplemented with some simple logic

for reading and writing the register from SPI and a counter to automati-

cally increment the address when reading. These where implemented using

standard synchronous design principles.

With a readout with an effective clock rate of 64 ps, the memory can hold

a waveform of 17 µs in length, at which point the waveform will repeat. The
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“clock rate” is decided by the waveform generator and will therefore scale

with process, voltage and temperature of the waveform generator and can be

tuned with the backgate voltage as discussed in Paper IV. As the memory

is effectively 4 × 16 = 64 bits wide, the memory works at the reduced speed

of 15.7 GHz/64 = 245 MHz which is acceptable for on chip memory but

excludes using external memory (especially when considering the required 64

data pads).

4.1.2.2 Waveform generator

A high level description of the waveform generator is presented in Paper

I while a lower level circuit description is the focus of Paper IV and the

reader is refereed to these papers for details. We will here briefly comment

on the asynchronous nature of the serializer as it connects to the memory

bank discussed above and influences how the radar is used before showing

the Monte Carlo results with backgate tuning.

As the chip does not feature any absolute time reference, it is up to ex-

ternal circuity to extract the absolute clock rate if required. In this project

this is done by either measuring a known (short) sequence with a high speed

oscilloscope or by processing the baseband signal and looking for the discon-

tinuity when the waveform repeats. A useful feature that was not added is

to bring either the “overflow” memory counter value or the memory bank

clocks out of the chip, which would provide a third alternative for extracting

the clock rate.

A further refinement to this would be on-chip circuitry to adjust the

(backgate) tuning voltage dynamically to match some external stable clock

reference. In addition, the frequency estimation technique in section 2.2.1.1,

implemented by a simple count-and-dump; could be used as a simple to

implement on-chip test and calibration method.

Note that to achieve coherent integration we do not require an absolute

time reference and so an asynchronous system is fully compatible with a

coherent radar. The only requirement is an accurate trigger signal, which

is also non-trivial. To work around an accurate trigger signal an additional

processing step was done, the baseband signal was filtered and interpolated

before short segments where correlated to figure out the offset before aligning

and averaging. This processing step was used in the creation of figure C.12.

An absolute timing reference was not needed in this work and working
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around the fact that no absolute timing information was available proved to

be feasible. This also exemplifies the flexibility of a digital system as one can

mitigate circuit non-idealities in software.

That said, one downside of an asynchronous waveform generator as im-

plemented in this thesis is that a duplicate generator cannot be expected to

run in phase and with the same absolute clock rate. A duplicate generator

can be useful as it eliminates the need for delaying the reference signal, as

one could instead use two separate generators with an offset in initial state as

exemplified in[Sac13, figure 3.34]. In addition, two separate chips cannot be

expected to transmit the exact same waveform, in the very least necessitating

a calibration step for some imaging applications.

One weakness, not discussed in the publications, is the synchronization

mechanize that we use to select which of the four rows should be the trans-

mitting row, shown as the “select loop” in figure A.4 and figure A.6 around

page 150. The concept is based on duplicating the chain of muxes and as-

suming equal delay, each row was assumed finished when the select pulse

had propagated through the same number of equal mux-stages. This equal

delay assumption proved to be acceptable and worked surprisingly well, as

no significant correlation in the jitter was found when the transmitting row is

switched. In addition, any change in temperature (not measured) and volt-

age, affects both the reference delay and the transmitting row, ensuring that

the delay stays matched over chip-to-chip process variations, temperature

and voltage.

What did cause some issues, but again worked well enough for us to keep

it in place between the first and last chip prototype, is that the pulse that is

supposed to circulate continuously in the “select loop”. It did however have a

tendency, on some chips, to either shrink or grow until it disappears; stopping

the entire transmitter. This was the main use of the backgate tuning, as each

chip required a slightly different backgate voltage on the wavefront-generator

part to continue the circulation. This tuning was done manually, but as the

main objective was to visually see on an oscilloscope if the circuit stopped

or not, and as the tuning was not particularly sensitive, could be easily

performed by any slow on-line digital calibration loop that simply checks for

output activity.

To characterizes the ability of the backgate tuning to mitigate the pulse

from disappearing, a set of Monte Carlo simulations was done. For each

Monte Carlo seed, multiple backgate and supply voltages was iterated over:
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Figure 4.3: Showing the tuning potential for each MC scenario. Dot marks
the nominal (no tuning). Red lines denote chips that are not sufficiently
tunable (does not include 0 pulse growth). Top: Chip 2 (one inverter),
bottom: chip 1 (two inverters). Note the difference in x-scale.
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• positive bulk VDDB∈ {0.5, 0.8, 1.2, 1.5, 2}

• negative bulk GNDB∈ {−0.2, 0, 0.4}

• supply voltage VDD∈ {1.1, 1.2, 1.3}.

The resulting tunability range for each of the 50 MC iteration is shown in

figure 4.3. We have colored the scenarios that have the ability to be tuned to

0 pulse growth black, while those with only positive pulse growth is colored

red. Do note the x-axis, in that when moving from the non-inverting design

(two inverters) to an inverting design (one inverter) as presented in Paper

IV, we see an order of magnitude decrease in variation, but, unfortunately

an equal order of magnitude decrease in backgate-tunability. We discuss

a workaround for this lack of tunability in Paper IV, but this was never

implemented.

To summarize, the novel waveform generator, in essence a serializer, does

show both the great benefits of an asynchronous design but also show design

challenges that are not present in a conventional clocked design.

4.1.2.3 Programmable delay

The programmable delay originates from the work of Dooghabadi [Doo15],

but with a corrected mux to avoid pulse swallowing. The cell can be pro-

grammed to 26 = 64 different delays with a step of 2.9 ns in the nominal

corner.

Using the delay on the transmit path (τtx in figure 1.5), this delay cell

gives a free-space unambiguous range of 28 meters if we use the “moving out

of band” harmonic removal technique and 64 different delay settings for the

staggering technique. Using it on the mixer path (τm in figure 1.5), gives us

64 different range cells between 0 and 28 meters that we can down-convert

to DC for a sequential sampling architecture as mentioned around equation

(2.26) on page 28.

We note that for the primary use of this delay (on the transmit path), the

delay accuracy is not critical, as the moving out of band technique simply

needs some large delay, while the staggering technique only needs a set of

delays that are different from each other.
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4.1.3 Receiver

The receiver only consists of the comparator for the swept threshold receiver

and a XOR gate for mixing the transmitted and received signal.

4.1.3.1 LNA/comparator

The comparator acts both as a gain stage, to amplify the backscattered

signal and as a comparator yielding a continuous time digital output. This

circuit block originates from Novelda, with some modifications by Tuan Anh

to get a current instead of a voltage threshold input. A simplified diagram is

presented in figure 4.4. We note the two inputs, RX and Icomp, the threshold

Icomp

Vcomp

RX

Gain
Threshold

Gain

Digitize

Figure 4.4: Simplified diagram of the thresholder/comparator circuit from
Novelda and modified by Tuan Anh. The circuit consists of an initial (dig-
itally tunable) gain stage before the DC level is shifted by the comparison
voltage Vcomp before being amplified again and “digitized” by conventional
digital inverters.

current is converted to a voltage which is used to shift the DC point of the

amplified RX input signal. The gain of the first stage is adjustable, since we

do not want to clip the signal before the correct threshold is set, this is not

an issue for the last stage, where we want the output to clip.

Characterizing this mixed-signal (analog inputs and digital outputs) and

non-linear devices can be a bit unusual. As the device is not-linear and since

we are interested in a large-scale output, a small-signal AC or S-parameter
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analysis is out of the question. A transient analysis is therefore selected

here, though a harmonic balance simulation would most likely be faster. We

start by finding the correct threshold (current), this is achieved here by a

python script that (1) modifies the Spectre netlist (2) runs the simulation

and (3) analyses the output. This is repeated until an adequate threshold is

found (to within 30 µV). These steps are then repeated for a range of input

(peak-to-peak) amplitudes and frequencies.
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Figure 4.5: Post layout simulation of the quantizer, showing the input
and output amplitude of the fundamental. Each point represents different
frequencies, where for each point, the Icom is optimized to maximize the
output amplitude.

The results of the above analysis are shown in figure 4.5 and figure 4.6.

In the first image, we show the 5 input amplitudes that was simulated and

the corresponding peak-to-peak output amplitude (at the fundamental fre-

quency). This highlights a big challenge; the circuit block is able to take

a signal from 1 × 10−5 V = −100 dB to 0.25 V, an 88 dB gain, but a 0.25 V

signal is not particularly useful to any digital gate interpreting the output.

That said a digital gate does have quite good gain and can conceivably take

the signal up from 0.25 V to the supply voltage of 1.2 V, but this assumes a

correct DC level and is therefore not ideal.

With this in mind, we create a series of gain lines in figure 4.6, each with

a different “cutoff”, of what we consider as a useful output signal. Requiring

a 1 V peak-to-peak output, we note a gain of at least 40 dB (but not greater
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Figure 4.6: The same data as in figure 4.5 but simplified to a gain plot
as a function of frequency. Each line uses a different definition of “useful”
gain, where data-points below the required output amplitude is removed.
Note that the gain takes on discrete peak values only because we test with
discrete input amplitudes.

than 50 dB) between 0.5 GHz and 1.25 GHz. The interpretation of this plot

is a bit unusual, as we are only testing with a discrete set of input amplitudes

and discarding gain figures if the output amplitude is too low.

The above analysis does, more or less, ignore noise, which should be bene-

ficial in the correct amount for weak-signal detection in a SR manner. Further

emphasizing the complexity of quantifying the comparators performance.

4.1.3.2 XOR gate

We briefly show in section 5.3.1, that a multiplication of two numbers that

only takes the values {−1, 1} can be implemented by a single XOR gate. To

implement the XOR function, there exists a large number of transistor-level

implementations, especially considering that one could potentially implement

it as an analog mixer with digital buffers on inputs and outputs or utilize the

vast literature on phase comparator utilized in e.g. PLLs. We have here used

the same reasoning that was used in Paper IV to arrive at the static NAND

implementation in figure 4.7. A static gate gives us superior robustness and

gain and the NAND choice avoids large pMOS transistors.

The NAND based XOR design is not ideal for a standard digital im-
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A
B

XOR(A, B)
2 2

1

1

VDDVDD

NAND(A, B)

A
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B
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2

2 2

2

11

Figure 4.7: 4 NAND XOR implementation, using a symmetric NAND gate.
Number in the top denote the relative sizing of each NAND gate, while the
number on the NAND gate denote the relative sizing compared to a balanced
inverter with WN = 4.7 µm and WP = 12.75 µm.
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plementation, where one primarily is concerned with the delay through the

gate. For our use, as a continuous time mixer, the delay is not an issue, as it

simply shifts the beat in time slightly. By delaying both inputs by the same

amount (by using symmetric NAND gates in a symmetric XOR) we ensure

the mixer does not introduce any false increase or decrease in the extracted

two-way-travel time.

Simulation of the XOR gate as a mixer for FMCW applications can be

found in figure B.4 in Paper II. The mixer does exhibit even-order harmonics

(2nd, 4th, . . . ) and a significant noise skirt; it is not known if this can be

avoided by a more careful XOR implementation or if this is a modeling/sim-

ulation error. It should also be emphasized that the noise skirt does not

originate from the frequency sources, as these are modeled as ideal.

4.1.3.3 Counter and readout

As mentioned in Paper III, for a CW radar (or SFCW), we want to extract

the mean of the mixer output. This is simple to implement with a low-pass

filter/integrator, which in the digital domain is just a counter that records

how often the signal is high compared to how often the signal is low.

The implementation uses a 7 stage ring-oscillator, implemented with 6

inverters and 1 NAND gate to be able to turn the oscillator off. The oscillator

is used to sample the signal and 2 counters one that increments if the sampled

signal is high and another that increment if the sampled signal is low. 7 stages

where selected due to the (slow) speed of the flip-flops used.

A readout is signaled by clocking the counter signals to a SPI readable

register and resetting the counter.

4.2 Design flow

One of the great benefits of conventional digital design is the layers of abstrac-

tions that can be put between the digital designer and the physical world.

Today’s synthesis tools can take high level descriptions of the desired digital

function and quickly compare and implement for either Field-Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) or CMOS hardware. Such tools are lacking when we

design without clocks and this lack of support from the major EDA vendors

is a leading reason few companies leverages the advantages gained by a non-

clocked design [MAZ+14]. We start by outlining the design flow that was
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used in this work and make a case for improved support in standard digital

design tools.

Except for the quantizer, which has analog inputs, all of the circuits used

in this thesis can be completely described in a digital Hardware Description

Language (HDL) (either pure VHDL or Verilog). VHDL is actually used

in this work, as an initial verification of the design idea, to confirm delays,

signal polarity and inter-block level communication. Existing tools to take

this VHDL to synthesis and place and route, is to the authors knowledge not

available. Existing tools will, as said, assume the circuit is clocked and 1)

ignore the VHDL statements

A <= 0; B <= 1;

wait for 10 ns;

A <= B after 10 ns;

by simply tying both A and B to 1 as that is the quickest solution and 2)

simplify any “redundant” logic, such as one-shot circuits above.

The synthesis tool does this, because it assumes one is expressing some

combinational logic that will be clocked, hence the only important values

are the signal level at the active edge of the clock. There is however nothing

wrong with removing this assumption and having a synthesis tool that respect

the wait for and after statements with additional support for glitches and

other “hazards”.

All synthesis tools are able to recognize patterns from the description

language, such as flip-flops and (often unintended) latches. Flip-flops are

asynchronous components, so the idea of recognizing delays and one-shots

is feasible. Modern synthesis and place and route tools must increasingly

deal with complex (asynchronous) issues such as clock gating and dynamic

hazards (glitching) to save power [Rab09] and so support for asynchronous

gate based descriptions would in the authors opinion make sense.

4.2.1 Analog design

The design flow in this thesis is therefore very similar to a standard analog

design, starting with a schematic of the transistor implementation and initial

verification, the design is transferred to layout. For the critical blocks (and

in particular for the circuit block in Paper IV), the final transistor size tuning

is done on the extracted layout (post layout), where the parasitics associated
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with the transistors and interconnect gets included. Transistor sizes in this

extended netlist can then be fine tuned for optimal performance.

These parasitics are especially important to include for delay based cir-

cuits. A schematic only simulation on the wavefront train serializer fails to

operate correctly for the waveform 00110011, due (in part) to the short delay

a schematic only simulation gives. While a post layout simulation has a 100 %

functional yield for 100 Monte Carlo simulation over a range of temperatures

and voltages at a significantly lower speed than predicted by a schematic

only simulation.

4.2.2 Testbenches

Testing is paramount with any design, especially for a large and partly analog

intensive design such as this. Testing can be divided into two parts, a purely

functional verification and a detailed characterization to optimize the design

and determine power consumption and delay.

For the digital blocks around the memory and the counters, a purely func-

tional test was done with a Verilog based testbench. Stimulus was written

in Verilog and the circuits output was verified by bringing it back into the

Verilog block. This allows for simple verification over a range of speeds and

process corners. To co-simulate both Spectre (for the transistor based cir-

cuits) and Verilog, the AMS co-simulator in Cadence Virtuoso is used. This

is slower than simply running a Verilog-A block in Spectre, but the Verilog

language provides features not present in Verilog-A.

A functional test was also done for the SPI module (with sub-parts con-

nected), where the SPI software was modified to optionally output a PWL

file with the 3 SPI input signals. This had the added bonus of verifying (and

debugging) the software before entering the lab, though at a steep computa-

tional cost.

For a detailed characterization we have already mentioned the importance

of extracting the parasitics, in addition, care must be taken to

• model the expected (capacitive) load,

• model a finite supply current and

• model the input stimulus (frequency and driving ability).
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To characterize a delay based circuit block, there is very few character-

istics of interest, these are power consumption, delay (measured at the 50 %

crossing) for both falling and rising edges and also the rise/fall times. The

rise/fall times are not as interesting, as equalizing the rise and fall time does

not result in a working circuit. The rise/fall time does give an indication of

a circuit that is too heavily loaded and the maximum frequency, but so does

the delay. In addition, for a first order model, the measurement point for

rise/fall time does not matter (e.g. 80 %-20 % or 90 %-10 %), but in a real

circuit this choice matters.

The delay based measures can be used to express the input and output

Pulse Width (PW) which we define in figure 4.8. We note that one could also

PWin = tfall in − trise in

in

out

trise in

trise out

tfall in

tfall out

PWout = tfall out − trise out

Figure 4.8: How to extract the (positive) Pulse Width (PW), to find the PW
Growth=PWin − PWout

extract the negative Pulse Width, but the negative pulse growth/shrinkage

measure would carry the same information. It is also trivial to note that

minimizing the PW growth is identical to minimizing the difference in rise

and fall time as seen below:

PW growth = PWin − PWout (4.1)

= (tfall in − trise in) − (tfall out − trise out) (4.2)

= (tfall in − tfall out) + (trise out − trise in) (4.3)

To show why the frequency of the stimulus matters, figure 4.9 shows a

series of simulations where the input frequency (1/input period) is varied.

For this particular circuit (which was a pseudo-differential mux that was

discarded), the optimal nMOS/pMOS ratio depends on the input frequency.

When simulating with a sufficiently slow input (below 2 GHz), the optimal

nMOS/pMOS ratio is 2.9, but if we do a single simulation at 3 GHz, we might

extract an optimal nMOS/pMOS ratio of 4.3. In a time domain simulation
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Figure 4.9: Example simulation of the pulse growth as a function of input
pulse width and for a few different β = pMOS/nMOS ratios.
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at 3 GHz (not shown), we note that the signal is closer to a sinusoidal than a

square wave and that the nMOS/pMOS ratio that works for a lower frequency

fails to propagate this nearly sinusoidal signal.

In a first order transistor model, the only difference between a nMOS

and pMOS transistor is the carrier mobility, which we account for by using a

larger pMOS width. Unfortunately, the world is not as simple, and there is a

difference in channel-modulation, velocity saturation and threshold voltage

between the two transistor types. This complicates an accurate extraction

of the optimal nMOS/pMOS ratio and lead to our use of the PW growth

measure as this is the “system” measure we care most about. (We do not

mind if the rise and fall time differ, or that the DC characteristic is non-

symmetric; as long as pulses do not de-form).

4.3 Concluding implementation

We have briefly outlined not only the implementation of the system given

in the introduction chapter, but also highlighted some of the design choices,

challenges and alternatives while also giving some insight into the design of

a continuous time digital system. This has resulted in single-chip CMOS

prototype that confirm the feasibility of a digital intensive radar for system-

on-chip integration.

In the next chapter, we will look at the remaining circuit block, namely

the digitization and transform for a FMCW receiver.
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Baseband

We will in this chapter review some possible baseband implementations, fo-

cusing mostly on a square wave FMCW radar, but also touching on a m-

sequence and CW/SFCW for on chip-baseband processing. One fundamen-

tal aspect we have taken for granted in the papers, is the use of a Fourier

transform to get the mixer output into the desired radar range profile. We

will here explore exactly how we can achieve this, and also check if we can

employ a different transform, namely the Walsh transform. We will also ex-

plore a novel filter bank solution, where we use a number of digital band-pass

filters tuned to the FMCW beat spectrum range gates.

5.1 Analog filter and ADC baseband path.

Analog anti-aliasing

VT H1

ADC
N

fs

FFT

LP filter
Range

Baseband

Figure 5.1: Conventional baseband path, the beat is low-pass filtered and
quantized to N-bits at a sample rate fs.

We start with the most straightforward baseband solution, drawn in fig-

ure 5.1, where we use a conventional high resolution ADC with an analog
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filter in front. Measurements presented in this work uses this setup, where the

XOR output is taken out of the chip and digitized with a lab-oscilloscope. It

is also suited for a Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solution, as both ADCs

and anti-aliasing filter are readily available for circuit board integration.

One of main advantages of a frequency modulated radar, is the reduction

in signal bandwidth achieved by spreading the information in time (using a

long pulse). This enables a reasonable sample rate fs, assuming we image a

reasonable range over a sufficiently long time. In more exact terms, we can

express the maximum beat frequency fbeatun
as a function of maximum range

run and chirp rate α as

fbeatun
= α · 2run/c =

BW

Tm

· 2run/c (5.1)

The chirp parameters can therefore be adjusted to suit available ADCs, for

a fast time-to-market solution.

With an ideal anti-aliasing filter with a cutoff at the maximum wanted

beat frequency fbeatun
and an ideal ADC with infinite resolution, we can

perfectly capture the wanted information by setting the sample rate fs to the

Nyquist rate of 2fbeatun
. A realistic anti-aliasing filter with a finite rollover

will however benefit from a faster sample rate, giving a straight forward

tradeoff between energy suppressed by the filter (determined by the filter

order, type and cutoff point) and the ADC clock rate. In addition, the finite

ADC resolution, set by the effective number of output bits, gives another

tradeoff.

The effective number of output bits of an ADC, can be found by re-

arranging (2.38)

ENOB =
SNRdb − 1.67

6.02
. (5.2)

where SNRdb is the measured ADCs SNR. For an oversampled ADC, we

first low pass filter the digital output and decimate, before computing the

SNRdb and ENOB. The ENOB figure of merit will also include various ADC

non-idealities and in essence gives us a sense of how many bits that we can

discard.

To quantify the feasibility of an on-chip CMOS ADC, we have used the

published ADC performance parameters from [Mur16] to create figure 5.2.

We have overlaid the required Nyquist frequency (four times (5.1), to get
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complex samples) for an example design with the following constraints

• Max unambiguous range run = 100 m in free space.

• Bandwidth 2.1 GHz

As we increase the chirp time, we also increase the processing gain of the

FFT operation. To quantify this, we assume an idealized processing gain of

NFFT FMCW, which assumes a sinusoidal in white noise, where

NFFT FMCW = Fs · Tm = 4fbeatun
· Tm (5.3)

= 4
(

BW

Tm

· 2run/c
)

· Tm (5.4)

= 8BW · run/c (5.5)

giving

GFFT FMCW db = 10 log10 (8BW · run/c) (5.6)

Which is GFFT FMCW db ≈ 37 dB for the above parameters. It may look

un-intuitive to have a processing gain proportional to maximum range and

bandwidth, but keep (5.3) in mind. When we increase the maximum range,

we also increase the beat frequency and hence the sample rate, capturing

more information about the signal in a given time-span, effectively identical

to oversampling. The same reasoning applies to increasing the bandwidth,

where an increased bandwidth requires a faster sample rate. Increasing the

chirp time, does not increase the number of FFT points, as long as we also

reduce the sample rate by the same amount.

Now, as we have seen in the Background chapter, sampling with a high

resolution ADC in a low SNR environment is wasteful, additionally a single

bit radar is best suited for low SNR scenarios (close or below the thermal

limit) and so we may intentionally be transmitting at low energy levels. In

addition, as seen in chapter 3, the expected SNR for a discrete time FMCW

radar is relatively low per sweep, using the simulated value from chapter 3

we obtain an expected SNR of 43 dB for a 17 µs long sweep. We thus see

that most of the SNR performance (with the presented discrete time FMCW

radar), originates from the coherent averaging and the FFT processing gain.

Now what does this imply about our required ADC Signal to Noise

and Distortion Ratio (SNDR) performance? As the instantaneous SNR is
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GFFT FMCW db lower than the per sweep SNR, the ADC SNDR only needs to

be better than

SNDRFMCW ADC > SNRFMCW per sweep − GFFT FMCW db

which is only SNDRFMCW ADC > 5.6 dB in this numerical example. This

requirement is included in figure 5.2 as a red line, all ADCs above this

line should have sufficient SNDR for our required instantaneous SNR. We

note that this requirement should be near trivial to achieve. The reader

should however keep the assumptions in mind, as we are assuming white

non-coherent noise, ignoring coherent spurs and so some margin above the

found values is advisable.

Figure 5.2: Symbols are ADC performance values from [Mur16] showing
pure CMOS implementations published between 1997 and 2016 in ISSCC
and VLSI Symposium. Color indicate power consumption (darker uses less
power). Vertical lines are drawn to indicate the required beat spectrum
Nyquist frequency for a FMCW radar with fixed bandwidth of 2.07 GHz and
a maximum unambiguous range of 100 m (in air) for different sweep times
using four times eq. (5.1). Red lines denote the lower bound for ADC SNDR
for a wanted single sweep SNR of 43 dB and 100 dB after the range-FFT.
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We also include the required SNDR if the single sweep SNR is 100 dB, (the

63 dB line in figure 5.2), which gives a much stricter ADC requirement. This

high level of instantaneous SNR, would require a continuous time transmitter

as shown in section 3.1 and most likely an analog receiver and mixer as was

depicted in figure 1.3 and with a transmitted energy at least 100 dB above

the noise floor.

Despite CMOS not being an ideal platform for ADC integration [Jon10,

Sha00], we see that a discrete time FMCW system with on chip ADC; is

feasible, due to the relaxed requirements that we obtain when we consider

both swept threshold averaging and DFT processing gain. These two coher-

ent averaging techniques helps us have a reasonable system SNR, without

each component in the system being highly accurate.

One drawback is that the presented digital FMCW radar is fully con-

figurable for a wide range of sweeps with different chirp rates and delays,

yielding a wide array of possible beat bandwidths and SNDR requirements,

a (possibly external) analog filter and ADC will lack the flexibility to handle

this flexibility in an efficient manner. The remainder of this chapter will

therefore focus on alternative baseband architectures, where we will explore

several novel solutions that do not need the classical anti-aliasing and ADC

solution presented above.

5.1.1 Double swept threshold baseband

A natural single bit realization of figure 5.1 is drawn in figure 5.3(a), where in-

place of the multi-bit ADC we employ another swept threshold comparator.

To begin, we must first understand what the mixer output signal looks

like. Despite being a single bit signal, sampling is non-trivial, since the

mixer output contains a range of frequencies that we are not interested in.

Without filtering, these will alias down into the sampled signal. Among

these unwanted terms is the mixer sum, which for the analog case goes from

approximately from 2fl to 2BW (see the f+
11 term in (C.7) on page 182),

while a digital radar also has additional unwanted terms above this range.

We will explore these briefly by also considering the simple arrangement in

figure 5.3(b), where the anti-aliasing filter is removed.

After low-pass filtering, if the harmonics are placed outside the range-

view by a e.g. delay as shown in figure 1.6, the remaining signal will be a

superposition of sine waves. If no delay is used, the harmonic amplitudes are
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Analog LP filter

VT H1 VT H2

FFT
Range

swept threshold ADC

D

fs

Counters

...

VT H1

FFT
Range

Direct single bit sampling

D

fs

Counters

...

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Alternative implementation of figure 5.1, where the ADC is
a sweep-threshold quantizer; consisting of a second comparator, a sampler
and a digital integrator (drawn as a bank of counters). (b) Simplified im-
plementation, ignoring the anti-aliasing filter, leaving a single-bit signal for
sampling.
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the product of the harmonic amplitude on the mixer inputs. For square waves

with approximately −10 dBc third harmonics, the output will have −20 dBc

third harmonics, which in the time domain takes the form of a triangular

wave, which is what we have drawn in green. Multiple scatters will then

be a superposition of either triangular or sine-waves. Thus, we see that we

go from a square wave digital signal; to an analog signal that needs to be

amplitude quantized.
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Figure 5.4: Simulating a single scatterer at 8.76 MHz with a single threshold.
Left: directly sampling the XOR output bitstream at 4fbeatun

, right: using
an idealized anti-alliasing filter first, before single-bit sampling at 4fbeatun

.

To visualize this sampling process, an example simulation is shown in

figure 5.4, where we show a single sweep that is single bit sampled both with

and without anti-aliasing filtering. As only a single scatterer is simulated

here, the only peaks are the scatterers fundamental and harmonics, for the

anti-aliased case, notice that the harmonics are at −10 dBc, since we have

effectively thresholded the input triangular waveform into a square wave.

This simulation is however very optimistic and does not show that the system

is indeed not input output linear.
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(a) Single bit sampling the mixer output, sweeping a total of 16 times.
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(b) Using 16 in the second swept thresholder for a total of 256 sweeps.

Figure 5.5: Simulating two scatterers with 16 thresholds in the first quantizer.
Left: directly sampling the XOR output bitstream at 4fbeatun

, right: using an
idealized anti-alliasing filter first, before swept-threshold sampling at 4fbeatun

.
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We therefore include multiple targets in figure 5.5 and also sweep multiple

times in an attempt to linearize the system. In figure 5.5(a) we notice that

with anti-aliasing, the output now contains multiple inter-mixing products

of the two target beat frequencies due to the single bit sampling of our

now analog signal. In figure 5.5(b) we therefore use multiple comparators

(serialized) on the second thresholder, leaving us with a linear system that

only has the expected fundamental and harmonic peaks.

We note that not including an anti-aliasing filter is disastrous for our

SNR level, as we get excessive aliasing when sampling in time. That said,

for applications that can live with the poor target dynamic range and for few

scatterers (such as an altimeter or level sensors, where we are not necessarily

trying to detect a weaker scatterer close to a strong one), the roughly 10 dB

SNR could be acceptable, providing a very cheap and easy to implement

radar system that could even forgo the anti-aliasing filter.

As we saw in the previous section, the instantaneous SNR requirement is

not necessarily excessive, and so we would expect that the second thresholder

in figure 5.3 does not need too many levels. This is seen in figure 5.6, where we

adjust the number of threshold levels (and hence the number of sweeps) and

calculate both SNR and Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR). We note

that we reach the “ideal” no sampling case after just a few comparators.

This ideal level is constant, as we have not included any randomization in

the transmitter and as such the remaining “noise” is coherent, but we expect

the phase noise method of section 3.2.1 to work for this case as well. We note

that at Nsweep2 = 1 (single bit sampling the beat), not having an anti-aliasing

filter is actually slightly beneficial for the SFDR value, as the folded noise

helps to smear out the otherwise non-linear peaks.

5.1.1.1 Summary

For a single target, like a radar altimeter (or the short range “liquid level”

equivalent application), the solution in figure 5.3 will most likely work ac-

ceptably, as a general purpose radar, the solution does have some major

drawbacks.

Firstly, for each receiver threshold VT H1, we need to sweep VT H2, requir-

ing a very long integration time. This can be counteracted by using multiple

comparators in parallel, effectively creating a N-bit flash ADC. In the al-

timeter example, only a single threshold is required as the zero crossings are
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Figure 5.6: Simulating 2 targets of equal amplitude, showing both estimated
SNR and SFDR (Spurious Free Dynamic Range) as a function of the number
of thresholds in the second swept-threshold ADC in figure 5.3. A channel
thermal noise SNR of 0 dB is used and the sweep is repeated 16 ·Nsweep2 times
from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in 16.7 µs time quantized to 64 ps with a delay in
the channel path of 667 ns to remove harmonics.
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sufficient (as discussed in section 2.2), showing that the idea is sound for a

single return.

The second drawback, is that the sweep-threshold technique gives an im-

provement in SNR if the sweeps are un-correlated, this will be the case for the

first thresholder if the input SNR is low; but may not be fully un-correlated

on the second thresholder since the bandwidth is effectively much lower after

the anti-aliasing filter. One workaround for this is to add intentional noise

for the second thresholder, either on the input or the threshold input.

Lastly, it should be mentioned that the arrangement with an analog LP

filter and a thresholder, is very similar to how we would expect a digital gate

to behave. A digital gate will have a finite bandwidth and the signal will

settle to either a “0” or a “1” resulting in the thresholding action. As we

have seen, this is both good and bad news, the filtering action will reduce the

bandwidth and aliasing problems, while the thresholding action will result

in a non-linear behavior. Luckily the non-linear behavior will be reduced as

we average multiple sweeps in a noisy environment as we have previously

discussed.

5.2 Cascaded Integrator-Comb filters (CIC)
“lean, mean filtering machines” – [Lyo]

We have seen in the previous section that simply sampling the XOR output

beat bitstream at some reduced sample rate, causes aliasing and possibly

non-linearity. As an alternative method of circumventing this, we will in this

section investigate single bit oversampling with a digital filter, where the goal

is a circuit block that can output a multi-bit filtered signal at some reduced

sample frequency, without an analog filter.

A conventional Cascaded Integrator-Comb (CIC) decimation stage is shown

in figure 5.7(a), where the decimator reduces the sample rate (but typically

increases the bit-width) of an over-sampled digital signal. The main ad-

vantage of a CIC decimator over other decimation methods is the simple

structure and implementation. What we would like to propose is a method

that circumvents the analog conversion altogether, which is shown in fig-

ure 5.7(b), where the single bit continuous time bitstream is (over-)sampled

and decimated by a CIC like structure.

The conventional CIC structure is shown in figure 5.8(a) and consists of

an integrator, sampler and differentiate stages. With a sample rate S/R, and
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Analog LP filter

VT H1

FFTADC CIC

Decimator

OSR · fs fs

(a) Conventional CIC usage after a (oversampling) ADC

VT H1

FFTCIC

Decimator

fs

(b) Proposed single bit input CIC used right after the
XOR gate without filtering

Figure 5.7: Showing both the conventional (and ideal) way of utilizing a
decimator after an oversampling ADC and in (b) the proposed method of
simply single bit sampling the un-filtered beat spectrum.

VT H1

FFT

Single bit input CIC
Decimator

z−1 z−M

fs fs/R

D

counter
up/down

fs

fs/R

z−M

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Showing the (a) CIC structure and (b) a simple single bit inte-
grator stage.
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a frequency f , both in Hz, a CIC decimation filter that decimates by R will

have a voltage transfer function

G(f) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

sin
(

πMfR
S

)

sin
(

πf
S

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

N

(5.7)

where M is the “differential delay” used in the comb section of figure 5.8 and

N is the number of stages [Hog81]. One can compensate for the sinc shaped

transfer function in a later stage by applying an inverse of (5.7).

D

D

...
D

fs/N

+ D

fs/N
fs/(NR)

N

N = 4

’1’

’0’

0

a0 a1 a2 a3

b0 = a0a1a2a3

b1 = (a0 + a1)a2a3

b2 = (a0 + a1 + a2)a3

b3 = a0 + a1 + a2 + a3

fs/N

0

0 0 0

0

(a)

(b)

counter
up/down

Figure 5.9: Conceptual methods of implementing a high speed single bit in-
tegrator, (a) a parallel implementation of figure 5.7(b) and (b) a non-clocked
implementation from [SDV+10, SVH+12]

Now as the input signal is not band-limited, we want to push the sam-

ple rate fs as high as possible. The structure in figure 5.8(b) will mainly

be limited by the clock rate of the initial flip-flop. As a method of reduc-

ing this limitation we can employ multiple sampling flip-flops in parallel as
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shown in figure 5.9(a). To take this even further, we can employ a “contin-

uous time” integrator shown in figure 5.9(b), where we in place of clocked

synchronization rely on equal gate delays.

In the previous section, we explored single bit Nyquist sampling. To show

the benefit of oversampling on the receiver (and then CIC decimating), we

create figure 5.10. The sample rate in Hz will depend on the chirp rate and

so a lower chirp rate will make the sampling requirement more relaxed as

seen in the top panel where we compare our 2 GHz sweep with a 200 MHz

sweep. So that we only modify the baseband sample rate we also scale the

max range and chip time by the same factor of 10. We note that for sample

rates around 10 GHz, which is feasible with the circuits discussed above, does

give some reduction in SNR, but this tradeoff may be worthwhile considering

we only need single bit sampling without analog filters.

5.3 Fourier and Walsh transform of square

wave signals

Fourier analysis is the go-to transform in electrical engineering and signal

processing but is inherently unsuited for the analysis of square waves. The

reason for this is that an infinitely sharp square wave needs an infinite num-

ber of Fourier coefficients, making it cumbersome in both closed form and

numerically. Luckily, a real world square waves has a finite slope and hence a

finite number of Fourier coefficients, making Fourier analysis feasible, if not

exactly suited. We will here define and discuss the benefits and drawbacks of

Fourier analysis, while also exploring an alternative transform, namely the

Walsh transform1.

The Walsh transform is enticing, as it only deals with integers of ±1,

whose multiplication is trivial as explained in section 5.3.1, making for a

very attractive on-chip frequency transform. Unfortunately, as we will see,

expressing the beat spectrum as a sum of square waves is not necessarily

beneficial and the postulated benefit turns out to be smaller than expected.

The reader may therefore skip this section without much loss in continuity.

The discrete Fourier transform is used to express a given signal x[n] as a

1See Wikipedia for a long list of alternative names for the same transform https://en.

wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadamard_transform.
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Figure 5.10: Direct single bit sampling without any filtering, shown both
as a zoomed absolute linear frequency scale and at the bottom: normalized
to the Nyquist rate 165 MHz for the BW/Tm = 2.07 GHz/16.7 µs chirp and
16.5 MHz for the reduced bandwidth chirp BW/Tm = 207 MHz/167 µs with a
scaled chirp time to maintain the same gain-bandwidth product and a scaled
maximum range to maintain the number of FFT points.
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linear combination of complex exponentials

x[n] =
1

N

N−1
∑

k=0

Xf [k] · ejkωk∆t, (5.8)

while the (discrete) Walsh transform can express x[n] as a linear combination

of Walsh rows

x[n] =
1

N

N−1
∑

k=0

Xw[k] · W [n, k] (5.9)

The Walsh matrix W [n, k] can be generated in a number of ways, see [HS79,

appendix A]. As an example, the Walsh matrix of size 23 × 23 in Sequency

order is

W =



































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 − − − −
1 1 − − − − 1 1

1 1 − − 1 1 − −
1 − − 1 1 − − 1

1 − − 1 − 1 1 −
1 − 1 − − 1 − 1

1 − 1 − 1 − 1 −



































(5.10)

where “−” is used in place of −1. As we can see, the Walsh matrix contains

only ±1 and is also symmetric W [n, k] = W [k, n] and orthogonal W = NW −1

(where N is the normalization equal to the number of rows/columns in W );

so the Walsh transform is identical in form to the inverse transform in (5.9)

Xw[k] =
N−1
∑

n=0

x[n] · W [k, n]. (5.11)

While the discrete Fourier transform takes the form

Xf [k] =
N−1
∑

n=0

x[n] · e−jnωk∆t, (5.12)

As is known, the Fourier transform can be re-written to express a signal

as sin and cos terms; we can do something similar with the Walsh transform
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which can be divided into the even and odd functions Cal and Sal. In ta-

ble 5.1, we further explore the Walsh matrix of order 8, where the Cal and Sal

naming convention is shown, together with the number of zero crossings and

the relative frequency. The relative (Fourier) frequency is found by Fourier

transforming each of the Walsh rows, which is shown in figure 5.11. We note

that the Sal[i] and Cal[i] have the same Fourier frequency, but a phase shift

of 90, so a Sequency ordered Walsh amplitude spectrum can be displayed as

the quadratic mean of the two, giving a similar visualization as a single sided

Fourier amplitude spectrum as we will explore later.

Table 5.1: Relative peak Fourier frequency for Walsh functions of order 8
and number of zero crossings.

Walsh even, odd relative frequency nr. of zero crossings

W [0, n] Cal[0, n] 0 0
W [1, n] Sal[1, n] 1/8 1
W [2, n] Cal[1, n] 1/8 2
W [3, n] Sal[2, n] 2/8 3
W [4, n] Cal[2, n] 2/8 4
W [5, n] Sal[3, n] 3/8 5
W [6, n] Cal[3, n] 3/8 6
W [7, n] Sal[4, n] 4/8 7

Figure 5.11 shows the Walsh rows in time and in both Walsh and Fourier

domain, we also introduce the continuous Walsh functions which are obtained

by a zero-order-hold interpolation of the discrete Walsh rows. We specified

that the matrix in (5.10) was Sequency ordered, this is apparent in both

figure 5.11 and table 5.1 as an increase in number of zero crossings and an

increase in peak frequency; as we travel down the matrix. Different orderings

are possible but will not be discussed here.

Some interesting observations can be made by looking at the Fourier view

in figure 5.11, where it is clear that the Fourier transform is ill-suited in ex-

pressing a square wave. We firstly note the number of odd harmonics for row

1,2,3,4 and 7 which is visible when we use the oversampled continuous time

view, showing that a Fourier transform needs a large number of coefficients

to describe a square wave. In addition, we note a discrepancy in amplitude

between the Fourier transform of the discrete (stars) and continuous (lines)

Walsh rows, due to the undersampled nature of the Fourier view.
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Figure 5.11: Visualizing the Walsh matrix in (5.10) and the Walsh function.
On the left, the time domain view, middle: the positive Walsh spectrum and
on the right a positive Fourier spectrum.
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5.3.1 Implementation, XOR as a multiplication cir-

cuit.

It should be apparent that the Walsh transform is a lot more amendable to

simple hardware realization, where, instead of multiplication with e−jkω∆t,

which is 2 floating point values, we only have the set {−1, 1}.

If x[n] is a single bit, and interpreting {0, 1} as {−1, 1} the multiplication

can be carried out by an XOR gate. The interpretation is that two number of

opposite signs; results in a negative result, while equal signs; become positive.

This is shown in table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Truth table of a digital XOR gate and multiplication of ±1.

a b XOR(a, b)

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

(a)

a b a · b

−1 −1 −1
−1 +1 +1
+1 −1 +1
+1 +1 −1

(b)

5.3.2 Utilizing Walsh in a square wave radar

We will in this section explore the feasibility of utilizing the Walsh transform

in a square wave FMCW radar. As the Fourier beat spectrum has a number

of harmonics, due to the square wave nature of the signals, the hope is that

a Walsh beat spectrum will be free from harmonics and only give a single

peak. Unfortunately, as seen in figure 5.12, this is not the case. We will

below explain the challenges in attempting to utilize the Walsh transform

and why it is not perfectly suited for the task.

Firstly, as we saw in the previous two sections, the mixer output is a

pulse-density modulated triangular waveform and not a square waveform.

So expressing a sum of triangular waveforms as a sum of square Walsh rows

is not ideal and does not give us the single sharp peak we were hoping for.

Secondly, the Walsh transform is not shift-invariant, and so a small phase
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Figure 5.12: Time view (top), Fourier view and Walsh (bottom) amplitude
spectrum of an example digital beat spectrum where the target is placed
exactly a power-of-two integer ratio from the simulated sample spacing. The
beat spectrum is shown on the left while the entire spectrum in log scale is
shown on the right.
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Figure 5.13: Time view (top), Fourier view and Walsh (bottom) amplitude
spectrum of an example digital beat spectrum with a non-integer target delay
and without removing the initial discontinuity. The beat spectrum is shown
on the left while the entire spectrum in log scale is shown on the right.
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shift away from any of the Walsh rows give a significantly more crowded

Walsh spectrum. This shift dependence can be seen by comparing figure 5.12

and figure 5.13, where we in the first case is very careful to simulate a target

located at the correct range bin, while we in the second case show a more

realistic randomly selected target delay.

A workaround for the first challenge is to employ a single bit sampling,

either by oversampling or by filtering and clipping as was shown in figure 5.3

and figure 5.1 respectively. The signal is now truly a square wave, but this

still leaves the problem of shift-variance.

As seen in the above discussed graphs, the Walsh spectrum is not (Walsh)-

band-limited (even if filtered and quantized), so any reconstruction using only

the lowest Walsh bins will lead to potentially significant loss of information.

This necessitates a rather high sample rate and number of points and so

even though the transform is simple, can become problematic to implement,

which is confirmed by [Bla74].

A clear tradeoff between the computational advantage of a Walsh trans-

form, the physical implementation and the system performance is beyond

this thesis. The Walsh view could potentially have benefits for specific ap-

plications, for instance an altimeter (since the peak Walsh index seems to

corresponds to the largest scatterer) or in a setting where you looking for

one (or more) known signatures, similar to [HHM82].

Similarly to other 1 bit concepts, the Walsh transform was popular in

the 1970s, an audio synthesizer was proposed by Hutchins [HJ73] where the

Walsh functions are weighted and summed for arbitrary audio output. A

rigorous master thesis can be found in [Del75], covering the differences be-

tween a standard FFT and a Walsh transform, both software (Fortran) and

hardware implementations (mostly XOR gates in TTL integrated logic) and

the different Walsh function orderings. The master-thesis does confirm what

we found here, that a Walsh transform is dependent on the time base and

only integer divisions of the time base makes sense. Put simply, “the function

cos(1.386, φ) is easily defined” [Del75, page 17], while Cal[1.386, φ] is not. As

far as we can tell, this excludes using the Walsh transform as a replacement

for a FFT in a radar receiver, as we have attempted to propose here.

More recently, a PhD thesis by Bouassida proposes the same concepts

as above in waveform synthesis, but scaled to a modern 28 nm SOI pro-

cess [Bou16] for an energy efficient software defined radio transmitter in-

tended for 5G. Comparing the transistor speeds of [Del75] and [Bou16] gives
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us a clear perspective on the power of continuous digital scaling for the past

40 years; it also highlights that some of the 1 bit techniques from the 1970

is being re-evaluated today.

Walsh sequences have uses in communication, where the orthogonality of

the codes can be utilized as long as the sequences can be time-aligned. There

is also a link to maximum-length sequences which is briefly discussed below.

5.3.3 Walsh and m-sequence

There exists a link between the Walsh transform and a m-sequence. M-

sequences can be used to generate a “Cyclic S-matrix” [HS79], which can be

re-arranged into a Walsh/Hadamard matrix. This transformation enables the

use of the Fast Walsh transform and hence an efficient m-sequence correlation

processor. The reader is referred to the literature for details [Xia92].

The Fast Walsh transform is identical to the Fast Fourier transform, re-

ducing the number of operations from O(N2) to O(N log(N)). It should be

noted that a Fast Walsh transform reduces the number of operations, but

that the operations themselves goes from the trivial multiplication of ±1 to

integer addition/subtraction at the additional layers. This distinction does

not matter on a general purpose processor, but for a custom implementation

we can take advantage of the triviality of multiplying ±1 and summing the

results with an increment by-one circuit. One can therefore assume that for

a custom implementation there exists a tradeoff depending on the number of

coefficients, where the saving obtained by going from O(N2) to O(N log(N))

operations will eventually outweigh the advantage of working with a single

bit. So for a reasonable N a single bit realization should be carefully consid-

ered, especially since it can lend itself to an asynchronous implementation.

This tradeoff is however outside the scope of this thesis, and so we leave this

as a challenge to future generations.

We will now turn our attention to two alternative baseband FMCW ar-

chitectures, these also avoids the traditional anti-aliasing filter and ADC and

the first avoids a Fourier transform by a bank of digital filters.

5.4 N-path filter bank

We will here briefly discuss using a bank of n-path filters as a direct method

of obtaining the Fourier transformed beat view, without using a discrete
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Fourier transform. To the best of our knowledge the bank-of-digital n-path

filters is a novel concept. The idea is sketched in figure 5.14 and consists

of taking the beat signal and filtering with a set of n-path bandpass filters.

Each n-path filter mixes the input with a n-phase clock and low-pass filters

the result. The filter is amendable to a fully digital implementation as seen

in figure 5.15.

f1

f2
...

ampl.

f
n

n-path filter |x|

n-path filter |x|

fn

n-path filter |x|

Figure 5.14: Filter bank as Fourier transform, using n-path filters.

The technique used is simply a down-conversion and low-pass filtering,

each “filter-bank” uses a different clock frequency in the down-conversion.

We can either employ a bank of multiple filters, or a single or subset of filters

with an adjustable/selectable frequency.

A n-path filter has a bandwidth of [GKSN11]

BWN-path filter =
1

2πNRC
(5.13)

around fclk and an idealized Q factor of

Q = 2πRCNfclk (5.14)

the RC time constant sets the integration time, the longer we wait, the

sharper the filter becomes, which is multiplied by the number of phases N .

One of the conventional drawbacks of a n-path filter is that the filter has

harmonic responses [GKSN11], for a square wave input however, the input

signal already has harmonics, and so the harmonic responses are expected

and must be dealt with by different means. This effect is illustrated in

figure 5.16, where we have a single n-path filter with a constant n-phase-clock,
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fclk
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conventional analog (sinusoidal input)
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Figure 5.15: Conventional and proposed n-path filter. The digital imple-
mentation uses up/down counters as the capacitive storage elements, after
a desired integration time Tint = RC, the values can be read out and the
counters reset (reset not depicted).
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Figure 5.16: Transfer function of a idealized single n-path-filter (sweep-
ing the input frequency) with RC=16.7 µs. Top: sinusoidal input, bottom:
square wave input (sweeping the fundamental frequency of a square wave).
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we then sweep the frequency of a sine-wave (top panel) and the fundamental

frequency square wave (bottom panel) and record the Root Mean Square

(RMS) amplitude of the output. As is seen, the filter is unable to distinguish

between a square wave input and a sine wave input, which for our applications

is fine, as we have ways to avoid the ambiguities of the harmonics by for

instance ensuring the beat spectrum is high enough in frequency to only

contain fundamentals (see Paper I).

A second drawback is folding, around Nfclk, which causes the spurs seen

in the simulations. Again, taking multiple measurements with different de-

lays might be beneficial to suppress these spurs.

The filter bank concept is tested on a simulated FMCW beat spectrum in

figure 5.17, where the top panel shows the result of a conventional digitization

and Fourier transform while the bottom panel shows the output of a filter

bank. We note that we can use the integration time, RC, to reduce the

resolution and therefore cover the entire spectrum with fewer filters. In

principle, as RC is relatively easy to adjust, as it is only the slow digital clock

as depicted in figure 5.15, we can use a fast RC to “search” for responses with

a coarse bandwidth, and then focus on regions of interest to resolve nearby

targets. Creating a smart and adaptable single chip digital radar.

5.4.1 Relationship to a superheterodyne receiver

The proposed architecture in figure 5.14 reduces to a superheterodyne re-

ceiver if we do the following simplifications

• Use only a single filter at fi

• Use 2 phases, spaced 90° apart, giving us I and Q.

As a radar, this gives us a system that responds to targets at a set range,

giving us not only the amplitude, but also the phase. The I and Q is here

crucial for a smooth output, as we need it to determine the amplitude without

fading when going in and out of phase.

Using additional phases, as we do here, gives us increased averaging and

hence lower noise and it pushes the frequency folding to a higher frequency

(by N).
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Figure 5.17: Top: Example output FFT spectrum of a square wave FMCW
radar with delay to avoid harmonics in band, 4 target, one weaker and 2
close together. Middle: Output value for each of the N counters when the
n-path filter is tuned to one of the beat frequencies. Bottom: Recording the
RMS amplitude of the counter values of each n-path clock frequency, leading
to a Fourier transform by n-path filters.
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5.5 From autocorrelation to Fourier domain

This section is a direct application of the Wiener Khinchin theorem, where

the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a signal can be found as the Fourier

transform of the signals autocorrelation. What this state, is that instead of

computing

Xf [k] =

(

N−1
∑

n=0

x[n] · e−jnωk∆t

)2

, (5.15)

we achieve the same result by first computing the autocorrelation

rxx[n] =
1

N

N−n−1
∑

k=0

x[k]x∗[k − n] (5.16)

and computing the Fourier transform of rxx[n] instead of x[n]

Xf [k] =
N−1
∑

n=0

rxx[n] · e−jnωk∆t, (5.17)

On the surface, this may seem a little pointless, but we here want to

explore a hardware solution that estimates the autocorrelation, by only com-

puting a subset of the lag-terms rxx[n] with single bit processing. The idea is

then instead of low-pass filtering and sampling the sequence x[n]; we would

like a single bit realization that computes the rxx[n] terms (which is just a

XOR gate and a counter) directly. The signal can then be Fourier trans-

formed to get a PSD view of the beat spectrum.

For brevity, we here ignore the time sampling of x[n] and view it as a

continuous time signal x(t), this idealizes the counter to an integral so we

obtain

rxx[n] =
1

Tm

∫ Tm−nτa

t=0
x(t)x∗(t − nτa) dt (5.18)

(5.19)

Now if we look at the discrete Fourier transform of this, it is clear that

we only need time-lags at the Nyquist rate 1/(2τa) (where the factor of 2

is due to using real samples). The maximum time lag (N − 1)τa (where

n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N − 1]), should optimally be the entire length of the signal,
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so N = Tm/τa, but since the autocorrelation falls off in amplitude a shorter

maximum time lag might be permissive [BT59].

up/down counter re
gi

st
er

x[k] x[k − τan]

rxx[n]

τa

FFT

...

τa

τa

rxx[0]

ffast

fslow

...

...

Figure 5.18: Principle of the proposed single bit autocorrelation circuit,
shown with a continous time delay line. To avoid the large fanout on the
x[k] line, additional (equal) buffers can be added to each stage for pipelined
processing. For brevity we here consider the counter clock (ffast) equal
to the simulation time-spacing (in the 100 GHz range), while the register
and FFT clock speed only needs a single transition for every frame (so
fslow = 1/(Nsweeps · Tm)).

In hardware, the autocorrelation can be implemented by the scheme pre-

sented in figure 5.18. We note that, from a hardware perspective the solution

is very similar to the n-path-filter bank solution presented in the previous

section (with n = 1). The similarity between autocorrelation and filter-bank

is elaborated more in [Wei63]. It should be noted that a single bit autocor-

relation needs the following correction [Wei63]

r̂xx = sin (π/2 · rxx) . (5.20)

An initial proof of concept simulation is shown in figure 5.19, where we

compare:

• Top: An idealized receiver with a structure similar to figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.19: top: ideal baseband, single scatterer with harmonics out of band.
Instantaneous SNR 0 dB with 128 averaged sweeps from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz
in 16.7 µs with the maximum unambiguous range set to 10 m. Next: compar-
ing a single and multi-bit autocorrelating baseband receiver with 1.1 × 103

time lags with a 1/4fbeatun
=15 ns time spacing. At the bottom, the time-lag

sampling frequency is increased to 4.42 × 103 lags at a 1/16fbeatun
=3.8 ns

spacing.
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Figure 5.20: Time domain view of the simulation in figure 5.19. Top panel:
the time domain signal, filtered in green for visualization. Next: averaged
single bit autocorrelation output and at the bottom the multi-bit autocorre-
lation output as a function of time lag τa.
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• Middle: Autocorrelation receiver similar to figure 5.18 where the time

lags are computed for every 1/4fbeatun
.

• Bottom: decreased time lag spacing and hence number of points (in

essence-oversampling).

For the autocorrelation, we include an analog/multi-bit simulation, show-

ing the similar performance of a 1 bit autocorrelation and a fully analog as

pointed out in the literature. Referring to the architecture in figure 5.18, for

analog autocorrelation, we need an impractically long analog tapped delay-

line, a large number of analog mixers and low-pass filters and an equal num-

ber of ADCs if we want to digitize the resulting autocorrelation. Clearly

highlighting the benefits of single bit processing.

For reference, the time domain view of figure 5.19 is shown in figure 5.20,

we note from (a) that the autocorrelation gets weighted by a triangular win-

dow due to the 1/N normalization, as we get further out into the sum of

(5.16). We have here replaced the r[0] term (which is 1 by definition), by the

cubic interpolation of its neighbors, since a value of 1 created a large disconti-

nuity that affected the FFT output. Since the autocorrelation is symmetric,

only half the terms are computed and the remainder is found by symmetry

r[−k] = r[k].

We should note that the Wiener Khinchin theorem only holds for band-

limited signals (and hence infinite length sequences), neither of which is true

in our case and we therefore see improvements when oversampling the number

of lag terms. In addition, the estimate is said to be an inconsistent estimator,

in that it is only true in the statistical mean sense and not theoretically

suited for deterministic signals. Some initial simulations do however confirm

that the results presented above have negligible variance when modifying the

simulation noise seed. Using a shorter maximum time lag as hinted above

reduces the variance further, at the cost of reduced resolution.

5.6 Concluding baseband

We have shown the conventional FMCW baseband solution, consisting of an

anti-aliasing filter and a multi-bit ADC. This conventional solution is shown

to be viable for low instantaneous SNR digital radars by a simplified idealized

analysis and comparing to available literature.
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The conventional solution is however in-flexible and may not be optimal,

especially when considering the required anti-aliasing filter. Simply sampling

the single bit XOR output at Nyquist is shown to yield sub-optimal results,

but oversampling and decimating by novel continuous time CIC structures

can be a viable option.

To avoid a FFT, we explored the Walsh transform, which is shown to be

very promising in some areas, but have significant drawbacks such as shift-

variance and the fact that our mixer output is more efficiently described

as a sum of triangular or sine waves. A straight-forward implementation

that avoid the FFT is a bank-of filters, where a novel digital n-path filter

is proposed as a viable alternative. Similar in implementation is an auto-

correlation processor, that “samples” and integrates the signal by computing

the autocorrelation while the signal is still in its single bit form.

Other than the conventional anti-aliasing filter and ADC, none of the

above methods have been implemented and extensively studied. This chap-

ter merely serves as ideas to potentially novel, energy efficient and flexible

baseband solutions.
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The last chapter
“For the impatient”

We will in this last chapter give an overview of the previous pages and also

give a brief overview of the attached and re-formatted publications. See

page 141 for the publication list. We will give some thoughts on future

work, discussions and limitations of the presented study before we conclude

in section 6.4.

6.1 Summary of thesis and published papers

We have walked through the thought process of converting a traditional ana-

log intensive radar into an almost entirely digital radar. The radar requires

an analog comparator, but is otherwise realized with digital gates only. We

have also laid the foundation for understanding a range of classical radar

architectures based on the range-extraction mechanism, namely pulsed and

pulse compression architectures. The published papers show our proposed

digital intensive version of these architectures, which can all be feasibly in-

tegrated on a single chip radar system. Measurements from two prototype

single-chip implementations are also reported in the publications, where we

also explore novel asynchronous continuous time design techniques.

Digital realizations of the frequency source have appeared in the liter-

ature, either as a DDS (first proposed in [TRG71]) or as a digitally inten-

sive PLL (using a Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO)) [Sta11], where the

majority of the sub-blocks are digital; while the output attempts to be ana-

log without harmonics. DDS architectures are even appearing in low-pass
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filtered single bit output form by PWM [WMR+04] or delta-sigma modu-

lation [SADRH08, Sot16]. These architectures can take some advantage of

the continuous digital scaling, not only benefiting from the increased speed

of sub-micron processes but also the integration of power and area efficient

digital logic in the same technology. They do however suffer from reduced

flexibility as the frequency range and noise requirements must still be decided

early in the design process.

We have here taken a system approach, where we allow harmonics to be in

every component block and where we even take advantage of the increased

bandwidth of the harmonic sweep. This enables all circuit blocks to be

clipping, greatly easing the implementation complexity and ensuring we can

take full advantage of the increased time over amplitude resolution in modern

processes while being very flexible in terms of not only bandwidth but also

radar architecture.

We have focused mostly on a digital FMCW radar, where the pulse com-

pression is achieved by Fourier transforming the constant beat frequency

when mixing a reference chirp to a range delayed-chirp. The novelty is that

the waveform is not a sinusoidal, but a square wave, enabling the use of

digital components in the signal chain. The architecture relies heavily on

averaging and will have comparable performance to an idealized fully analog

system when the noise level is high. This observation leads us to a radar with

low instantaneous transmit power (to get close or below the thermal limit)

and considerable coherent averaging. A low instantaneous SNR gives relaxed

requirements to the entire signal chain, allowing us to implement sub-optimal

components for reduced costs and complexity, while still giving us a system

capable of high SNR and resolution radar images after averaging.

Throughout this work and especially in the baseband chapter, we have

not worried about a mathematically optimal design. Although an optimal

design can be a worthwhile goal to purse, the reality is that a digital system

needs quantization in both amplitude and time and that filters, if they are

even feasible to implement, are not infinitely sharp. Real world noise and

interference will also always be a limiting factor and we have argued that high

resolution systems are wasteful in low-SNR scenarios. We therefore explore

everything from poor amplitude resolution ADCs, to single bit sampling with

and without filters and novel single bit digital filter banks and autocorrelation

processors with inherent aliasing and amplitude resolution issues. Since the

instantaneous SNR can be low in our radar system, these seemingly sub-
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optimal designs can greatly improve the energy efficiency and the integration

flexibility as we are not wasting energy computing and converting with a

higher than needed resolution.

A short summary of the published papers is given next

• Paper I Introduces the square wave FMCW radar and focuses on the

transmitter, showing some preliminary measurements from the first

prototype chip. The chip did feature a novel shift-register based reg-

ister, which failed to work correctly and so the publication only shows

the simple sequence 11001100 . . . instead of a true FMCW chirp. From

this simple sequence, we then extract jitter, decomposing it into deter-

ministic and random. We could then bring these jitter statistics into

the high level radar simulation and come to the conclusion that a finer

time-resolution was more important than the jitter. Section 3.1.2.1

shows this conclusion even clearer, where the jitter level is beneficial

and not detrimental to the SNR performance. The simplest method of

moving the harmonics to a separate band was also shown.

• Paper II-III. Conference paper II was extended in journal paper III,

so we cover both here. These papers add an additional harmonic re-

moval method, using a staggering delay in the transmit path to move

the harmonics and fundamental by different amounts. The results can

the either be averaged (summed) or correlated (multiplied) for a har-

monic free range spectrum. The papers also show a post layout XOR

mixing and the Journal paper include several measurements, some just

on the transmitter and also a full-system FMCW measurement where

the oscilloscope acts as the baseband ADC. Main contribution of these

papers is the introduction of square wave realizations of CW, SFCW,

PN-sequence and pulsed radars in addition to the previously introduced

FMCW concept.

Measurements from a new chip realization is included in III, this time

with a memory module provided by the foundry and also with a receiver

front-end, consisting of a comparator and XOR mixing circuit. The

reader may want to skip II, though the text is re-phrased, all of the

ideas presented in II are repeated and extended in III.

The journal article also includes analytical treatment, which was par-

ticularly essential in understanding the SFCW case.
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• Paper IV is a technical paper on the transistor level implementation

of our asynchronous transmitter, which we promised to present “in a

future work” in I. The circuit was re-purposed as a DTC, so that we

could focus solely on a single “row”, without focusing on the system

aspects. To the best of our knowledge, the wavefront-architecture used;

has previously only been presented as a serializer for communication

and not recognized as a digital to time converter. It should be noted

that as presented, the circuit takes a rising edge on the MODE/select

input and, depending on the digital thermometer code, gives a new

delayed rising edge. The falling edge is not-modified. In addition,

some of the design choices made (to support arbitrary digital codes),

does not necessarily make sense if the digital codes are used solely as

thermometer coded and so for a finer resolution DTC one may want to

focus even more on the delay; rather than the driving strength of each

stage.

We should note that some of the reviewers indicated that the whole

circuit was not shown, we took this as a complement to the simplicity

of the proposed DTC.

6.2 Discussion and limitations of this work

A mathematically rigorous analysis of the proposed radar architectures is

beyond this authors ability, but we have analyzed the following cases. The

noise-free, non-quantized, case is straight forward as the square wave nature

only adds harmonics that can be tedious, but not difficult, to include in

a time-frequency/phase analysis. In a noise free case, the receiver is also

simple, since it acts as a flash-ADC with a resolution of 2Nsweeps and where

processing can either be done before or after averaging (in single or multi-bit

form), as long as each operation is linear. Though a proof of the linearity of

the mixing operation has not been attempted and only shown by simulation

to be linear for sufficient number of threshold levels.

Quantizing in time is also straight-forward to analyses, as it adds folding,

which is the main drawback of the proposed implementation. The proposed

methods of dealing with harmonics do not take folding into account. A

truly continuous time implementation with a transmitter similar to figure 1.3

should be carefully considered, while introduction of randomness and noise
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shaping could (as hinted in section 3.2.1) provide a more digitally friendly

alternative. In addition, since the folded “noise” is deterministic, a simple

FFT of the data provides a sense of poor SNR and dynamic range, but more

advanced signal processing, taking the expected folding into account, should

be further explored.

The main advantage of the single-bit system is for high noise scenar-

ios, where a purely simulation based approach is taken. This stochastic and

non-linear problem has however been studied in detail by the Stochastic Res-

onance (SR)/SSR community, though not necessarily for the input statistics

and output figure-of-merits of a radar system.

As a figure of merit, we have focused mostly on the SNR, where the

estimation method is mostly a naive integration of the non-signal part of

the spectrum, see details on page 51. The estimated SNR then includes all

non-idealities of the output, namely the remaining thermal noise, distortion

of the signal and the matched-filter-mismatch. The last effect is the mixer

products that does not result in a constant beat frequency, but rather appears

as non-constant interfering signals that will land in the beat spectrum due to

the sampled transmitter. Lastly, a given SNR level does not guarantee the

detection of weaker scatters, which among other factors, will depend on the

noise since the system does contain a non-linear swept-threshold receiver (a

SSR system).

Especially for the FMCW case, the resolution will degrade as the overlap

between the transmitted and received signal decreases (as the two-way-travel

time increases). This is especially a concern for the “moving out of band”

harmonic technique, where depending on the wanted unambiguous range and

the sweep time, one could potentially end up removing the overlap entirely.

The technique and especially the reported 3 times increase in resolution;

does therefore assume a sweep time much longer than the maximum-two-way

travel time Tm ≫ 4run/c. In addition, the resolution is never extracted and

the slight decrease in the resolving ability when including jitter, (as clearly

seen in the insets of figure A.9, page 155) is never quantified or analyzed.

An idealized view of the world is taken and our main concern is the radar

hardware and not the signal propagation in the channel, the reader should

keep figure 2.3 in mind. We should re-state that we do not need to assume

the harmonics of a square wave radar “survives” the channel, as long as the

fundamental can be amplitude clipped at the receiver.
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6.3 Future work

We have above pointed out some limitations of the current work and all of

the above makes for interesting future challenges, we will here give a brief

list of additional interesting future research or technical realizations.

We have in this work opted for a continuous time/asynchronous imple-

mentation. A conventional synchronous/clocked design cannot deliver the

same time-resolution at the same power-efficiency but opens the door for

• FPGA or other general purpose digital chips for implementations or

prototyping, requiring only an (external) comparator and an antenna

driver (PA).

• Multi-bit, we have only compared the extreme “analog” vs “single-bit”,

but intermediate levels of bits can provide the needed performance

when the clock frequency is the limiting factor. For an asynchronous

solution, the overhead of synchronizing multiple bits quickly becomes

excessive, which is why we have focused only on single bit; as no-

synchronization is needed.

• Especially the SFCW architecture would benefit from two synchronous

transmitters that each transmits its own frequency, this is challenging

in an asynchronous implementation but trivial in a synchronous design.

The asynchronous implementation does not have any true time-reference

and so will vary with process, temperature and voltage and only give a “rel-

ative” distance estimate. This ensures the circuit always functions and at its

maximum speed, but some care must be taken depending on the application.

For measurements with a known (fixed) scatterer in the scene, we only

need a relative distance and so the lack of time reference is not problematic.

The radar could be improved by including a known reference path, which can

be used for occasional calibration by occasionally connecting the transmitter

and receiver together, through a known delay. In addition, depending on

the expected temperature and voltage changes and the required (absolute)

accuracy, a simple one-time look-up-table calibration can be sufficient. If the

only goal is to extract what the absolute time-reference of the transmitted

signal is, then we discuss a few simple options in section 4.1.2.2.

Future work if the above is not acceptable, naturally includes

• a synchronous implementation with a stable reference clock
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• a tunable transmitter, such as the current starved wavefront Serial-

izer/Deserializer (SerDes) transmitter in [LKK+05] that reduces the

supply voltage sensitivity with an on-chip-reference voltage

• a feedback frequency generation, such as a PLL with a stable reference

clock as input.

Lastly, many of the implementation choices made, in particular the trans-

mitter being a circuit that reads a bitstream from memory, is a very flexible

design. An interesting task for future generations, would be a less flexi-

ble circuit, aimed for some specific application and only supporting a sin-

gle (square-wave) radar architecture. That said, the flexibility of the pre-

computed bitstream has not been taken full advantage off and future studies

on the optimal bitstream for a specific application would also be an interest-

ing topic.

6.4 Conclusion

We have presented a digital future for radar, showing that we can not only

use a large number of digital circuit block, but also a digital signal, namely

a single bit square wave, to realize a flexible radar system for digital inte-

gration. For a mixer/frequency based radar, a square wave has harmonics

that we have shown to be non-problematic to remove and how to construc-

tively utilize them for increased resolution. An interesting single-bit receiver

is used, the sweep-threshold receiver is especially useful for high noise sce-

narios, where not only noise is beneficial to the architecture, but where per-

formance is close to an analog system. The single bit receiver also allows

for single-bit processing, greatly easing the implementation complexity and

energy efficiency and providing great flexibility.

A continuous time implementation is integrated on a single CMOS chip,

with measured results confirming the feasibility of several digital radar archi-

tectures. Pulse compression radars, utilizing either a single mixer or a corre-

lator, is a key enabler when peak power is limiting the range and dynamic-

range in a given time-span. Coherent integration, in the form of averaging

and pulse-compression processing-gain, can not only improve the SNR, but

allow the instantaneous SNR to be low enough for cheap and simple CMOS

integration.
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Abstract

A digital asynchronous waveform generator is presented and analysed for

FMCW chirp generation. A novel delay line based sequencer is proposed,

where the maximum output frequency scales with the gate delay of the pro-

cess. At 2.9 GHz, 0 dBm is measured over a 50 Ω load, drawing 8 mA from

a single 1.2 V supply. System simulation show the flexible generator can be

programmed for either large bandwidth (resolution) or improved dynamic

range. With a sweep to 2.9 GHz a free space resolution of 10 cm is feasible.
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A.1 Introduction

Technology scaling in CMOS is driven by the continuous demand for higher

performance digital circuits. Therefore modern technology favor resolution

in time over resolution in amplitude [1], disfavoring conventional analog and

RF circuits. For FMCW signal generation, feedback solutions like PLLs are

often employed to reduce phase noise but at the cost of slow chirp rate and

limited bandwidth due to the tunability of the VCO. As an alternative, a

DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) can be utilized as a feed forward solution,

at the cost of power consumption limiting the maximum frequency.

In this paper we extend the concept of time average frequency [2] to

FMCW chirp generation, which is evaluated and measured, preparing for an

all digital radar in CMOS. Single bit FMCW chirps, appears as early as in

1984 [3], but was discarded due to the low clock rate of digital circuits at the

time [4]. More recently single bit chirps have appeared in the bio-impedance

community for wideband excitation [5]. Section A.2 addressees the side-effect

of introducing harmonics and outlines a novel solution.

Figure A.1 shows the proposed waveform generator used in a fully digital

FMCW radar. The waveform generator is preset with a linear chirp, which is

transmitted from the upper antenna. Echoes are then received by the lower

antenna and immediately digitized by a sign detector (a comparator with a

threshold as second input). Since all signals are digital, the analog mixer can

be replaced by a digital XOR gate. The XOR will produces the difference

(and sum) between the generated waveform and received waveform. The

difference in frequency will be directly proportional to the two-way travel

time, producing the beat spectrum.

The presented waveform generator is however fully programmable for any

digital bit sequence, enabling CW, FMCW, M-sequence or a pseudo noise

sequence radar. The only limiting factor on chirp rate is the desired frequency

range of the beat spectrum, the proposed system can e.g. sweep from 1 GHz

to 10 GHz in 10 µs, yielding a beat spectrum from 0 to 600 MHz for targets

between 0 and 100 meters.

For radar applications the bitstream needs to be shifted out of the chip

at a high data-rate to enable wideband excitation. Shifting out a bitstream

at 6 GHz, is hard to do with a clock based approach. To avoid the high

frequency clock, a Continuous Time Binary Value (CTBV) [6] solution is

sought. In CTBV the time resolution is decided by the gate delay of the
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Figure A.1: Digital FMCW radar with a square wave chirp and a sign de-
tector on the input, the mixer can then be a digital AND or XOR gate.
Harmonics are not shown.

process and not on the maximum clock frequency. A similar continuous time

scheme is proposed by [1, 2, 7]. The use of a global clock to synchronize all

of the elements makes sense and eases the design process as it can be fully

automated by modern synthesis tools. It does however limit the maximum

frequency, as ample margins must be inserted to ensure the slowest blocks

can finish in the slowest process corner. The clock is also a large power drain,

for a signal which in itself does not carry any real information.

Using delays as a sequencing element gives much greater flexibility and

avoids high frequency global signals. Subject to slow process corners the

delay line will “move” slower, but ideally stay in sync. Therefore the delay

line based solution in figure A.2 was implemented. The circuit works as

follows: In load mode, the delay line gets new values from the “memory”,

which is loaded in parallel onto the delay line. When the select goes high,

the bits will “flow” out of the chip. It should be noted that the solution

relies entirely on standard static cells, without any feedback for latches nor

refresh for dynamic logic. A similar serializer was proposed in [8] for SerDes

applications. Our implementation is different from [8] and will be presented

in a future work. Our novel usage of the serializer, in the waveform generator,

is presented in section A.3.
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(a)
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SEL = 0
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D0

... Wi−1 Wi+2τ τ τ

Parallel load
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(b)

Figure A.2: The utilized serializer works by reading out a bitstream using
a delay line as a sequencer. (a) shows the delay line with a “load” feature,
where a bitpattern can be loaded in parallel onto the delay line. In (b) the
circuit implementation is shown. The circuit has two modes, when SEL is
low a new bitpattern Wi is loaded into the mux delay line, and when SEL
goes to 1 the bitpattern will “flow” out.

The “memory” can be a long shift register, a standard memory with an

address accumulator or any circuit which generates the desired bit sequence.

In this prototype, this part has not been successfully implemented, so only

a fixed pattern is presented.

A.2 Quantization in amplitude and time

Quantization in time, or sampling, is well understood, leading to folding

around the sampling frequency. Quantization in amplitude is however a non-
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linear problem which is not as straight forward, but the specific case of an

FMCW chirp is discussed in [3]. In the work by Johnston the harmonics

are filtered out, but in this work we aim for a wideband waveform where

the first harmonic is allowed to overlap with higher harmonics. Without

any compensation, the higher harmonics will appear in the beat spectrum as

false targets. This is illustrated in figure A.3(a) and can be expressed as a

(weighted) sum of Dirac pulses,

Xbeatn
(f) =

∞
∑

m∈[1,3,5,... ]

amδ
(

f − mftargetn

)

(A.1)

for every target n. This is particularly troublesome for close targets (e.g. the

direct coupling), as multiple false targets will appear in the beat spectrum.

It should be noted that these harmonics will appear as long as the mixer

is digital, so simply filtering the output before transmitting will not alleviate

the situation. In addition, such a filter would need to be tuned with changing

frequency.

One straightforward solution to avoid the false targets, is to insert a

delay on the input side, as depicted in figure A.3(b). The delay element

will move the beat spectrum up in frequency, changing the beat in (A.1) to

m(ftargetn
+ ατ). This moves the first harmonics of interest to one band and

the harmonics to a higher band that can be filtered out in the baseband or

ignored. Since the waveform is a single bit digital bitstream the delay can

be realized by a string of inverters as in [6].

A.3 Fabricted chip

In the original sketch in figure A.2, the delay line would need to be as long

as the desired sequence. To work around this, a pipelined system was imple-

mented and is depicted in figure A.4. A minimum of M = 2 rows is needed

for the pipeline to work, one row is reading out values, while the last is load-

ing new values from memory. For symmetry and flexibility, as will be seen

later, M = 4 rows was implemented.

With M fixed, the “depth” N decides the speed of the load mode and the

bus width to memory. In addition, it should be kept at a manageable number

since the column is highly critical and subject to disappearing pulses. With

a delay of τ = (sample rate of 1/τ =), the implemented M = 4 rows and
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f = αT

FFT

f = αT

Beat spectrum

τ (b)

(a)

Beat spectrum

Figure A.3: A digital FMCW radar visualized with 3 point targets, direct
coupling and path loss is ignored. After a frequency analysis of the mixer
product the beat frequency f is directly proportional to the time of flight T
for each target. The digital inputs to the mixer creates odd harmonics which
appear as false targets in the beat spectrum (see (a)), by appropriate delay
on the input-side the beat spectrum is clean again (see (b)).
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Memory
M = 4 rows

D0

D1

D2

N = 16 columns

D3

OR

SEL0 SEL1 SEL2 SEL3

SEL3

SEL2

SEL1

SEL0

ENABLE Select loop

Figure A.4: Proposed waveform generator. Each of the 4 rows, depicted as
8 muxes, is implemented as the serializer in figure A.2. At the bottom, the
select loop is made with the same muxed delay line, but is programmed at
startup with a wider select pulse as depicted in blue.

N = 16 columns gives a load window of τN(M −1) =, which is a manageable

speed for a 90 nm CMOS process. The timing diagram for the implemented

solution is shown in figure A.5. With the simple OR solution, each row in

sequence, transmit at full bandwidth. To reduce the speed of the on chip

components, an alternative approach is also possible. If each of the 4 outputs

are brought out of the chip, the select loop can be programmed to select two

rows at the same time. By sending out e.g. 11001100 and 011001100 an

external XOR/comparator can be used to up-convert the waveform frequency

SEL0

D0

SEL1

D1

SEL2

D2

SEL3

D3

OUT

Figure A.5: Timing diagram for the implemented waveform generator in
figure A.4. Each row OUTi is selected in turn by the corresponding SELi
signal, OUT is simply created by OR-ing D0, D1, D2 and D3.
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by a factor of 2.

SEL0

SEL1SEL2

SEL3

to programmable registers

PAD driver

OR4
D0

D3

D2

D1

Figure A.6: Realized waveform generator. The SEL loop is connected around
the four rows, with the symmetrical OR4 and the pad driver visible on the
right. Only the lower metal layers and poly (in blue) are shown for clar-
ity. The block has separate substrate connections and supply for tunability.
(VDD bulk, VDD source, GND bulk, GND source)

The chip layout is shown in figure A.6. As can be seen, the choice of M =

4 gives a symmetrical select ring moving around the rows and columns in the

middle. The circuit block measures 180 µm×100 µm including the output

stage, which is a single common source NMOS transistor with W = 80 µm

and a 50 Ω drain resistor.

The critical block is placed in a separate deep n-well with separate supply

voltage and has the nMOS and pMOS bulk connections accessible on pads.

In addition to noise reduction this enables adjusting of the nMOS and pMOS

thresholds, allowing some tunability against chip to chip variations and non-

symmetric layout parasitics; by adjusting the relative strength of the pull-up

and pull-down.

The OR4 gate consists of three symmetrical NAND gates from Weste and

Harris [9] (with appropriate inversions), where the layout ensures equal path

length for all four inputs.
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A.4 Measurement results

Programming the waveform generator to transmit the sequence 11001100 . . .

the output voltage was recorded by probing with a Lecroy WwaveMaster

830Z1 oscilloscope. The resulting bitstream is shown in figure A.7, in both

time and frequency. While transmitting, the chip draws 8 mA from a 1.2 V

supply. The data is presented without averaging nor filtering, but a DC block

capacitor was used to eliminate the static current of the output stage.
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Figure A.7: Measured output when programmed to 11001100. . . . Top:
Zoomed in view of the output. Middle: Power spectrum estimated using
Welch’s method [10], bottom: zoomed in view of the spectrum around the
peak frequency.

When extracting the period and time interval jitter, a repeating pattern

for every 16th edge was observed. This is also evident in figure A.7 (mid-

dle), as pattern noise. The “16” is simply the number of edges in one loop.

The pattern noise can be explained by non-symmetric layout and process

mismatch and is also present in post layout simulations. The effect is a com-

bination of non-symmetries in the select loop, pulse “shaping” in the readout

rows and non-symmetries in the OR gate. When analyzing all of the edges
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Figure A.8: Period jitter PDF estimation assuming each 16th stage follows
a Gaussian distribution. Top: Extracting mean and sigma for each block
and summing these Gaussions we obtain the total pdf. Alternativly, using
the mean and an average standard devation the total pdf can be recreated
by convolving 16 Dirac pulses with a Gaussian.

(by looking at the crossing of the mean), the total histogram in figure A.8

emerged. To recreate the distribution, each 16th sample was selected to

create 16 new distributions, each found to be normally distributed. The re-

sulting mean and standard deviation for these distributions can be found in

table A.1, where the top-left values represents the distribution of the first

edge/pulse while the bottom-right the last edge. By summing 16 Gaussians

with the mean and standard deviation from the table, the total probability

density (PDF) was recreated, see the solid red line in figure A.8.

Table A.1: Mean (a) and standard devation (b) of the extracted period in
pico seconds. Based on 4539 edges.

(a) Mean, ps.

355 324 341 353
332 356 327 361
342 328 352 370
334 348 336 346

(b) Standard deviation,
ps.

1.9 1.6 1.7 1.9
1.6 2.0 1.5 1.9
1.8 1.7 1.8 2.0
1.7 2.0 1.9 2.4

The standard deviation can be seen to be about the same differing only

by 0.8 ps, while the mean varies from 324 ps to 370 ps. To divide the jitter
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into “random” and “deterministic”, a single average standard deviation of

1.8 ps, was combined with each of the mean values, this model results in the

red dashed line in figure A.8. The agreement in estimate PDFs allows us

to postulate that the random jitter has the same root cause, i.e. this is not

16 different phenomenas. The random jitter is believed to originate from

amplitude noise (thermal noise) and 1/f noise. The exact distribution of

the deterministic components is still under investigation, in particular how

they change from chip to chip and how they change when the supply and

substrate voltages are adjusted.

A.5 System simulation

Based on measured performance and jitter a high level simulation was carried

out to asses the complete radar system performance. Following the diagram

in figure A.3(b), a linear single bit chirp was generated, 4 copies where delayed

to simulate 4 targets and the input threshold was changed in discrete steps

and the beat spectrum averaged (16 times).

To properly model the waveform generator, we re-sample the signal into a

bitstream which is allowed to change value only every 172 ps, effectively sam-

pling it at 2.9 GHz. This is done without any filtering, so higher harmonics

gets folded down into the spectrum, creating unwanted coherent time quan-

tization “noise” in the spectrum. The measured deterministic and random

jitter was then brought into the simulation and a CW test showed the same

pattern noise as the measurements, although with a higher “noise floor”; due

to the larger number of harmonics being folded down when the output is

perfectly square.

A full sweep from 250 MHz to 2.9 GHz in 10 µs was then simulated and

the resulting beat spectrum is shown in figure A.9. The figure compares the

case of only amplitude quantization (top) and added time quantization with

jitter (bottom). The noise level can be reduced by increasing the integration

time (chirp length). The rms quantization noise has gone from 55 dB to

37 dB, meaning the time quantization degraded the dynamic range by 55 dB−
37 dB = 18 dB. Adding the measured jitter, no degradation in SNR level was

observed, but for the full sweep the targets seems to have moved slightly (see

figure A.9 bottom).

By lowering the bandwidth, we loose resolution but obtain a cleaner spec-

trum, a similar analysis shows that with a sweep from 25 MHz to 290 MHz,
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Figure A.9: Simulated FMCW beat spectrum (with a Hanning window),
sweep from 250 MHz to 2.9 GHz in 10 µs, a delay is used to move the beat
spectrum to [177 MHz, 354 MHz], inset shows two targets separated by only
124 mm being (barely) resolved by a 2 dB dip. Expected signals are in blue,
while the red dotted line denotes the rms quantization noise level. Top:
amplitude quantized, bottom: amplitude and time quantized with measured
jitter.

the achieved dynamic range goes from 37 dB to 43 dB, a 5.5 dB improvement.

Adding the jitter now slightly improves the dynamic range, by 2.2 dB (not

shown).

Despite the transmitted waveform being far from a clean sine-chirp, the

simple harmonic removal, matched filter and sweept threshold, provide a

promising radar solution.

A.6 Conclusion

A flexible single bit waveform generator is presented for UWB applications.

With measurements and simulations the feasibility of an FMCW single bit

radar is analyzed and discussed. Simulations show that the timing jitter is

insignificant in comparision to the tradeoff done in amplitude and time quan-

tization. Future work should therefore focus on improving the time resolution

over the timing accuracy. The flexibility in waveform enables bandwidth to
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Abstract

Square waves enable radar implementation in modern digital technology giv-

ing power-efficent, compact and flexible radar solutions. Using a simple

square wave generator and a sweep threshold quantizer we can realize a

PN-sequence radar as well as a CW, SFCW, FMCW or a pulsed radar. The

square wave receiver can utilize a digital XOR gate as a mixer and we present

post layout simulations confirming our high level modelling.
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B.1 Introduction

Advantages of modern technology are features like miniaturization, low-

power consumption, substantial computational power and integration of com-

plicated processing systems on a small piece of silicon (system-on-chip). For

modern radar systems, the full advantage of modern technology has been

difficult to utilize in spite of faster devices and higher computational speed.

As indicated in [1] modern radar systems are still fairly large modules with

substantial size and power consumption.

Over the last century, several viable radar architectures are explored.

Trade-offs between usage, available technology and computational power; as

well as regulations have changed over time and different radar architectures

has emerged. Pulsed ranging radar, Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave

(FMCW) radar, Stepped-Frequency Continuous-Wave (SFCW) radar, noise-

radar systems and even Continuous-Wave (CW) movement radar sensors are

just a few examples of architectures in use for different applications.

Some integrated radar systems are reported in the literature. The first

single-chip CMOS radar was reported in 2006 by Hjortland et al. [2] featuring

a pulsed radar system. Later an integrated SFCW radar in 65 nm CMOS

by Caruso [3] and a M-sequence radar was reported by Sachs [4] using SiGe

BiCMOS technology. Furthermore, challenging partial radar systems are

emerging like the 77GHz FMCW radar front-end reported in [5] and a K-

band front-end reported in [6] intended for automotive applications. Several

short-range radar systems are reported [7, 8] indicating a number of potential

sensing applications provided a compact, low-power and high-performance

radar is available; preferably in low-cost standard technology.

In this work we are proposing a generic, programmable system-on-chip

radar adaptable to different radar architectures. The classical ranging radar

architecture is shown in figure B.1. Here a FMCW coded signal path is

indicated, but other architectures like SFCW, CW as well as noise radar will

be analyzed with respect to square wave signal coding.

By changing or sweeping the threshold voltage during measurements, dif-

ferent quantization levels are scanned and as such recreate any incoming

signal (limited by the resolution of the threshold voltage). Results of each

sweep is averaged coherently, increasing the SNR while building up the re-

turn. This combination of 1-bit sampling, averaging and threshold sweeping

is called “swept-threshold” sampling [9].
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Figure B.1: Principle of a square wave generator utilized in a digital FMCW
radar with a swept threshold receiver. Harmonics not shown, two up-sweeps
depicted with different threshold levels for each sweep.

As indicated in the receiver part of figure B.1, the mixer or multiplier re-

quired in analog FMCW radars may be substituted by a simple and compact

XOR gate! In fact, large numbers of XOR gates may be combined with delays

for high-speed running cross-correlation as will be seen in section B.5. Not

only is the digital XOR gate fast (and getting faster with new technologies);

enabling high speed operations, it is also free from any lower frequency fil-

tering and constant current sources, enabling power efficient radars operated

at a user defined Bandwidth (BW).

For the frequency modulated radar architectures, the frequency or phase

of the mixer output is of interest (called the beat frequency in an FMCW

radar) and the harmonics inherent in a square wave signal must be carefully

considered. In the following we will show how these techniques may be

explored in a generic DDS-like radar architecture implementing a variety of

well know radar systems. The FMCW radar is explored in section B.2, where

techniques for removing, and even utilizing the harmonics are shown, a CW

radar with a SFCW processor is then briefly covered in section B.4 before

we show a correlation based radar in section B.5.
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B.2 Dealing with harmonics

In [10], we briefly showed how a delay on the receiver would enable us to sep-

arate the ambiguity of harmonics and signals. This is achieved by increasing

the apparent two-way travel time of the target and noting that the higher

harmonics will move further than the fundamental. We will in this work,

show how the harmonics can be utilized constructively when pushing them

out of band and a correlation technique that suppresses them in-band.

It is equivalent to insert the delay either on the receiver, as was shown

in [10], or to generate two equal, but delayed, sequences; as long as the two

way travel time is increased relative to the mixer input. The delay can be

implemented either as a series of digitally selectable inverters or two identical

generators can be used with a delayed start signal.

B.2.1 Moving out of band

The required delay to separate the fundamental from the harmonics is simply

the two way travel time of the furthest target of interest 2run/c. This places

the closest target (the direct return) at f0 = ατun, with its second harmonic

at the unambiguous range.

To show the viability of this approach a set of high level simulations

where set up, with a digital chirp, from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz, in 22.3 µs

and repeated 20 times with linearly varying thresholds for each sweep. For

illustration, 5 targets with equal amplitude is distributed between 0 m and

the maximum unambiguous range run = 100 m (assuming air). The targets

will then appear at the beat frequencies fi = ατi, where α = (2.67 GHz −
600 MHz)/22.3 µs = 9 × 1013 Hz/s and τi is the two way travel time. For

simplicity, the beat spectrum is not low-pass filtered and re-sampled.

The resulting beat spectrum is displayed in figure B.2. In the first sim-

ulation, without delay, the harmonics from the closest targets overlap with

the returns from the targets further away. By adding a delay of 2run/c we

can separate the fundamental from the 3rd harmonics as shown in the mid-

dle panel. By increasing the delay further, we can also separate the 3rd

harmonics from the 5th harmonics as shown in the bottom panel.

As an alternative to simply discarding the harmonics, we could utilize

that for a sweep with bandwidth BW = fo − fl, the harmonics sweeps out

3fo − 3fl = 3BW , giving us 3 times the resolution. This is illustrated in
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Figure B.2: By increasing the apparent range to the targets, the harmonics
gets separated into bands. The band of interest is highlighted, while the
expected targets are colored black. Top: no delay. Middle: delay is used to
push the third harmonics away from the fundamental, giving an unambiguous
beat spectrum. Bottom: the delay is increased to push the fifth harmonic
away from the third harmonics, allowing us to utilize the third harmonics
spectrum. Inset shows two targets separated by 243 mm.
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the lower part of figure B.2, where strong scatters are easy to distinguish.

Once the bands are separated, more advanced processing may be applied to

combine the responces from each band.

B.2.2 Resolving in band ambiguity

As an alternative to pushing the harmonic out of band, we can use the

frequency shift of the spectrum moving both the fundamental and the har-

monics by an equal amount, while, as utilized above, a delay will move the

fundamental and harmonics by different amounts. Assuming the non-delayed

response is

[fi, 3fi, 5fi, . . . ]

then a frequency shift of fshift moves it to

[fi + fshift, 3fi + fshift, 5fi + fshift, . . . ]

while a delay of τ results in

[fi + ατ, 3(fi + ατ), 5(fi + ατ), . . . ]

We can utilize this to see which peaks move by fshift and which peaks

move by multiples of 3, 5, . . . . Although this may give us a visual way to

identify harmonics and signals, a less manual way is to correlate the two

spectrums. To show this, a similar high level simulation as in section B.2.1 is

set up, but with 3 targets, where one target is placed 40 dB below the close

targets. To detect the weaker return, 128 thresholds are averaged.

To maintain the amplitude, the correlation is calculated as

Xcorr =
√

Xfshift
Xτ .

The result is shown in figure B.3 where an arbitrary delay of 42 ns is used.

We see that the fundamentals overlap and retain their amplitude, while the

harmonics are reduced by the noise level. It is clear that the weaker return

can not be distinguished from the harmonics of the stronger returns, without

doing the correlation.

For denser radar scenes with more targets, we may need to do the cor-

relation multiple times with different delays. The correlation technique can
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Figure B.3: We start with a non delayed sweep (top) which we shift by
fshift = 3.9 MHz. The sweep is then repeated, but now with a delay of τ =
fshift/α = 42 ns. By correlating (point wise multiplication of the frequency
responce), the shifted and delayed spectrums we obtain the bottom spectrum.
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also be combined with the previous technique to push either all or at least

some of stronger harmonics out of band and correlating away the remaining

in-band harmonics. Instead of the computationally expensive correlation,

one could average multiple measurements with different delays, making sure

to compensate for the expected shift.

It is important to realize, that we can utilize the harmonics even in the

case where the channel attenuates the harmonics. The only requirement for

the harmonics to “exists”, is that the mixer is digital (has a digital input and

outputs). We will show this in the next section, with a post layout simulation

of an XOR gate with sinusoidal input.

B.3 Post layout XOR simulation

We have shown theoretically that a digital XOR gate will behave as a mixer,

making it suitable as a matched filter in an FMCW radar. We will here

briefly present a post-layout simulation, realized in a low power 90 nm CMOS

process.

A CMOS XOR gate with inverters/buffers on the input and output is

shown in figure B.4, in addition, a simple model for the supply pads are

included. When we feed in sinusoidal inputs, the inverters have more than

sufficent gain to drive the output to saturation, giving us a square digital

signal. These square waves will have harmonics, which when mixed, produces

not only the fundamental beat frequencies, but multiples (mostly) at the 3rd.

and 5th. beat frequencies. For a perfect 50 % high/low waveform we expect

to only see odd harmonics, which is what we have observed in the idealized

system simulations. Due to slight differences in the rise and fall delay, we

also see even harmonics when using real devices.

B.4 Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave (SFCW)

Instead of a continuously frequency modulated output, we can employ the

same transmitter as before, but programmed for a series of CW (clipped

sine wave) outputs. A single frequency does not give any significant range

resolution, but by combining the output of multiple CW measurements we

have a SFCW radar. The architecture is then a CW receiver combined with

some additonal processing of the return.
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Figure B.4: Post layout simulation setup and results for a chirped sinusoidal
input A(t), and a delayed sinusoidal responce from 2 targets B(t) = A(t −
τ1)/2 + A(t − τ2)/2. The insets of the two top panels, shows the sinusoidal
inputs in time, where the dashed curve is the sinusoidal input and the whole
black line is after the 4 inverters. Bottom plot is a Fourier transform of the
buffered XOR output, showing that we can distingush the two targets with
a single sweep.
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Figure B.5: A fully digital CW radar is controlled by a SFCW processor.
For each frequency fn, the CW radar outputs the mean (DC) value, which
is arranged and transformed with an IFFT yielding the range spectrum.

To obtain the DC output after the mixer, the traditional method is a low

pass filter (to get rid of the mixer sum) followed by a high resolution ADC. In

figure B.5 we propose to take advantage of the mixer sum, the mixer output

will be a PWM waveform, where the percentage of low values to high values

give the DC level.

By stepping from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in 1381 steps of length 5 µs with

a 1 MHz offset between transmitted and mixer input, we obtain figure B.6.

It is interesting to study how the square wave radar compares to an

idealized sine wave radar. In addition to amplitude clipping, the waveform

generator will realistically output a sampled digital signal. This is explored

in figure B.6, where the top panel shows the ideal single ’dirac’ response

(with a Hanning window). When amplitude clipping to two levels, we get

harmonics, which can be dealt with in the same manner as the FMCW

case. At the bottom we include the effect of time quantizing the transmitted

waveform.
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Figure B.6: Top: ideal (sinusoidal) SFCW radar range responce, middle:
amplitude quantized (square wave), bottom: added finite time resolution.
The expected return is colored black and the inset shows a zoomed in view
around the expected return, with two targets separated and the −31 dB
sidelobe level of the Hanning window barely visible.
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B.5 Correlation based radar

As an alternative to the mixer based radars we have discussed, we can replace

the matched filter operation of the mixer with a more general correlation

circuit. In a correlation based radar, we can utilize any waveform, where

random (or pseudo-random) are most common. The correlation circuit can

be in continous time, as shown by the correlating circuit in [9], or sampled.
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Figure B.7: Simulated output of an m-sequence radar for 2 close targets.
Top: m = 9, bottom: m = 12, expected return colored black.

For brevity we will only touch upon M-sequences, which are particulary

simple to generate with a single Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) and

have nice periodic autocorrelation properties. A system simulation similar to

those presented earlier in the paper is shown in figure B.7 for an m-sequence

generator of length 9 and 12. The sequences are read out continuously at

a rate of 1/(2·170 ps)=2.9 GHz. The receiver is no longer a single XOR

gate (mixer), but a full single bit correlation. In a PN sequence radar, the

bandwidth (and hence the resolution) is determined by the sequence rate

while the range ambiguity by the sequence length, which is why the resolution
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is identical for the two presented cases, but the shorter 29 − 1 sequence has

multiple ambiguous responces.

B.6 Conclusion

By exploiting the flexibility of a square wave transmitter, we have shown the

feasibility of several classical radar architectures for single bit CMOS realiza-

tion. The most obvious limitation of a square wave radar, is the harmonics,

where we have proposed several ways not only to remove them, but also

utilize them constructively. A digital CMOS XOR gate is shown with post

layout simulations to perform the required mixer operation.
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Abstract

Bitstreams, square wave digital signals, enables flexible radar implementa-

tions in modern digital technology. By using bitstreams in place of analog si-

nusoidal waveforms, we can realize continuous wave (CW), stepped-frequency

CW, frequency-modulated CW or even pseudo random noise-sequence and

pulsed radars, all with a single bit of amplitude resolution. The building

blocks are a programmable waveform generator, a sweep threshold quan-

tizer, digital delay and a digital XOR gate as a mixer. This gives us a novel,

almost fully digital (requiring only a comparator) system, as previously pro-

posed and which is extended here. The flexibility of the transmitter allows

for easy switching between waveforms and the bitstream signal can be pro-

cessed with single bit digital gates. Single bit signals allows for exploration

of novel continuous time non-clocked digital implementations to maximize

speed and energy efficiency. Mixing frequencies with a digital XOR gate

creates harmonics, which are explored for multiple solutions utilizing digital

delay. Analytical as well as simulation results are presented. Initial measure-

ments from a 90 nm CMOS chip is provided for the transmitter and the full

system, proving the feasibility of a digital future in radar.
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C.1 Introduction

Modern digital technology bring miniaturization, low-power consumption,

substantial computational power and integration of complex processing on

a small piece of silicon (system-on-chip). For modern radar systems, the

full advantage of modern technology has been difficult to utilize in spite of

faster devices and higher computational speed. As indicated in [1] modern

radar systems are still fairly large modules with substantial size and power

consumption.

The basic principles of radar have been known for more than a cen-

tury, over the years several radar architectures have been explored; each

with its own tradeoff in application and hardware complexity. Radar archi-

tectures differ mainly by the utilized waveform, example architectures con-

tains, Continuous-Wave (CW) radar for velocity determination, pulsed rang-

ing radar, Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) radar, Stepped-

Frequency Continuous-Wave (SFCW) radar and noise-radar. The frequency

modulated architectures needs a frequency source and a mixer, but requires

only a modest sampling rate of the mixer difference. The pulsed and noise

radar are more amendable to digital implementation, but requires a receiver

that samples the entire transmitted bandwidth.

Several integrated radar systems have appeared in the literature, some

with commercial interest. The first single-chip CMOS radar was published by

Hjortland et al. [2] in 2006, featuring a pulsed radar system now commercially

available from Novelda [3]. Later an integrated SFCW radar was reported in

65 nm CMOS by Caruso [4] for breast cancer detection. Sachs [5] has writ-

ten extensively on a M-sequence radar using SiGe BiCMOS technology. A

growing application is automotive radars in the 60 GHz/70 GHz bands, where

multiple single chip solutions have been presented and some are commercially

available [6], CMOS realizations in the literature include [7, 8, 9, 10]. Sev-

eral short-range radar systems are reported [11, 12, 13] indicating a number

of potential sensing applications provided a compact, low-power and high-

performance radar is available; preferably in low-cost standard technology.
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Figure C.1 shows the proposed generic, programmable system-on-chip

radar with a FMCW receiver. Other architectures like CW, SFCW as well

as noise radar will be explained later in the paper, by simply replacing the

dashed receiver circuit.

The proposed solution uses a programmable waveform generator and a

swept threshold receiver, the frequency modulated architectures (CW, SFCW

and FMCW) uses a single XOR gate as a mixer and the CW/SFCW system

uses counters to obtain the desired averaged DC output.
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Figure C.1: Principle of a bitstream waveform generator utilized in a dig-
ital FMCW radar with a swept threshold receiver. The range spectrum is
obtained after sampling, averaging and a frequency transform. Harmonics
not shown, two up-sweeps depicted with different threshold levels for each
sweep. [14]

The receiver amplifies the backscattered signal and quantizes the signal

to a bitstream by comparing it with a changeable threshold voltage. This

operation is non-linear, but by repeating the measurement with different

threshold voltages, we re-create the incoming signal (limited to the resolution

of the threshold voltage). As we repeat the measurement, noise will be

uncorrelated and the signal can be averaged coherently (assuming the scene is

stationary during the measurement period). We therefore increase the Signal
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to Noise Ratio (SNR), while recreating the received signal. The concept is

called “swept-threshold” sampling [15] and combines single bit amplitude

clipping, averaging and threshold sweeping. The comparator is the only

analog component, having two continuous time analog voltages as inputs

and a continuous time square wave digital output (bitstream).

In principle, the waveform generator and the swept threshold receiver

could implement all of the proposed architectures, assuming we could sam-

ple the entire bitstream comparator output and de-modulate the signal in

software. Although this sampling is made easier by the fact that we only

need to sample a single bit in amplitude resolution, this is still a non-optimal

implementation. Part of the novelty in this paper, is that we instead do the

processing while the signal is still a bitstream; replacing the conventional

analog mixer, with a simple and compact XOR gate! This allows us to take

advantage of the matched filter property of a frequency modulated radar

and lowers the required sample rate (or increases the oversampling rate).

Bitstream processing also enables a high speed running cross-correlation cir-

cuit for a pseudo noise-radar, by simply combining multiple XOR gates with

delays, as will be seen in section C.5.

The frequency modulated architectures extracts the phase or frequency

difference by mixing the transmitted and received signal (giving the beat

frequency in an FMCW radar). Mixer output is then Fourier transformed,

yielding harmonics due to the square wave nature of both inputs, these har-

monics must be carefully considered. We analytically derived the harmonics

in section C.2 and show ways to remove or even utilize the harmonic in

section C.3. We then briefly cover a CW radar with a SFCW processor in

section C.4, before we show a correlation based radar in section C.5 and an

unmodulated pulsed radar in section C.6. The chip and measurement setup

is reviewed in section C.7, with a post layout simulation and a full FMCW

transceiver measurement.

Preliminary simulations and handling of harmonics was first published

in [14], this is an extended paper with analytical treatment and measurements

from a prototype chip implementation.
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C.2 Analytical mixing of frequency modulated

waveforms

We will here outline the theoretical frequency behavior when using a dig-

ital XOR gate as a mixer. This theoretical foundation is then used in a

digital FMCW radar in section C.2.1 and a digital CW/SFCW radar in sec-

tion C.2.2. Starting with the behavior of an analog mixer with inputs X(t)

and Y (t) performs the simple multiplication

M(t) = X(t) · Y (t).

For two sinusoidal inputs, with arbitrary phases φX(t) and φY (t), the mixer

output can be expressed as

M(t) = AX cos(φX(t)) · AY cos(φY (t)),

which can be re-expressed by applying Euler’s formula

M(t) =
AXAY

2
[cos (φX(t) + φY (t)) + cos (φX(t) − φY (t))]

≡ AXAY

2

[

cos
(

φ+(t)
)

+ cos
(

φ−(t)
)]

leaving us with the sum and difference between the phases of X and Y . Of

particular interest in a frequency modulated radar and for brevity in the

derivations below, we will often look at the differentiation only, namely the

frequency

f(t) ≡ 1

2π

∂

∂t
φ(t).

A square wave can be expressed as an infinite sum of odd harmonics, so

a square wave mixer (an XOR gate), will be doing

M(t) =





∑

n=1,3,5,...

AXn cos(nφX(t))



 ·




∑

n=1,3,5,...

AY n cos(nφY (t))





(C.1)
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As the signals are rail to rail digital signals, we can; for notational conve-

nience, assume AXn = AY n = An. Some algebra will yield the following

phase/frequency terms

φ±

ij = i · φX(t) ± j · φY (t)

f±

ij = i · fX(t) ± j · fY (t)
(C.2)

for i, j ∈ [1, 3, 5, . . . ] with amplitudes AiAj.

C.2.1 Analytical FMCW

In an FMCW radar, the phase and frequency takes the form

φFMCW(t) = 2π

(

flt +
fo − fl

2Tm

t2

)

(C.3)

fFMCW(t) = fl +
fo − fl

Tm

t

≡ fl + αt

(C.4)

where the frequency goes from fl to fo in Tm seconds, and α is the chirp rate.

For a single return at the two-way travel time τk, the mixer product becomes

Mτk
(t) = AX cos(φX(t)) · AY cos(φX(t − τk))

leading to the sum and difference frequencies

f+
11 =

1

2π

∂

∂t
(φX(t) + φX(t − τk))

= (fl + αt) + (fl + α(t − τk))

= 2 (fl + αt) − ατk (C.5)

f−

11 =
1

2π

∂

∂t
(φX(t) − φX(t − τk))

= ατk (C.6)

the beat sum, f+
11, can be filtered out as long as 2 (fl + αt) ≫ ατk, which

is normally assured by having a slow sweep time Tm, leaving us with the

desired beat frequency ατk which is easily identified by a Fourier transform.

In a square wave FMCW radar, the mixer will, as seen in (C.1), not only

mix the fundamental frequency terms, but also mix the harmonics. Writing
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out (C.2) when we include the third harmonic, we obtain

f−

11 = ατk f+
11 = 2αt − ατk + 2fl

f−

33 = 3ατk f+
33 = 6αt − 3ατk + 6fl

f−

13 = −2αt + 3ατk − 2fl f+
13 = 4αt − 3ατk + 4fl

f−

31 = 2αt + ατk + 2fl f+
31 = 4αt − ατk + 4fl

(C.7)

Even when including higher order harmonics, the resulting frequencies

are, as seen above, linear in time t. The third harmonic from each input

mixes together and creates multiples of the beat difference (and beat sum)

f±

33 = 3f±

11, while the cross-terms results in various integer slopes.

These slopes can be seen in the left column of figure C.2, where we have

plotted the entire mixer output spectogram as the first row, a zoomed view in

the middle row and a Fourier transform of the beat spectrum in the bottom

row. In addition, we have included the effect of a sampled transmitter, where

the down-aliasing is visible as a folding around half the transmitters clock

rate.

The depicted analytical model use terms up to the 30th harmonic, where

we only draw up to the 9th in the spectogram view. The spectogram views

uses the polynomials in (C.7) but aliased above the transmitters Nyquist rate

of 5.2 GHz. To create the Fourier view the analytical model first sums up

the phase terms

yanalytical[nT ] =
∑

i∈[1, 3, 5, ... ]

Ai





∑

j∈[1, 3, 5, 7]

Aj cos
(

φ±

ij[nT ]
)





φ±

ij[nT ] = i · φFMCW[nT ] ± j · φFMCW[nT − τi]

where φFMCW is found in eq. (C.3), T = 97 ps, Tm = 25.3 µs and n ∈
[0, 1, . . . , Tm/T ]. The waveform is then upsampled and zero padded before

a Hanning windowed Fourier transform.

A square wave mixer has a large number of intermixing products. In

addition to handle harmonics, care must be taken when selecting the sweep

parameters fl, fo and Tm to minimize the interference of the mixer cross-

terms. As the mixer cross-terms are not constant in time, their interference

does not cause false targets, but rather raises the noise floor.
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Figure C.2: Analytical, simulated and measured beat spectrum for a square
wave FMCW sweep from 38.1 MHz to 799 MHz in 25.3 µs. Top: Spectogram
of the entire mixer spectrum, middle row: Spectogram of the mixer difference
(beat spectrum), with a (Hanning windowed) FFT at the bottom. From left
to right: Analytical model, python simulation and measured results on the
right. The transmitter is “clocked” at 1/97 ps=10.4 GHz, hence the visible
aliasing around 5.2 GHz. The measurements are here only the transmitter,
where the mixing and delay is done entirely in software. The beat spectrum
is linearized with the technique presented in section C.7.
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C.2.2 Analytical CW/SFCW

Transmitting a single frequency fc, a square wave mixer sees the inputs

φX = 2πfct (C.8)

φY = 2πfc(t − τk). (C.9)

We notice that a frequency domain investigation is insufficient, as we simply

get

f−

ii = f−

jj = 0 for i, j ∈ [1, 3, 5, . . . ] (C.10)

i.e., the fundamental and all of the harmonic differences will mix down to

DC. Looking instead at the phase, we obtain

φ−

11 = 2πfcτk φ+
11 = 2πfc (2t − τk)

φ−

33 = 6πfcτk φ+
33 = 6πfc (2t − τk)

φ−

13 = 2πfc (−2t + 3τk) φ+
13 = 2πfc (4t − 3τk)

φ−

31 = 2πfc (2t + τk) φ+
31 = 2πfc (4t − τk)

(C.11)

The “classical” result is here the phase φ−

11, which gives a (ambiguous)

range estimate at

φ−

11 = 2π (fcτk + n) for n ∈ ±[0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ] (C.12)

which can be solved for the two-way travel time of target k

τk =
φ−

11

2πfc

− n

fc

(C.13)

we notice that the ambiguity of phase wrapping creates false targets every

1/fc. To improve this, we need to measure with multiple frequencies fc, say

N frequencies spaced ∆fc apart, each frequency being transmitted for ∆tc

seconds. We now have a SFCW radar, where the change in measured phase

gives the range information [16]

fSFCW =
1

2π

∂φ−

11(fc)

∂t
(C.14)

=
∂

∂t
(fcτka + n) (C.15)
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= τk
∂

∂t
fc (C.16)

which is just the discrete equation

= τk
∆fc

∆tc

(C.17)

In a similar manner to the FMCW radar, we now have a direct link between

a frequency and the two-way travel time of the target. This is however

inherently sampled, following [16], the ambiguity of ∆fc discrete frequency

steps creates aliasing around τ = 1/(2∆fc). A tight number of steps is

therefore required to avoid far off returns appearing as aliased responses.

There is no strict requirement for I/Q sampling, as the phase at each

step φ−

11(fc) is never explicitly needed in the processing, we simply use the

real valued samples for each SFCW step to recreate the environments transfer

function. We therefore achieve the same final result as an I/Q SFCW radar by

sampling with twice the number of frequencies. From (C.10) we notice that

the output of interest lies at DC, so for each SFCW step, we simply store the

mean mixer output value. The fSFCW is then found be a Fourier transform,

alternatively, we can get τk directly from an Inverse Fourier transform.

The aliasing does however represent a challenge for a square wave SFCW

radar. In the FMCW case the ambiguous/additional responses at iατk (for

i ∈ [3, 5, . . . ]) can be filtered by an anti-aliasing filter before sampling the

beat frequency. In the SFCW case, the undesired phase terms i · 2πfcτk will

create the sampled frequencies iτk∆fc/∆tc which will fold into signal band

if left un-managed.

The solution is identical to a superheterodyne receiver, where instead of

using a single frequency, we transmit one frequency and mix with a frequency

that is offset by fc + foffset. The mixer difference will produce the offset

frequency, and the harmonics mix to create [3foffset, 5foffset, . . . ] which can

be filtered out.

We will return to a square wave SFCW radar in section C.4, but first, we

must deal with the harmonics.
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C.3 Dealing with harmonics

As we have seen; a frequency modulated radar, will after a Fourier transform,

have ambiguous returns at integer multiples of the true target. Although

these ambiguous returns are lower in amplitude, they will appear indistin-

guishable from weaker true targets. A method to circumvent the ambiguity

was first presented in [17], where we briefly presented how a delay on the

receiver separated the harmonics from the signals. This was then extended

in [14], where we not only showed how to move the targets out of band, but

also how to utilize the harmonics constructively and an alternative technique

that suppresses the harmonics in-band. In this paper, we have refined the

simulation setup and the correlation technique.

The advantage of using a bitstream as the waveform, is that implementing

a programmable time delay is realistic. This enables an array of new radar

signal processing opportunities, since we can now freely adjust the range

response, making targets appear closer or further away depending on which

path is delayed. In a square wave frequency modulated radar this functional-

ity is useful, since it gives multiple methods for separate the harmonics from

the fundamental.

There are multiple ways to implement the programmable delay. In con-

tinuous time, we can use a series of digitally selectable inverters. In a syn-

chronous implementation, we can duplicate the generator and program in

a time-offset between them. One generator then feeds the mixer, while the

other is used for transmission. A delay inserted in the on-chip path be-

tween the generator and mixer will decrease the apparent two-way travel

time of the response, while a delay in the channel path will make the envi-

ronment response appear further away. For the channel path, which is the

programmable delay we will use here, the delay can either be inserted on

the receiver (after the threshold, as depicted in [17]) or, equivalently, on the

transmitter; as both placements increases the apparent two way travel time.

We will denote this adjustable delay as τtx.

C.3.1 Moving out of band

The first method we will present require a delay equal (or greater) than the

desired unambiguous range run. A delay of τtx = τun = 2run/c will move the

fundamental of the direct return to ατun with its second harmonic now moved
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to 2ατun. This creates a unambiguous band for the fundamental, allowing us

to ignore (filter away) the harmonics.

To illustrate this technique, we simulate a square wave FMCW radar (as

indicated in figure C.1) and obtain the beat spectrums in figure C.3. For

simplicity we here view everything as continuous-time and care is taken in

the simulation to minimize aliasing when modeling the square waves in a

discrete simulation. We do not include the typical low-pass filtering and

sampling of the beat spectrum.

In figure C.3, we simulate 5 targets distributed between 0 meters and

run = 100 meters using increasing delay settings in the channel path. With-

out delay, the close in targets will have harmonics interwoven with targets

further out. As we increase the delay we can not only get an unambiguous

frequency range for the fundamental (middle panel), but we can also get an

unambiguous range for the individual harmonics.

Remember that the 3rd harmonic components are created by the mixing

the 3rd harmonics of the two mixer inputs, this means that a sweep with

bandwidth BW = fo − fl has 3rd harmonics sweeping 3fo − 3fl = 3BW .

This gives us 3 times the bandwidth, and hence 3 times the resolution! We

show this resolution in the bottom panel of figure C.3, where two targets

separated by 136 mm are barely separated when we use the fundamental, but

is clearly separated when looking at the 3rd harmonic in the beat spectrum.

The only requirements for utilizing the harmonics is that a) the mixer

is digital and b) that we can look at the harmonics without ambiguity. We

will show the first requirement in section C.7 C.7.2, where we simulate a

digital XOR gate with sinusoidal inputs, but we will first show a second way

of getting a unambiguous spectrum.

C.3.2 Resolving in band ambiguity

If the desired unambiguous range is large, the above approach may neces-

sitates an impractically long delay. As an alternative approach we have

therefore proposed a second solution. The idea is that instead of moving the

harmonics all the way out of the band, we can make repeated measurements

with different delays, in essence giving us staggering or jittering in the beat

spectrum. If we do a frequency shift of the spectrum, both the fundamental

and harmonics will shift by the same frequency, while a delay will cause the

fundamental to shift by a different amount than the harmonics. Assuming
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Figure C.3: Simulated scenario to illustrate how a delay in the channel path
can separate the fundamental from the harmonics. A square wave chirp,
where the fundamental goes from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in 16.7 µs is repeated
20 times with a linearly varying thresholds for each chirp. The first panel uses
no delay and shows 5 equal amplitude targets interwoven with harmonics.
By increasing the delay, by 2 · 100 m/c = 667 ns, the next panel (middle)
shows the harmonics moved out of the highlighted fundamental band. At
the bottom we increase the delay even further to separate the third and fifth
harmonic, allowing us to utilize the higher resolution of the third harmonics.
Originally proposed in [14].
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the non-delayed response is

F = [fi, 3fi, 5fi, . . . ]

a new measurement with a delay τtx on the receiver results in

Fτtx
= [fi + ατtx, 3(fi + ατtx), 5(fi + ατtx), . . . ]

Shifting this by back by fshift = ατtx results in

Ffshift
= Fτtx

− fshift

= [fi, 3(fi + ατtx) − ατtx, 5(fi + ατtx) − ατtx, . . . ]

We notice that the fundamentals of F and Ffshift
lines up at fi, while the

harmonics do not. The shift is simplest to achieve after a Fourier transform,

as a re-arrangement of indexes.

By measuring with different delay settings of τtx and compensating for

the expected shift the range profiles can be averaged. This effectively dithers

away the undesired harmonic responses, while improving the SNR.

As an alternative to averaging, we can in some cases, reduced clutter level

with fewer measurements by correlating the shifted and delayed spectrum.

To maintain the voltage unit, the correlation is calculated as

Xcorr =
√

|Xfshift
Xτtx

|.

Where, without the square root, voltage units would be transformed to power

units.

An example simulation is shown in figure C.4. As in section C.3.1 each

sweep covers a bandwidth of 2.67 GHz − 600 MHz = 2 GHz in 16.7 µs, but is

here repeated 128 times to detect the weaker return placed 40 dB below the

two stronger returns. In addition, Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

is added to the channel, with the same rms amplitude as the signal (giving

an input SNR of 0 dB). The time bandwidth product of the chirp and the

coherent averaging of the sweep threshold receiver gives a theoretical SNR

improvement of 2 GHz · 16.7 µs · 128 = 66 dB, which is consistent with the

here simulated SNR of 70 dB.

We see in figure C.4, that the fundamentals lines up while the harmonics

are reduced (limited by the noise floor). It is clear that the weak signal, is
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Figure C.4: Simulated scenario to illustrate the correlation technique to
suppress harmonics in-band. 3 targets are simulated, two closely spaced
targets and one weaker return. AWGN noise is added to the channel with
the same rms amplitude as the signal (input SNR of 0 dB). The top panel
shows a sweep where the radar is programmed without any delay. In the
next panel, the sweep is repeated with a delay of τtx = 42 ns in the channel
path, this is then shifted back by fshift = ατtx = 5.2 MHz. The bottom panel
shows the point wise multiplication (correlation) of the original and shifted
spectra. Similar to [14].
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ambiguous with the harmonics of the stronger scatters, without the correla-

tion. In this example, we line up the fundamental, but the technique can also

be used to line up the harmonics, giving the same improved in resolution as

was demonstrated in the previous section.

The correlation technique relies on the harmonics lining up with “empty”

parts of the range spectrum and is therefore best suited for “sparse” scenes

with few returns, or at least scenes with some empty regions. The two

presented techniques can be combined to alleviate this, by moving at least

some of the harmonics up and correlating or averaging away the rest. An

optimal choice of delay settings and harmonic suppression technique will

depend on the image scene, which, due to the ease of digital integration; can

conceivably be optimized automatically.

C.4 Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave (SFCW)

As was explained in the analytical section (section C.2 C.2.2), a SFCW radar

is implemented as a CW radar that steps the output frequency. The pro-

posed architecture to achive this is shown in figure C.5, consisting of a CW

transmitter and receiver with some control logic.

Traditionally a CW receiver low pass filters the mixer output and digitizes

the remaining DC value with a high resolution ADC. To avoid this analog

voltage level, and the filter, we can make the observation that the mixer out-

put will toggle like a Pulse-Density Modulation (PDM) signal. The desired

DC level can then be found by measuring (counting) the ratio of high to low

values. This is trivial to implement as two counters, one that increments if

the signal is high and another that increments when the signal is low. The

sampling clock does not need to be synchronous, we are simply interested

in the average value, so a local free running ring oscillator can serve as the

clock source.

An example simulation is shown in figure C.6, where we step the CW

frequency 1381 times from 600 MHz with a 1.5 MHz frequency step. A num-

ber of cases is illustrated, as a reference an idealized sinusoidal simulation

is shown in the top panel, giving a single peak for each simulated target.

The next panel shows what happens if we do not deal with the harmonics,

due to the sampled nature of a SFCW radar the harmonics will fold around

1/(2 ·1.5 MHz) = 334 ns. By taking this folding into account we can annotate
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Figure C.5: Principle of a bitstream CW radar controlled by a SFCW pro-
cessor. For each frequency fn, the CW radar outputs the mean (DC) value,
which is arranged and transformed with an inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) yielding the range spectrum.

the peaks by using the fundamental peak as a reference, peaks up to the 19th

harmonic is visually recognizable.

As was mentioned in the anlytical section, the theoretical solution is to

add a frequency offset between the transmitted and mixed signal, the low-

pass characteristic of taking the average then attenuates the higher order

harmonics as shown in the next panel. An alternative to attenuating the

harmonics is to jitter them away, this could be added explicitly by modifying

the bitstream, but we first consider some real world deviations from a perfect

square wave.

The first such non-ideal behavior is a finite time resolution, the bitstream

consists of discrete bits which is read out with a finite clock rate. In addition,

the transmitter will have jitter, we here include the measured jitter level

from [17] and also added some AWGN noise to the channel. These effects

create the bottom panel of figure C.6. We note that these real world effects

jitters away the higher harmonic peaks, without requiring a frequency offset.
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Figure C.6: Simulated SFCW radar with 2 close targets, the radar is stepped
from 600 MHz to 2.67 GHz in 1381 steps of length 53 µs (divided into 16
different threshold settings). The top panel shows an idealized (sinusoidal)
simulation, with an inset showing the two simulated targets separated by
121 mm and the −31 dB sidelobe level of the Hanning window barely visible.
In the next panel, a square wave SFCW radar is simulated and harmonics
peaks up to the 19th harmonic is annotated. The harmonics are attenuated
by adding a frequency offset of 30 kHz between the two mixer inputs and
using averaging as a simple to implement filter. In the bottom panel, we do
not use a frequency offset, but simulate the transmitter with a finite time
resolution of 64 ps, jitter levels measured in [17] and a input SNR of 0 dB.
This effectivly dithers away the higher order harmonic peaks.
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C.5 Correlation based radar

We have up to now discussed radar architectures that are frequency modu-

lated. These all rely on a single mixer to down-convert the received signal

and a Fourier transform of the captured data to obtain a range spectrum. A

more general architecture is proposed in figure C.7, where we have replaced

the mixer with a correlation circuit. In a correlation based radar, we can

utilize any waveform, where “noise-radars” (usually pseudo noise) are most

common. The correlation circuit can be in continuous time, as shown by the

correlating circuit in [15], or discrete.

t

f

Waveform generator

Sweept threshold

Matched filter receiver

. . .

range

∑

Figure C.7: Principle of a bitstream based radar that does a full correlation
between the transmitted and received signal. The correlation circuit can
either be sampled; by using a chain of D-flip-flops, or continuous time; by
using inverters as delay elements.

A particularly nice set of pseudo random noise (PN) sequences are coined

Maximum length sequences (M-sequences) and can be generated with a single

Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). Sachs [5] gives a thorough overview

on M-sequence radar. The repetition of a pseudo random sequence gives

a range ambiguity given by the sequence length while the bandwidth (and

hence the resolution) is proportional to the sequence rate.
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In addition, an M-sequence has “perfect” autocorrelation, with a peak of 1

and the value −1/N for all other delays. This gives us the dynamic range for

a single target scenario. For a more realistic scenario, with multiple returns,

the floor −1/N ads up, decreasing the dynamic range for each return.

Figure C.8 shows a simulated and measured m-sequence after correlation.

Two sequences are compared, a shorter 29 − 1 = 511 sequence and a 212 − 1

sequence. The sequences are repeated continously and read out at a clock

rate of 1/(2 ·88.4 ps) = 5.7 GHz. The first sequence repeates after 90 ns while

the other after 724 ns

C.6 Unmodulated pulsed radar

The previously presented radar types can easily be used in pulsed mode (or

interrupt mode), where the transmitter is occasionally turned off. Shutting

down the transmitter is traditionally done to avoid saturating the receiver,

long range radars can transmits long “pulses” of a modulated waveform and

then shut the transmitter off before capturing the backscattered data. The

modulation can be any of the mentioned radar architectures, either frequency

modulated or even a pseudo random sequence.

In this section we will have a brief look at a simpler unmodulated radar,

where no pulse compression is performed. An unmodulated radar is in prin-

ciple simpler to implement, we simply transmit a single pulse and get the

range response by synchronously capturing the received signal. We do how-

ever loose the advantage of a modulated waveform (either pulsed or contin-

uous), in that the receiver takes advantage of a matched filter, presented

in this paper as either a mixer or a correlator, theoretically maximizing the

SNR. An additional disadvantage of pulsing the transmitter, with a limited

peak output power, is the reduction in average transmitted power and hence

maximum range.

In an unmodulated pulsed radar, the resolution is directly proportional

to the pulse width T as

∆R =
cT

2
.

As seen in figure C.9, the prototype waveform generator can transmit pulses

as short as 120 ps, giving us a theoretical resolution of 18 mm. The inherent

flexibility of a programmable bitstream allows for adjustable bandwidth as
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Figure C.8: Simulated m-sequence radar with 2 close targets. The top
panels uses a 9 stage LFSR while the bottom panels uses a m = 12 stage.
On the left, the entire system is simulated [14], on the right, the waveform
generator is measured and used in the simulation. The simulation is averaged
over 32 different threshold levels and include band limited noise with σ = 0.1.
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shown by the difference between the “11” and “111” waveform. To conform

to regulations, we can also insert notches in the mainlobe, as seen by two

example double pulses “110011” and “1110000111”.
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Figure C.9: Measurements of the waveform generator as a flexible pulse
generator. Top: time domain view (different waveforms offset vertically for
clarity). Bottom: Frequency domain view, found by the Welch method with a
Hanning window and zero padding. The shortest pulse (“11”) has a measured
50 % pulse width of 120 ps and a 10 dB bandwidth of 5 GHz.

C.7 Measurements

In the preceding sections we have included measurements of the transmitter;

programmed for a FMCW chirp bitstream in figure C.2, m-sequence bit-

stream in figure C.8 and pulsed in figure C.9. The transmitter is a slightly

improved version of the one published in [17]. The chip also features a re-

ceiver, with a thresholder from Novelda [3], a XOR gate and the CW receiver

counters depicted in figure C.5. The prototype is realized in a low power com-

mercial 90 nm process. We will show the XOR gate in section C.7.2 with a
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post layout simulation and a FMCW measurement utilizing the generator,

thresholder and mixer in section C.7.3.

The chip is programmed using a Raspberry Pi communication over Se-

rial Peripheral Interface bus (SPI) and the threshold is set using an external

Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC). The CW counters can be accessed with

the SPI interface, so with a SPI capable device we can realize a standalone

SFCW radar. The chip can be used as an FMCW radar by externally sam-

pling the XOR output as depicted in figure C.10 and doing a FFT on the

captured data.

SPI, RUN, DEBUGITH

RFIN

IF (xor output)

PSPL5867

RFOUT

Rasperry piDAC

1.2V

Lecroy Wavemaster
830Z1

42 ns long coax
2mm× 2mm

CMOS chip

Bias

Figure C.10: Test setup when measuring the entire system. The chip is con-
figured via SPI to the desired bitstream, it then transmits once the digital
RUN signal enables. The channel is here emulated by a long coax. After
going though the coax, the signal is compared to the externally set thresh-
old current (IT H) before being mixed and sent out of the chip again. The
intermediate frequency (IF) is then sampled by an oscilloscope, which has
an amplifier in front; to reduce noise. The chip is mounted in a standard
QFN48 package (pictured with the lid of) and all of the surface mount device
(SMD) components are decoupling capacitors. Note that there is no external
clock/frequency reference as the chip is self-timed.

The waveform generator is programmed by writing the bitstream wave-
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form to a 32 Kbytes on-chip-memory. Under typical supply and bias settings

(supply and N-well at 1.2 V) the chip will read out this bitstream once ev-

ery 16.7 µs. This can be slowed down by increasing the N-well voltage or

decreasing the supply voltage to the transmitter.

C.7.1 FMCW linearity correction

Due to the transmitter being open loop, the transmitted chirp does not lin-

early increase in frequency. We correct for this using the efficient technique

presented in [18]. The linearization re-samples the beat spectrum and cor-

rects for first order non-linearity in the chirp, the idea starts by equating the

measured beat with a constant frequency sine wave

2πfbeat · told[n] = 2πfmeas[n] · tnew[n] (C.18)

where fbeat = α1τ is a constant. If we assume the measurements to follow

fmeas[n] = τ(α1 + α2tnew[n]), (C.19)

where α2 is the unwanted first order non-linearity term. We can solve (C.18)

to obtain our new sampling locations

tnew[n] = −α12 ±
√

α2
12 + 2α12told[n] (C.20)

where α12 ≡ α1

2α2

(C.21)

Possibly due to a software–bug, we have found the above equation to give

complex time locations, removing a factor of 2 has empirically given better

results:

tnew[n] = −α12 ±
√

α2
12 + α12told[n]. (C.22)

α1 and α2 is extracted from the beat spectrum by fitting a second order

polynomial through the extracted phase. The phase is extracted by a Hilbert

transform of the beat spectrum when there is only one target.
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C.7.2 XOR gate as a digital mixer

We have stated that the only requirement for the harmonics to exist in a

frequency modulated radar is that the mixer is digital. This implies that

attenuation of the transmitters harmonics have little consequence to the pre-

sented principles, in addition, the digital mixer can even be used in a tradi-

tional analog radar. To show this we present a post-layout simulation from a

commercial low power 90 nm CMOS process, where the inputs are sinusoidal.

A static and symmetric XOR gate is realized with 4 symmetric NAND

gates [19] a layout is created and the parasitics are extracted. For realistic

drive and load conditions, buffers are added to the XOR inputs and output

as shown in figure C.11. In addition, a simply model for the supply pads

are included in the circuit model, consisting of a 50 fF capacitor and a 2 nH

inductor.

As is seen in figure C.11, the buffers have more than sufficient gain to

drive the output to saturation, giving us a square wave digital signal with

harmonics. These harmonics will mix, creating additional peaks in the beat

spectrum at multiples of the expected beat frequency. We note that a perfect

50 % high/low waveform only has odd harmonics, while even harmonics are

seen in the simulated XOR output.

C.7.3 Full system measurements

To show the full system, we connect the chip as shown in figure C.10 and pro-

duce figure C.12. The transmitter is here programmed for a shorter sweep,

only 418 ns long. The xor output (IF) is captured by a oscilloscope and the

result is coherently averaged and Fourier transformed on a computer. The

transmitter is connected to the receiver through a 43 ns long coax, the re-

sulting beat frequency peak at 51 MHz corresponds to a two-way travel time

of 42 ns. The reader should note that the post layout simulation uses the

extracted measured delay in the simulation, hence the match between simu-

lated and measured peak beat frequency comes as no surprise (figure C.12).
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Figure C.11: Post layout simulation setup and results for a chirped sinusoidal
input A(t), and a delayed sinusoidal responce from 2 targets B(t) = A(t −
τ1)/2 + A(t − τ2)/2. The insets of the two top panels, shows the sinusoidal
inputs in time, where the dashed curve is the sinusoidal input and the whole
black line is after the 4 inverters. Bottom plot shows a zoomed spectogram
of the buffered XOR output, where the inset includes a low pass filtered
responce as a visual reference. [14]
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Figure C.12: Post layout simulation (left) and measurements (right) of
a digital XOR gate mixing bitstreams. The measurements are for the full
system, the waveform generator is transmitting a bitstream chirp from 1 GHz
to 1.5 GHz in 418 ns and clocked out at 15.7 GHz though a 43 ns long coax,
the return is then quantized and mixed with the transmitted copy before
being sent out of the chip, amplified and captured by a oscilloscope. The
post layout result is from a single simulation, while the measurements are
the result of coherently averaging 283 times with different threshold levels.
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C.8 Discussion

Previous all digital designs like those outlined in [20, 21], focus on digitally

assisting in the generation and capture of analog waveforms. The novelty

in this work is that the waveform itself is a digital bitstream, allowing for

digital generation and processing with simple digital gates.

The implementation chosen in this work is digital, asynchronous and

(mostly) continuous time.1 Concepts presented in this paper is however

fully compatible with a synchronous digital implementation, or even tra-

ditional analog. Of particular note is the increase in resolution when mixing

the harmonics, as have been shown, the harmonics can be taken advantage

of without a fully digital implementation. The transmitting and receiving

antennas and amplifiers does not need to support the larger bandwidth of

the harmonics. The drawback is that the fundamental and harmonics must

be separated and that the various mixer cross-terms will lower the dynamic

range.

A digital asynchronous implementation has the advantage of pushing

modern technology to its limits, as it can take full advantage of the fine time

delay of digital gates without the added overhead of timing margins and fast

clock distribution. The achieved equivalent clock rate of 15.7 GHz would not

be possible using standard synchronous design as a standard cell flip flop

has a maximum clock rate below 8 GHz in the utilized 90 nm process2. Clock

margins is avoided by self-timed chip design, so that the circuit will naturally

slow down if the supply voltage drops or the temperature increases. This en-

ables an open loop transmitter, where the output frequency will depend on

voltage and temperature, making precise and stable frequency generation

under voltage and temperature variations impossible without some form of

feedback. For the frequency modulated architecture feedback can be added

by using a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) with a stable frequency reference and

a adjustable oscillator and divider, at the cost of significantly reduced flex-

ibility as one is now limited to frequency modulated waveforms within the

oscillators frequency range. Alternatively the waveform generator can use a

fast and stable clock to read out the bitstream, at the cost of significantly

lower sample rate and an increase in power consumption.

Programming the bitstream waveform by storing the bitstream in mem-

1the waveform generator is discrete, as it transmits a sequence of bits.
2according to the data-sheet under fast-fast conditions
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ory gives maximum flexibility and is ideal for our prototype. That said,

dedicated on-chip generators for the trivial m-sequence bitstream or even a

Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) like frequency and phase counter would

most likely be far more area and power efficient for these dedicated architec-

tures.

In a conventional FMCW radar the chirp rate is kept low (typically on the

order of 100 MHz/1 ms = 1 × 1011 Hz/s), this reduces the sample rate of the

beat spectrum. In our work, the single bit beat spectrum is easier to sample

at high speeds and the waveform memory imposes a maximum limit on our

chirp length, in addition, the lack of a frequency lock means we can easily

transmit chirp rates on the order of 2 GHz/20 µs = 1 × 1014 Hz/s. Our high

chirp rate allows the chirp to be repeated 50 times and still get a frame-rate

similar to a conventional radar, easing our assumption of a stationary scene.

This high chirp rate and low center frequency also allows us to safely

ignore Doppler shift. For a target moving at the speed of sound vr = csound =

340 m/s and a chirp time of Tm = 17 µs around fc = 1 GHz, we expect a

Doppler shift of only around 2vrfc/c = 2.3 kHz, which is in essence a DC

signal considering our chirp time and the assumed (fast!) speed.

Further study is required before the proposed principles can be applied to

complex scenes with multiple moving targets (both with and without Doppler

shift). One workaround is to apply multiple single bit parallel receivers, which

is very feasible since the single bit processing is so area efficient. This will

reduce the time required and hence easing the assumption of a stationary

scene during the measurement period.

C.9 Conclusion

We have shown the feasibility of implementing several classical frequency

modulated architectures, a pseudo-noise correlation radar and a simple pulsed

radar; all in single bit CMOS implementation. Using bitstreams enables

mixer operation of a frequency modulated radar to be implemented as a single

CMOS XOR gate, which is proven by analytical treatment, post layout sim-

ulations and measurements. The digital nature of the radar also allows such

operations as delays, which are proven useful to deal with the ambiguity cre-

ated by harmonics as well as increasing the theoretical resolution by a factor

of 3. Preliminary measurements from a digital asynchronous implementation

in CMOS, prove the feasibility of bitstreams for generic single-chip-radar.
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Abstract

A Digital-to-Time converter (DTC) based on static CMOS multiplexers is

presented, achieving a time resolution of 65 ps consuming 0.5 mW. The DTC

relies on gate delay for programmability, ensuring robustness, linearity and

wide delay range. Details of the circuit implementation and optimization

is given, with transistor sizes, post layout simulations with Monte Carlo,

voltage and temperature variations are given with measurements from two

different chip realizations in 90 nm CMOS.
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D.1 Introduction

Time-to-digital conversion (TDC) is used in high precision timing measure-

ment application exploring high-speed properties of digital processes. TDC

circuits are often used in time-of-flight applications, such as pulsed laser

rangefinders [1], in clock data recovery, digital Phase Locked Loop (PLL) [2]

and even Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) [3]. The inverse conversion,

namely a Digital-to-Time Converter (DTC), has gained less attention [4] and

is the focus of this paper. The implementation of a non-clocked (continuous-

time) TDC is in many ways similar to DTC design, exploring analog device

properties. For proper performance detailed circuit analysis is required.

In our [5] paper, we explored a DTC for a digital Frequency-Modulated

Continuous-Wave (FMCW) radar implementation. A simple delay-line based

DTC, or serializer, of the type shown in figure D.1 was used in in parallel to

generate a continuous bitstream output at GHz frequencies. In this paper

we elaborate on circuit details allowing for more general use of the DTC,

The DTC is also redesigned for improved performance documented both by

simulations and measurements including robustness with respect to supply

interference as well as temperature dependence. Fine tuning of delay ele-

ments is done by back-gate (well) tuning. All reported results are for a low

power 90 nm CMOS by TSMC.

A delay line serializer is used by [6, 7, 8] for serial communication and

called a Wave-Pipeline (WP). Our design goal is somewhat different from a

serial communication system, as the temporal resolution is more important

than maximum bitrate. We have measured an equivalent clock period of

65 ps, but are limited to a maximum data-rate of 7.7 Gb/s = 1/(2 · 65 ps).

Searching literature, few real WP implementations with measurements

are found. The fastest simulated data-rates presented in the literature is

based on Current Mode Logic (CML), in [8] a data-rate of 67 Gb/s is pre-

sented with 175 mW of power consumption. Lower power is claimed by [9],

but without Monte Carlo simulations or measured results.

A simple, digital CMOS implementation, without current sources or other

analog elements is considered more robust and versatile [10] than CML. In

addition, a clockless design reduces power consumption since no clock power

is consumed, [6] reports a 47 % power saving by removing the clock. With

a 8 bit serializer transmitting 00110011, we have a post-layout simulated

power consumption of 0.5 mW, while our entire 1:64 serializer with output
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τ τ
Wi−1

Mode

τ
Wi τ

Wi+1

Wi+1 Wi Wi−1

τ

...

Wi Wi+1 Wi+2

...

Figure D.1: Principle of a delay line based serializer. The delay line is preset
with the bit values {Wi}, all of the switches are then switched so that the
delay line becomes “whole”, enabling the bits to flow out with an equivalent
clock rate of 1/τ .

pads consume 13 mW. As we will show, analog tuning of the back-gate, will

mitigate Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) variations and could even

be used for fine delay steps.

We start with a quick look at how the Wave Pipeline (WP) architecture

can be used as a delay generator in section D.2, before we dive into a detailed

implementation of the mux/delay element which is at the heart of the WP

DTC in section D.3. We then provide simulations and measurements of both

our previous design and the improved inverting design in section D.4.

D.2 WP as delay generator

As an alternative use of our DTC, is as a delay generator. If we program the

{Wi} bits as a thermometer code, each thermometer increment will increase

the delay by 65 ps with a simulated nominal ±1 ps DNL and INL. Results of

100 Post layout Monte Carlo simulations is shown in figure D.2. The delay

step is not a sub-gate delay resolution in our process, but is still comparable

to some of the work presented in the recent overview of delay lines in [11],

while the DNL and INL is less than 1 LSB, ensuring linearity across mismatch

and process variations.
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Figure D.2: Showing the WP serializer as a delay generator nominal sim-
ulation in red and 100 Monte Carlo simulations in transparent blue. Top:
Digital delay setting and resulting delay, below that, Integral Nonlinearity
(INL) and Differential Nonlinearity (DNL).
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MODE

WRITE Wi next Wi

IN Wi−1 Wi−2 Wi−3

OUT Wi Wi−1 Wi−2 Wi−3

OUT 0 W0

OUT 1 W1 W0

OUT 2 W2 W1 W0

OUT 3 W3 W2 W1 W0

OUT 4 W3 W2 W1 W0

Figure D.3: Timing diagram for serializer row. The 4 first rows shows the
signals for a single mux, while the bottom 5 shows the output for a 5 stage
serializer. In the write mode (MODE=0), the input comes from the previous
stage and stabilizes to Wi−1, while the output stabilizes to Wi. After MODE
goes high, the output goes from Wi to Wi−1 and then Wi−2 and Wi−3.

D.3 Implementing the MUX

D.3.1 Choice of circuit

In [6] the multiplexer (mux) was implemented by two pass-transistors, al-

though pass-transistor logic has very little delay, this comes at a cost of

reduced robustness and gain, reducing the fall and rise time, especially when

cascaded. In [7], an improvement in throughput is reported with a tri-state

structure, but this stacks pMOS transistors and has a large capacitance on

the output node. We here choose a fully static NAND based design, as it

only stacks 2 NMOS transistors, giving us sharp transitions and a relatively

short delay.

D.3.2 Sizing for the critical transitions

The serializer circuit will have 2 modes, a “load” mode, where the bits are

set on the delay line and a “run” mode, when the bits are flowing out. As

is seen from the timing diagram in figure D.3, the load mode is much less

critical than the run mode, so it makes sense to optimize the transistor sizing

for the run mode.

To optimize the transistor sizing in the mux, we start by identifying

the critical transitions. As there are 3 input signals, where each signal can

either be 0, 1 or transitioning from 0 → 1 or 1 → 0, we have a total of

56 combinations with at least one transitioning. If we limit ourselves to
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assuming only 1 input changes at a time, and consider only changes that

actually affect the output, the number of combinations reduces to 12 and

can be further simplified to the 8 transitions in table D.1 by inserting some

do not care states X.

Table D.1: All transitions for a multiplexer with inputs WRITE and IN.
Critical, non-critical and illegal (transitions that will not occur in our use of
the mux)

nr. MODE WRITE IN OUT

(0) 0 X 0 → 1 0 → 1 run mode (critical)
(1) 0 X 1 → 0 1 → 0 run mode (critical)
(2) 1 1 → 0 X 1 → 0 write mode (illegal)
(3) 1 1 → 0 X 1 → 0 write mode (illegal)
(4) 0 → 1 0 1 0 → 1 enable run (critical)
(5) 0 → 1 1 0 1 → 0 enable run (critical)
(6) 1 → 0 0 1 1 → 0 disable run (illegal)
(7) 1 → 0 1 0 0 → 1 disable run (non-critical)

The circuit is not a general purpose mux, but one optimized for our

specific use, this does imply that the driver of MODE and WRITE must be

designed with some care since we do make some assumptions. When MODE

is stable, transitions on the selected input is transitioned to the output. We

assume that WRITE signal is stable before we enter write mode, so we mark

transitions (2-3) as illegal as these signify the write signal changing when we

are in write mode. In addition, we assume the row is finished transmitting

before we enter a new write mode, so we mark (6) as illegal because IN is

high. The main goal is that we have identified transitions (0-1) and (4-5) as

critical, these are the transitions that directly appear at the output of the

row and we should optimize these for speed.

In figure D.4 we have drawn the three NAND gates on the transistor level.

Starting with the mode (transition (0-1) in table D.1), we identify the critical

path. In the run mode, the mux is basically two inverters, consisting of M2-

M3 and M10-M11, the additional transistors are then sized either small, for

low capacitive loading, or large for small on-resistance depending on the state

these are in when in run mode.

Another set of critical transitions is when the mode changes to run, tran-

sition (4) in table D.1, require that M12 turns off (due to M5), before M11
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IN

MODE

WRITE

MODE

M2, M10, M13: 1.135 µm
M3: 0.605 µm

M7

M8
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large

nominal

M1 M2

M1, M9, M6, M15: 0.12 µm

M9 M10
M3

M4

M4, M12: 2 µm

M5

M5: 1.5 µm

M6

M7, M8, M11: 0.5 µm

M11

M12

M13

M14

M15

M14: 0.535 µm

τ

OUT

OUTIN

WRITE

MODE

Figure D.4: Sizing guide for a NAND based mux with one inverter on the
output, where the IN path (run mode) is much more critical than the WRITE
path (write mode). Critical transistors/path drawn in red, additional tran-
sistors connected to the red path (M1 and M9) should be minimum width
(drawn green) to avoid capacitive loading of the output while stacked tran-
sistors (M4 and M12) should be large for minimal on-resistance. Black tran-
sistors (M6, M7, M8) are in the WRITE path and does not load the IN path
and can therefore be sized normally. All transistors are minimum length
(100 nm drawn), final widths are indicated in the top right corner.
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turns on to avoid a glitch which is avoided by buffering (delaying) the MODE

signal, from the MODE signal. Case (5) is easier, as we only need M5 to

be strong enough to turn M12 on, this is ensured by making M5 large. We

pre-charge M4’s drain node with M15 to alleviate the driving requirements of

the fairly large device. The complete optimized circuit is shown in figure D.4.

In figure D.4 we have included local buffering of the MODE signal, mini-

mizing the load capacitance. Note that the latency introduced by this delay

has little consequence, adding a minor time-lag to all elements.

A single inverter (M13-M14) is added to the output, which will be ex-

plained in the next section.

D.4 Characterization

When characterizing the waveform generator circuit, there are a three key

speed parameters. We have 1) delay, which sets the time resolution, which

combined with the fall/rise time determines 2) the maximum frequency, or

Pulse-Width (PW). Lastly 3) pulse distortion, measured as PW growth, is

given by unmatched falling and rising delays.

Although related, the maximum frequency is not necessarily given by the

delay. In theory the maximum frequency is set by the bitstream 010101, but

if the delay through the mux is too short, the edges will overlap causing the

short pulses to disappear. The original circuit used in [5] used two inverters

as delays in an attempt to circumvent this, but Monte Carlo simulations and

measurements proved that the circuit was unable to correctly transmit 010101

and the presented measurements are therefore the sequence 001100110011.

For our use, in a single bit waveform generator, we need a certain level of

oversampling, so it makes sense to maximize the clock rate at the cost of

being unable to transmit 010101. As we will see, we found it beneficial to

have a inverting mux, so one inverter is used in the optimized design. Each

stage can be inverting as long as the chain is of even length and every odd

stage has an inverted WRITE signal.

The third speed parameters is related to pulse deformation, if we input a

pulse(-train) we want the pulses to maintain the shape. One major challenge

when dealing with asynchronous signals is that when traveling down a delay-

line pulses may shrink (or grow) slightly in each stage, until they completely

disappear. It should be noted that for a pulse train both pulse width growth
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and pulse width shrinkage is bad, as both leads to deformation and may

eventually lead to pulse losses.

D.4.1 N/P ratio

When setting the nMOS to pMOS (N/P) ratio, there are a couple of im-

portant points to keep in mind. The first is that we want to equalize the

delay of the falling and rising transition, or equivalently, have a PW growth

of 0 seconds. It should be noted that this is not the same as equalizing the

fall and rise-time.

The second concern depend on the capacitive loading of the circuit, as

was discussed by [12]. The optimal N/P ratio when considering varying

capacitive load in a non-inverting circuit, yields a different zero crossing

for each capacitive load, making the optimization process challenging as the

optimal point depends on both intentional and parasitic load. The N/P ratio

is made less important with the inverting design, as a falling edge becomes

a rising edge in the next block, making the optimization process easier.

D.4.2 Supply sensitivity

It is well known that a simple static single ended CMOS circuit is sensitive

to both supply voltage and temperature. One advantage of building a self-

timed circuit is that this sensitivity only affects the absolute time/frequency

of the output, not the relative. So if the voltage drops, or the temperature

increases, the circuit will naturally slow down without any complex feedback

loop. To show this, we simulate the waveform 001100110011, while measuring

the absolute period and pulse deformation. For a functional chip, the relative

pulse deformation needs to be within a fraction of the period, so we normalize

the pulse growth to the pulse width and multiply by 100 to get a percentage.

Both post layout and measured results are presented in figure D.5 as

a function of supply voltage, where Monte Carlo results are also visible.

Sweeping the temperature, yields similar results, where the pulse width for

the one inverter circuit varies linearly from 119 ps to 143 ps for −40 ◦C to

100 ◦C while the pulse growth is less than ±0.007 % of the pulse width.
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Figure D.5: Pulse Width (PW) and distortion as a function of supply
voltage. Nominal simulation shown as dots connected with straight lines, and
Monte Carlo simulations for selected voltages shown as circle (mean) and ±
three standard deviation as error bars. The top panel also includes measured
results, which are on average 1.7 % slower than the simulated values.
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D.4.3 Back-gate tuning

A simple dynamic way of tuning the nMOS to pMOS ratio is to adjust the

p-well and n-well voltages (back-gate). The advantages compared to current

starving or varying the capacitive loading is that this does not reduce the

maximum achievable speed when no tuning is required.

Back-gate tuning does however have a limited tuning range; with the

original design with two inverters, adjusting the p-well from 600 mV to 1.4 V

and the n-well from −300 mV to 300 mV only results in a change in pulse

growth from 150 fs to 924 fs. This gets worse in the inverting design, as we

are less sensitive to the N/P ratio, so adjusting all of the nMOS and pMOS

transistors leaves us with a tuning range of 31 fs.

To remedy this limitation, we may adjust only every other stage equally.

This does have some layout challenges, as wells must be separated, increasing

the area and the parasitic wiring capacitance, but gives a much larger tuning

range. An optimistic, initial, post layout simulation without the well sepa-

ration; gives a tuning range of 9.5 ps, which corresponds to 292 Monte Carlo

standard deviations. Our 90 nm process is a triple well process, so multiple

p-wells can be adjusted independently without adjusting the entire chip; but

as seen from table D.2 a n-well only tuning is also sufficient for mitigating

PVT variations in the pulse width and eliminate PVT variations in the pulse

growth.

Table D.2: Tunability of the optimized one inverter circuit when adjusting the
back-gate of every other element. The last three rows show PVT variations;
as the mean µ pluss/minus 3 standard deviation σ based on 200 Monte Carlo
simulations, supply-. and temperature-variations.

PW ps PW growth ps

min max min max

p-well only 120 144 −3.99 3.85
n-well only 124 136 −2.18 2.14

n-well and p-well tuning 116 148 −4.84 4.62
Monte Carlo µ ± 3σ 109 153 −0.10 0.09
Supply 1.2 V ± 0.2 V 106 181 −0.01 −0.00

Temp −40 ◦C to 100 ◦C 120 144 0.00 −0.01
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D.4.4 Comparison

At this point, it makes sense to question if the design effort of section D.3 was

worth it. To do so, we compare a naive symmetric NAND mux implemen-

tation, without any inverters on the output, with our optimized and skewed

NAND mux including an extra inverter to obtain a inverting block. The sim-

ulated result give the same PW (128 ps to 131 ps in the naive and optimized

version respectively), despite adding an extra gate. The optimized design

has a pulse deformation within ±15 fs with a worst case standard deviation

of ±73 fs over a range of Monte Carlo simulations with the supply ranging

from 1 V to 1.4 V and the temperature from −40 ◦C to 100 ◦C. While the

naive has a 122 times larger mean and a 6.6 times larger standard deviation

over the same process conditions. In addition we have a improvement in the

average fall/rise time (found from 10 % to 90 %) from 44 ps to 28 ps.

The fact that our optimized solution has the same delay despite an extra

gate can largely be attributed to the skewed sizing and the improved fall

and rise time. The improvement in pulse deformation is attributed to the

inverting design, where instead of matching nMOS vs pMOS, we rely on

matching equal devices.

D.5 Conclusion

A robust wave-pipeline is proposed as a low power DTC for on-chip serial

communication or sub-clock delay-line applications. With a time resolution

of 65 ps and a voltage, temperature, process and mismatch insensitive pulse

deformation by inverting design and backgate tuning, static CMOS provide

a robust solution. Details on the simple to implement multiplexer is given,

together with post layout simulations with PVT and mismatch variations

and measured results.
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